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Preface to ”Water Systems towards New Future
Challenges”
Water supply (WS) systems collect, store and/or treat, and distribute water among water sources
and consumers. They are the transfer of drinking, irrigation, waste, storm, and industrial water from
an intake to final users. This important infrastructure is becoming a dynamic environment, where
new technologies and the best practices are implemented with the ambition of increasing the safety,
efficiency, sustainability, and management. The monitoring system (MS), control technology (CT),
management strategy (MS), energy saving (ES), eco-innovative solution (EIS), and modeling decision
support system (MDSS) have to be improved to obtain technical, economic, and environmental
benefits in terms of research, technology, and engineering applications. The water industry is subject
to changes regarding the sustainable management of urban water systems. There are many external
factors, including impacts of the climate change, drought, and population growth in urban centers,
which lead to an increase in the responsibility to adopt more sustainable management of urban
waters. There are many structural challenges facing the development of modern cities, from the
water supply to the population and economic activities, to the improvement of urban, industrial, and
rural water sectors. Population growth results in an increase in and a concentration of water needs
and a consequent need for water management. Under this reality, the use of advanced studies and
technologies as well as the adoption of more robust management models are necessary to better suit
the critical demands in the near future. The concept of the smart water system utilizes advanced
information technologies for system monitoring data to achieve greater efficiency in the resource
allocation. In addition, to increase the efficiency in water loss control, the prevention and the early
detection of leaks allow the development of the best practice in the asset management. A smart
system uses real-time data, optimization variables, variable speed pumps, dynamic control valves,
and smart meters in order to balance the demand, minimize the overpressure in aging pipelines,
and save water and energy. Therefore, a sustainable water–energy nexus (WEN) arises in terms of
its water and energy efficiency, reliability, and environmental integration towards smart water grids
(SWGs). This is a new method for smart technology, resource management, and sustainable water
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Abstract: Water irrigation systems are required to provide adequate pressure levels in any sort of
network. Quite frequently, this requirement is achieved by using pressure reducing valves (PRVs).
Nevertheless, the possibility of using hydraulic machines to recover energy instead of PRVs could
reduce the energy footprint of the whole system. In this research, a new methodology is proposed
to help water managers quantify the potential energy recovering of an irrigation water network
with adequate conditions of topographies distribution. EPANET has been used to create a model
based on probabilities of irrigation and flow distribution in real networks. Knowledge of the flows
and pressures in the network is necessary to perform an analysis of economic viability. Using the
proposed methodology, a case study has been analyzed in a typical Mediterranean region and the
potential available energy has been estimated. The study quantifies the theoretical energy recoverable
if hydraulic machines were installed in the network. Particularly, the maximum energy potentially
recovered in the system has been estimated up to 188.23 MWh/year) with a potential saving of
non-renewable energy resources (coal and gas) of CO2 137.4 t/year.
Keywords: smart water; water-energy nexus; energy efficiency; sustainable water management;
energy recovering
1. Introduction
Water and its management is one of the more important current and future global challenges.
Its variability can cause cloudbursts, making sewers to overflow, while the scarcity of water in other
components involves public services and reduces irrigation [1]. Hence, an efficient management
of water irrigation networks is crucial for facing future challenges related to the energy-water
nexus, considering the importance of irrigation in the whole planet [2]. The development of the
modernization of irrigation systems in agriculture (replacing open channel with pressurized irrigation)
has considerably increased energy consumption in recent years [3]. Nevertheless, the establishment of
drip irrigation has made more efficient systems in water consumption but not in energy demand.
Spain is not an exception: The annual irrigation volume consumed in Spain is 16.344 km3/year [4]
and the global irrigation consumption in pressure systems approaches 3925 km3/year [5].
Consequently, the theoretical energy recoverable could be a significant amount.
In Spain, the drip irrigated area (i.e., 1.7 of 3.54 million of hectares are irrigated by pressure
systems) [6] represents 17.56% of the world’s surface irrigated by localized drip (approximately
Water 2016, 8, 234; doi:10.3390/w8060234 www.mdpi.com/journal/water1
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9 million hectares) [7]. The high energy consumption and the rising cost of tariff have reduced profits or
even the viability of farms [8]. The need to study strategies to decrease the energy consumption in these
installations is pointed out in the consulted references. Regarding this issue, Coehlo et al. established
the need to study the recovery in water distribution systems for increasing the energy efficiency,
since the energy consumption in water networks involves 7% of the global energy consumption [9].
The objectives of this recovery are: to reduce the energy footprint of water in irrigation system and to
lessen greenhouse emissions compared with other non-renewable energy sources.
Water-energy nexus analysis has become a crucial issue in recent years [3,10–13]. Baki et al. [10]
studied water-energy interactions in water systems in Athens. Okadera et al. [11] and Herath et al. [12]
analyzed water footprints of hydroelectricity. Water management improvement in irrigation networks
have also been analyzed in [14], where a 40% irrigation reduction volume was achieved.
Sustainable social and economic growth based on renewable energy sources forces water
networks to work as multipurpose systems [15], where power generation is not the first objective but
an important complementary one [16].
Some studies and prototypes of recovering energy with small turbines can be found in the
literature for power less than 100 kW [17–22]. The previous publications of Carravetta et al. [17,18]
compare the feasible regulation systems for pump as turbines (PATs). These authors [19,20] determined
performance of PATs installed in drinking systems. The efficiency oscillates between 0.4 and 0.6.
Ramos et al. [21,22] proposed new design solutions to energy production in water pipe systems.
These solutions are focused on the installing of PATs with electrical or hydraulic regulation within
network. Additionally, to the previous referenced authors, the variability of the flow along time is
studied as an objective in the present research. Here, a deep analysis of theoretical recovery energy in
the network is proposed (i.e., distinguishing values of dissipated energy, necessary energy and losses
in lines and consumption points).
Particularly in irrigation networks, some studies of recovering energy in open channels
flow [23–25] and preliminary studies in pressure pipe systems are described. These show the
importance to analyze these networks in terms of recovery energy. An example of these studies
is the network of Alqueva in Portugal [26]. In that contribution, authors analyzed the recovery
energy with average steady state flows. A discretized analysis in short time intervals is proposed
for determining the theoretical energy recoverable in a part of the Alqueva distribution network.
This analysis was made with average consumption demands.
The present research determines the variability of flows and pressure in any point or line on
the network depending on irrigation habits. This advantage (determining instant values of flows
and pressure) allows performing the analysis of energy recovery in any point on the network.
The methodology obtains the data pairs of flow (Q) and head (H) of the working area of the hypothetical
installed machine.
Furthermore, the methodology determines the variation of flow in a network based on the habits
of irrigation in order to perform energy analyses. The application of this methodology in irrigation
networks aims to complement previous studies for PATs efficiency in dinking supply networks,
extending its use.
The variation of flow is based on random demand of the users and the real irrigation allocations.
Depending on these parameters, the proposed methodology estimates the energy dissipated by
friction losses, the energy required for irrigation, and the recoverable energy in the irrigation network.
The discretization of the flows leads managers to analyze power generation depending on irrigation
time periods. Accordingly, the present analysis has the following objectives:
1) Proposing a new methodology for determining the flows throughout the year in an irrigation
network demand, considering the need of the crop, the historic consumption and the irrigation
farmers’ habits
2) Estimating the flow rate and pressures with the time
2
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3) Quantifying the energy balance in pressurized irrigation distribution systems to determine the
energy footprint of water in the distribution system, and the estimated recoverable energy
4) Applying these procedures to a real case study
2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Methodology for Determining the Flow
In this section, the proposed methodology to determine the time-dependent flow throughout the
year is described. In order to analyze any pressurized irrigation network from the energy point of view,
the flow and pressure along pipelines are determinant variables. The requirements of the minimum
pressure at any consumption point are also fundamental. Pressures are different depending on the
location of irrigation points. Therefore, the spatial and timing distribution of these consumptions are
important aspects to take into consideration.
The flows are variable over any irrigation campaign, depending on many factors such as
distribution of crops in the irrigation area, crop maturity, weather conditions, soil characteristics,
efficiency of drippers (ranging from 0.90 to 0.95), and the habits of farmers, among others.
Traditionally, the Clement methodology has been used for irrigation network sizing [27–29].
This methodology allows determining the maximum flow circulating in a network line. This maximum
flow rate is calculated by assuming a binomial distribution flow. The mathematical expectation
and standard deviation of the binomial probability distribution depends on the opening point of
consumption. Clement assumed that this probability was uniform and equal over time. This uniform
probability consideration can lead to underestimating the flows. Consequently, the Clement
methodology cannot be used for analyzing potential energy recovery. Probability of irrigation at
any point is non-uniform, and depends on the habits of irrigation farmers. Therefore, it varies
throughout the day, week, and month. This underestimation leads to the proposal of different
methodologies for estimating flows in irrigation networks. The most common are those that use
statistical methods [27–29], or models based on the random opening of irrigation points by means of
computer simulations [30–33]. A new methodology considering both strategies is here proposed.
Flow and energy implications are therefore separately considered and described.
The majority of water distribution networks only have water meters in each irrigation point
for billing and controlling the consumed volumes. Unfortunately, it is not usual that the irrigation
network has readings of flows and pressures at any time. For this reason, the proposed methodology
simulates the operation of any irrigation network based on the random generation of consumption in
irrigation points.
The day, start, and duration of irrigations (as function of the habits of the farmers) are considered
in this research as factors for irrigation probability and flows. Furthermore, the real consumption
probability weights (obtained from historical archives of the irrigation entities) can be assigned to
consumptions, and the network can be very precisely simulated.
Hence, for any day of the year, consumptions can be estimated in any irrigation point by following
these steps (Figure 1).
1. Estimation of cumulative volume consumed by the irrigation point
The decision to irrigate depends on the balance (VNa) between the previous irrigated volume
and the consumption assigned (needs) of the irrigation point (Input 1). If the volume of cumulative
consumption is positive, automatically the methodology indicates that this is not an irrigation day.
Only when this volume is negative, irrigation is possible. If the volume of cumulative consumption is
negative, the methodology determines the irrigation probability.
2. The determination of the irrigation probability (PI)
3
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To randomly determine if crops are irrigated or not during a particular day, two types of weight
functions are assigned. These functions are obtained from interviews with farmers. According to
Figure 1, Input 2 determines the irrigation weekly pattern (wdj), prioritizing the irrigation days per
week. Input 3 determines the maximum days between irrigations for each month of the year (i). If in
previous days no irrigation has been performed, watering is forced.
   Determination of the
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Choice of the time interval
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Figure 1. Schematic description of the methodology for flow estimation.
The methodology generates a random number (RN) between zero and one associated with
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where:
i = numbers of days inside of interval;
j = day of decision making;
wdj = pattern to irrigate one particular day inside the interval;ř n“i´j`1
n“1 wdn = total addition of patterns.
3. The determination of the irrigation duration
The methodology allows determining the estimated time based on irrigation habits of farmers to
satisfy irrigation needs (Input 1). This value depends on irrigation amount and type of crop.
4. The start of irrigation
The irrigation duration randomly determines the start of irrigation as a function of the daily
probability curves of irrigation time (Input 4). When the methodology determines that a consumption
point has to be irrigated, the start time of irrigation is determined. Therefore, the cumulative probability
must be used for starting irrigation. This curve is defined by twenty-four sections (one per hour).
When no irrigation exists, the irrigate weight (wh) in this interval is assigned to be zero.





where wh is the defined pattern (Input 2) to irrigate one particular hour inside the interval.




h“0 ph pm “ 0, . . . , 23q (3)
where m is the number of intervals in one day.
A new RN is generated, ranging from 0 to 1. It is compared with the values of cumulative
probability (pcm) and the start irrigation period is established. For this particular time period, the
methodology selects within this period the start interval from zero to value equal to 60Δt (where Δt is
the time interval in which the simulated flow is discretized). When this step is completed, the day and
hour of starting irrigation is known.
5. Determination of irrigation volume
The irrigation supply (agronomic known parameter, which depends on: framework plantation,
number of dripper per plant and flow of the dripper) and the duration (Input 4) are known and the
irrigation volume can be calculated for that day.
6. Calculation of cumulative consumption
When the irrigation volume is known, the methodology updates the water volume available for
the plant.
7. The pressure and flow modeled for each node in the network
They are calculated for every irrigation points and each day using Epanet Toolkit. Epanet is
public domain software [34] that models water distribution in pipe systems. Different elements can be
represented: pipe networks composed by pipes, nodes (junctions), pumps, valves, and storage tanks or
reservoirs. The model can simulate extended-period hydraulic analysis by simulating by sort of pipes
systems, computing friction and minor losses, representing various types of valves, junctions, tanks
and pumps, considering multiple patterns at nodes consumption with time variation, and system
operation on simple tank level, timer controls or complex rule-based controls.
5
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2.2. Balance of Energy
Once flows and pressures are estimated along the time in the whole network, the energy equation
(Reynolds Theorem) must be implemented to consider the energy balance in the system [35].
According to Figure 2, a generic irrigation network with all possible elements (reservoir, pumps,


































dt = exchange of energy per unit time in the control system;
dQ
dt = exchange of heat per unit of time (heat power);
Wsha f t
dt = power transmitted directly to or from the fluid (e.g., pump);
dV = differential volume of control volume for integration;
Ñ
v = velocity vector of fluid;
d
Ñ
A = differential area of control surface for integration;
ρ = fluid density;
gz = potential energy per unit mass;
u = internal energy per unit mass;
v2
2 = kinetic energy per unit mass;
P
ρ = height of pressure per unit mass;
Within the control system, the following simplifications can be made:
The water density is constant.
Flow is uniform in each interval.
Exchange of heat between fluid and surroundings is negligible (adiabatic system).
The shaft work is the power transmitted directly to/from the fluid in the case that a pump or
turbine exists in the network.
There is no compensation tank in the network, therefore, the time energy variation inside of the






















Figure 2. Energy balance in the pressurized irrigation water network adapted from [36].
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If an irrigation system operates by gravity (Figure 3), the equation of energy applied to any control












Δt = time interval (s);
n = total number of irrigation points;
i = individual irrigation points;
γ = specific weight of the fluid (N/m3);
QD = total flow demanded by the network (m3/s);
HD = piezometric head of the reservoir. For a pumped system, the value is the manometric height;
Qoi = flow demanded by each irrigation point (m3/s);
Hoi = piezometric head of the consumption node (m);
γQD HD = total energy (kW) supplied to the system. This term is equal to ET, which is
later defined;ř n




i“1 pQoiuoi ´ QDiuDiq
˘
= Exchange of internal energy. In an adiabatic system, it is equal to
friction losses. This term will be defined as EFR.
Leakages are not considered in this analysis because the drip irrigation network is still new
(minimum leakages), the maintenance and repair plans are usually undertaken (which reduce possible
losses), and finally, these networks are not as automated as drinking systems so unmeasured volumes
and leakages are difficult to discern. If an energy audit were made, this volume should be considered
or estimated [6,36]. Furthermore, the installation of hydraulic machines does not affect the water










Figure 3. Scheme of irrigation network.
When a global energy balance of the network is established, it is possible to define different terms
of energy. Such as lines, hydrants and irrigation points, as follow (Figure 4):
- Total Energy (ETi): potential total energy in an irrigation point when the consumption is null in the
entire network. It corresponds to the static energy (i.e., potential) of the node. For an irrigation




Qi pzo ´ ziq Δt (6)
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where:
Qi is the flow circulating by a line that supplies to more unfavorable irrigation point (most
disadvantageous consumption node in terms of need of the pressure) (m3/s);
zi is the geometry level above reference plane of the irrigation point. In this case, the reference is
sea level (m);
z0 is the geometry level above reference plane of the free water surface of the reservoir. In this
case, the reference is sea level (m);
Δt is the time interval (s).
- Friction Energy (EFRi): for a time interval, it is the energy dissipated in the network by the water
coming from head until the irrigation point.
EFRi pkWhq “ 2.725¨ 10´3Qi pzo ´ pzi ` Piqq Δt (7)
where:
Pi is the service pressure in any point of the network when consumption exists. The units are
meter water column (m w.c.).
Minor losses (pressure loss in particular network components like tees, valves, and similar) are
considered as a percentage of friction losses. Associated with this term, the Energy Footprint of Water
(EFW) can be calculated. Energy Footprint of Water is defined as the ration between energy dissipated
due to friction losses (EFRi) over the distributed volume on the network (kWh/m3).
- Theoretical Energy Necessary (ETNi): it is the minimum energy required in a hydrant or line to
ensure the minimum pressure of irrigation in the more unfavorable point. The value is:
ETNi pkWhq “ 2.725¨ 10´3QiPmini Δt (8)
where:
Pmini is the minimum pressure of service of a line or hydrant to ensure the minimum pressure in
the most disadvantageous consumption node. The units are meter water column (m w.c.).
- Energy Required for Irrigation (ERIi): during an interval of time, it is the minimum energy required
at an irrigation point to ensure the irrigation water evenly. The value is:
ERIi pkWhq “ 2.725¨ 10´3QiPminIi Δt (9)
where:
PminIi is the minimum pressure of service of an irrigation point required to ensure the irrigation
water evenly. The units are meter water column (m w.c.).
- Theoretical Available Energy (ETAi): it is the available energy for recovery in a hydrant or line. The
recovery coefficient in a hydrant or line (CRT) depends on losses existent between the hydrant
(or pipeline) and the most disadvantageous consumption node. It is equal to the sum of the
theoretical energy recoverable plus the theoretical energy unrecoverable (ENRT). The value of this
energy for a particular time duration, is defined as:





- Theoretical Recoverable Energy (ETRi): it is the maximum theoretical recoverable energy in
an irrigation point, hydrant or line of the network, ensuring at downstream the minimum
pressure of irrigation.
8
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Δt “ 2.725¨ 10´3Qi HiΔt (11)
where
Hi is the value of head in irrigation point, hydrant or line (m w.c.), obtained as:





- Theoretical unrecoverable Energy (ENTRi): it is the energy in a hydrant or line on the network that
cannot be recovered. This energy is necessary to assume the losses from the line or hydrant to the
more unfavorable irrigation point.
ENTRi “ ETAi ´ ETRi (13)
- Recovery coefficient in hydrant or line (CRTi): it is the quotient between ETRi and ETAi in an irrigation







Figure 4. Scheme of hydraulic energies grade line.
Qh (Figure 4) is the flow circulating in a line or consumed by a hydrant (m3/s), zh is the geometry
level above reference plane of the line or hydrant. H0 is the piezometric height of the reservoir that
supplies the network. The units are meter water column (m w.c.). If reservoir is open, H0 is equal to z0.
When Equation (5) is applied in a point of the network, it is defined by Equation (15):
ETi “ EFRi ` ERIi ` ETRi (15)







pEFRi ` ERIi ` ETRiq (16)
In the case of lines and hydrants (zh in Figure 4), the annual balance of energy is defined by
Equation (17):
ET “ EFRh ` ETA ` ETN “ EFRh ` ERI ` ETR ` ENTR (17)
9
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The energy footprint of water and the theoretical recoverable energy are crucial for the energy
balance. The energy footprint on the network distribution can be obtained along the year and compared
with average values analyzed in other distribution systems. Some of these values are: 0.31 kWh/m3 in
injected irrigation network [36], 0.18–0.32 kWh/m3 according to California Energy Commission [37],
0.081 kWh/m3 in Bangkok, 0.5 kWh/m3 in Delhi and 0.13 kWh/m3 in Tokyo [38].
Regarding the theoretical recoverable energy in a network, it mainly depends on the orography
of the irrigation area. The networks with larger gradients between the supply and the consumption
points have greater possibility to recover energy, if the appropriate machine is selected. The energy
recovery can be analyzed in different parts of the network:
i) In plot of cultivation—in this case, the private user needs to reduce pressure down to 30 m
w.c. to carry out drip irrigation. Generally, the user installs a pressure reducer to dissipate
the excess energy. This element can be replaced by a pico-turbine to generate energy for
self-consumption. This energy can be used in remote-control system, cleaning of filters, lighting
and others similar consumptions.
ii) In the hydrant pipe—when the hydrant supplies to flat topography, reduction of pressure can
be done. In an operating network, this reduction is carried out with a pressure reducing valve.
This recovery could potentially be done if a suitable turbine could be installed.
iii) In pipe branch—in networks with large extension and irregular orography, some parts of the
network can achieve higher pressure than necessary, forcing pressure to be reduced on a pipe
branch. Currently, this reduction is possible by using a reducing valve installed on this branch.
These valves can be replaced by turbines or pumps as turbines (PAT) [14] depending on the
system characteristics to increase the energy efficiency of the network.
The presented methodology helps managers to estimate the theoretical recoverable energy in
irrigation points, hydrants and branches (pipelines). According to Spadaro et al. [39], this recovery
can contribute with a theoretical average reduction of greenhouse gases emission between 582
and 877 gCO2/kWh when compared to non-renewable energy solutions (e.g., coal and gas) and
1150 gCO2/kWh when compared to emissions of fossil fuel [40]. However, this reduction will
depend on the water source (groundwater, superficial or residual water) and distribution (gravity or
pumped) [41]. Future research should try to integrate all applications together (supply, irrigation and
wastewater for better water management) in a strategy to improve system efficiency, thus reducing
greenhouse gases [42].
The viability of these installations is subject to economic evaluation (incomes vs. costs).
Zema et al. [43] proposed a simple method to evaluate the economic feasibility of micro-hydropower
plants in irrigations systems. In preliminary studies, these methods are good indicators for taking
decisions to develop more detailed projects. These decisions are focused on the selection of machine
efficiency, temporal distribution of energy produced and investment analyses. Similarly, Castro [44]
proposed the period simple return (PSR) and energy index (EI) as indicators of investment viability.
These sorts of installations are viable if the PSR is less than six years and the energy index smaller than
0.6 €/kWh. PSR and EI are defined by the following equations:
PSR “ IC
I ´ C (18)
I “ PEEη (19)
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where: IC is the investment cost (€); C is the annual operating cost (€/year); C0 is the unit operating
cost (€/kWh); I is the annual income (€/year); PE is the energy price (€/kWh); E is the theoretical
energy recovery by the turbine (kWh/year) and η is the machine efficiency.
The investment cost using PAT is 50% lower than the cost of traditional turbines [45].
Carravetta et al. [20] estimated IC of 545 €/kW if the machine is electrically regulated. Incomes
depend on generated energy, which depends on the price of energy, recovery energy and the efficiency
of the machine. Based on the specific speed, expert literature indicates that efficiency varies between
50% and 60% [20,46]. Castro [44] established a sales price (PE) of 0.0842 €/kWh and C0 of 0.0145 €/kW.
These solutions, due to the smaller cost of PATs, present a lower payback period.
3. Case Study
3.1. Description
In order to apply the developed methodology, a drip irrigation network located in Vallada
(Valencia, Spain) is proposed (Figure 5). The network covers 290.2 hectares, with water coming from
a well. The main crop is citrus, although there is a small area of olive trees. The water is accumulated
in a reservoir with a 7000 m3 capacity. The topography varies between 378 and 248 m above sea
level. The pond is located sufficiently high (399 m above sea level) to ensure the minimum pressure of
30 m w.c. in all irrigation points.
The pipelines of the network are built on asbestos cement pipes (diameters between 300 and
500 mm), polyvinyl chloride (diameters between 250 and 125 mm) and ductile iron (diameter of
150 mm). The installation has seventy multiuser hydrants. A manifold is installed in each hydrant to
connect pipes of polyethylene with irrigation points. Inside the hydrant, meters are placed to read the
consumption volume.
Figure 5. Study area in Vallada case study network.
The next steps are necessary to apply the proposed methodology:
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a) To make use of records of the water metered in the irrigation points. There are records since 2003
(year that network began to operate). In each plot, registers were taken quarterly corresponding
to the months of March, June, September and December.
b) To calculate the flow design (water requirements) for each of the considered plot, according to
the crop and characteristics of the irrigation installation (distance between drippers and type).
The number of sectors is established depending on the area of plots. This has allowed an allocation
of irrigation according to the existing installation (Figure 1).
c) To perform interviews of users and operating staff for estimating farmer habits. The type of
irrigation management at the annual, monthly, weekly and daily levels has been analyzed in this
questionnaire. Based on these interviews, different consumption patterns have been established.
These patterns take in to account the irrigation habits of farmers: weekly trend, maximum days
between irrigations and irrigation duration (Inputs 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 1).
3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. Historical Consumption Data and Probability Function
Based on the total consumption provided by the entity, an average consumption of 3189 m3/ha
has been estimated. Therefore, the annual average consumption is 925,427 m3 in the time series studied
2003–2014 (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Measured Annual Consumption in Vallada case study network.
The next steps allow establishing consumption patterns:
1. The annual consumption is estimated for each irrigation point, grouping them in terms of similar
consumptions. This classification has provided the distribution presented in Figure 7.
2. In order to determine the distribution of daily consumption, specific weights for crops of citrus
and olive needs to be considered, according to the registered consumptions. The monthly pattern
of irrigation needs has been set taking into account consumer groups (Figure 7). On the one
hand, the irrigation points with consumptions lower than 3584 m3/ha have been assigned the
patterns of consumption under the name “Crop of Olive” (Figure 8). On the other hand, the
irrigation points with consumptions higher than 4480 m3/ha have been assigned the patterns of
consumption under the name “Crop of Citrus” (Figure 8).
12
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Theoretical Irrigation Needs of Citrus [5469.94 m3/(ha·year)]
Figure 8. Pattern of irrigation needs: Top-Crop of olive. Bottom-Crop of citrus.
3.2.2. Pattern of Irrigation Habits
Habit patterns of farmers obtained by interviews, are defined as follows:
1. Analyzing the information obtained from interviews, two trends of irrigations have been depicted.
Small farmers avoid Sunday as irrigation day and Saturday appears with double preference than
the rest of the days (Figure 9a). Big farmers also have double preference for Saturday, but do not
avoid irrigation on Sunday (Figure 9b).
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2. Distribution of maximum days between irrigations: these patterns refer to the maximum interval
between watering. Irrigation occurs every day during the months of higher consumption (May,
June, July, August and September). In remaining months, the intervals of irrigation increase, being
not a clear and well-defined pattern for all farmers. Each farmer chooses the interval according to
different factors (e.g., rain, availability and soil properties). Based on the results of the interviews,
four distributions have been defined. According to the results of the requested data for farmer
habits across surveys, patterns have been assigned. Pattern I has been assigned approximately to
40% of the irrigation points, pattern II to 20%, pattern III to 20% and pattern IV to the other 20%.
This assignment has been carried out randomly (Figure 10).
3. Patterns of irrigation duration: based on the requested information four distributions have been
proposed. Again, pattern I has been assigned approximately to 40% of the irrigation points,
pattern II to 20%, pattern III to 20% and pattern IV to other 20%. This assignment has been carried
out randomly (Figure 11).
4. Distribution of irrigation start probability: farmers tend to irrigate in certain particular hours of
the day. This aspect is considered in this methodology by using the patterns for the probability of
starting irrigation in the different schedules. The watering schedule between 10 A.M. and 4 P.M.
is chosen in the months of January, February, March, April, October, November and December.
However, farmers irrigate in different light hours in summer months to avoid warmer hours







Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun





Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
Pattern II. Number of  sectors > 2
Figure 9. Weekly trend of irrigation pattern according to the number of sectors in the plot areas.
 
Figure 10. Patterns of maximum days between irrigations.
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Figure 11. Patterns of irrigation duration.
A first pattern is assigned to the winter months from October to April and considers that the
irrigation starts between 8 A.M. and 6 P.M. A second pattern is assigned to the summer months, from
May to September, where the irrigation avoids hours of day with higher temperatures. The watering
schedule starts between 4 A.M. and 12 P.M. and from 6 P.M. to 12 A.M. Finally, a third pattern function
is defined for irrigating plots with more of two sectors, at any time of the day along the year.
4. Results
4.1. Basic Characteristics
Following the methodology, an analysis for flows and pressures is necessary for energy
consideration in the network based on hydraulic simulations. These simulations have been run
with the software EPANET.
The model of the network developed by means of the software EPANET, has been run for each day
along one year. In this case, these calculations have been repeated 20, 40 and 60 times with different
scenarios represented. Nevertheless, comparing these simulations, the variability obtained when the
flow in the main line is compared to the average flow is smaller than 5%. As this deviation remains
similar, no more repetitions are considered.
This methodology has been calibrated in other networks by the authors. The calibration has
been performed with measured flow every five minutes. The results have been satisfactory with
Nash-Sutcliffe index upper to 0.40, root relative squared mean error below 0.7 and percent bias below
5%, as indicated in [47].
Figures 12 and 13 depict the topology of the network to be considered and analyzed in
further sections.
15
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Figure 12. Identification of pipes in the irrigation network.
 
Figure 13. Identification of hydrants in the irrigation network.
4.2. Flows in the Network
Flow and pressure have been obtained along the time, based on the historical series of records
registered between 2003 and 2014, in any line of the system, according to the irrigation trends. These
time series of data collected in those 12 years (17,808 records), flow in the main line (see Figure 12,
line 1) and hydrant 201 (see Figure 13, H201) are depicted in Figure 14.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 14. Flow in the main line (pipe 1) along the year (a); Flow and pressure variation in the hydrant
(H201) over time (b).
The frequency histogram (Figure 15) displays the large variability of flows along the year. Hence,
irrigation networks behave in a different way than drinking systems: monthly seasonal ratios range
between 0.8 and 1.2 in drinking networks (except for touristic cities) and its variability of flows during
the day varies between 0.7 and 1.5 of the average value. Opposite to this, the flow seasonality factor
in irrigation systems is much larger than in drinking systems. In the case of citrus, seasonality factor
varies between 0.14 and 2.36 times relative to the annual average consumption volume. According
to this, the estimated variability in this network case study ranges between 0.1 and 2.54 times the
average flow.
Additionally, there is a very high frequency of very low flows (Figure 15). Flows below 0.05 m3/s
(25% of the maximum flow rate) arise up to 80% times in the main line of the network. These small
flows will become of utmost importance to be used for energy recovery.
Figure 15. Histogram of flow in the main line.
4.3. Water-Energy Nexus Estimation
This section analyzes the estimation of energy dissipated in the network as a result of friction
losses. Figure 16 shows the variation of the energy footprint based on time. The network is working
5943 h during of the year. Figure 16 shows the energy footprint during the distribution of flows in the
water network. As shown in the histogram, 99.7% of the time the network has an energy footprint
below 2 kWh/m3. The maximum value obtained is 2.87 kWh/m3 for a July day. However, 58.5% of
the time the network has an energy footprint below 0.1 kWh/m3.
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Figure 16. Network energy footprint of water.
4.4. Theoretical Recoverable Energy
If the results are analyzed in irrigation points, the total theoretical recoverable energy is
188.23 MWh/year (i.e., 68.7% of the total energy supplied to the network). In these nodes, the
theoretical coefficient of recovery (CRT) is equal to one, as ERT is equal to ETA.
Figure 17 shows a detail of instantaneous power along data registered for the month of July for the
analyzed time series, and the distribution of instant power frequencies over time for an irrigation point.
In these points, the frequency at which the value of instantaneous power appears is practically
constant because the consumption flow is uniform and only pressure varies due to the use of
pressure-compensating drippers.
As an example, in irrigation point 303, the annual operating time is 2957 h. The instantaneous
power oscillates between 9.96 kW and 11.64 kW. The maximum power occurs 44.2% of time, and the
theoretical total energy is 33.80 MWh/year (Figure 17).
In the case of hydrants, the result is similar where the sum of the theoretical recoverable energy
is 178.1 MWh/year. Figure 18 shows analogous results to those exposed in the irrigation points.
Particularly, a maximum instantaneous power of 4.64 kW is achieved in hydrant H201, with an annual
operating time of 1460 h and total energy of 1.59 MWh/year. The average weighted coefficient of
recovery in this hydrant is 0.68 (i.e., 9.68% of the total energy could be recovered if turbines had 100%
efficiency). The maximum recovery occurs in the hydrant H045 with 16.12 MWh/year, with a recovery
rate of 0.83 (Figure 18).
The values of theoretical energy recoverable in all hydrants are detailed in Table 1, as well as their
recovery coefficients. The theoretical maximum recoverable energy is obtained in hydrant H042 with
a total energy of 33.73 MWh/year, and a coefficient of recovery of 0.80. The theoretical energy ranges
between 0.01 (H056) and 33.73 MWh/year. The recovery coefficient ranges between 0.14 (H055) and
0.84 (H053). The weighted average recovery coefficient is 0.75.
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Figure 17. Potential Power in the irrigation point 303.
 
Figure 18. Potential Power in hydrant H201.
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H024 1.99 0.66 H065 0.80 0.63
H025 1.56 0.76 H066 0.13 0.57
H026 0.48 0.59 H067 0.22 0.53
H027 1.92 0.67 H070 1.40 0.69
H028 0.12 0.46 H071 0.40 0.72
H029 2.27 0.72 H072 0.28 0.35
H030 0.77 0.80 H073 0.22 0.45
H031 1.36 0.81 H074 0.64 0.40
H032 3.94 0.73 H075 0.31 0.54
H033 4.19 0.81 H076 1.34 0.55
H035 3.57 0.79 H077 0.52 0.64
H036 2.50 0.76 H078 3.68 0.69
H037 1.12 0.69 H079 0.76 0.53
H038 3.54 0.71 H080 1.41 0.66
H039 0.64 0.69 H081 0.40 0.72
H040 3.57 0.65 H082 1.28 0.71
H042 33.73 0.80 H083 0.87 0.72
H043 9.13 0.81 H084 0.80 0.67
H044 5.60 0.78 H085 1.50 0.58
H045 16.12 0.83 H086 0.48 0.52
H046 5.14 0.72 H087 0.27 0.58
H047 5.03 0.80 H088 0.51 0.26
H048 13.37 0.80 H089 0.73 0.59
H049 0.26 0.82 H090 0.59 0.69
H050 1.93 0.77 H100 0.89 0.65
H051 2.67 0.59 H101 1.05 0.63
H052 0.86 0.77 H123 1.78 0.79
H053 11.05 0.84 H126 0.47 0.68
H055 0.04 0.14 H140 0.73 0.74
H056 0.01 0.28 H148 0.32 0.82
H057 0.55 0.26 H152 2.47 0.72
H058 0.99 0.60 H188 2.81 0.68
H059 0.46 0.61 H200 1.35 0.77
H062 2.32 0.57 H201 1.58 0.68
H064 0.22 0.28 H202 2.08 0.76
The line that presents the maximum recoverable energy is depicted in Figure 19 and Table 2.
This condition is set on line 38, with maximum recoverable energy of 89.99 MWh/year and an average
weighted recovery rate of 0.64. The maximum instantaneous power is 63.7 kW. The histogram
presented in Figure 19 shows that during 918 h of the operating time (17.1%), the instantaneous power
arises up to 10 kW.
Table 2 shows that the maximum recoverable energy is obtained in line 38 with total energy of
89.99 MWh/year and a coefficient of recovery 0.64. The estimated energy (ERT) ranges between 0.12
(line 21) and 89.99 MWh/year, the range of recovery coefficient can be found between 0.15 (line 74)
and 0.84 (line 58) and the weighted average coefficient is 0.48.
The pairs of flow, Qi, and head, Hi, defined in Equation (11) for any point of the network are
crucial to determine energetic aspects. With these data (flow and head), the estimated area of operation
of the future selected machine could be determined. This cloud of point pairs is depicted in Figure 20
for an irrigation point, a hydrant and two of the lines with the maximum theoretical recoverable energy.
Figure 20 shows that not all lines have narrow operating point intervals. Line 59 has a large
dispersion of operating points in the flow range. Similar circumstances occur in hydrant H201 with
a wide range of flow, making the choice of a unique turbine difficult. In the case of recovery in
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irrigation points, the flow is constant with an interval of pressure according to the demand of the
network. This becomes an additional advantage in which the performance of the chosen machine
could be easily optimized.
 
Figure 19. Potential Power in line 38.





1 4.29 0.16 44 55.58 0.64
2 17.56 0.29 45 48.35 0.63
3 18.64 0.23 46 5.14 0.72
4 0.55 0.26 47 16.12 0.83
5 26.83 0.26 48 32.61 0.62
6 26.41 0.25 49 28.13 0.60
7 1.40 0.69 50 5.03 0.80
8 25.85 0.25 51 14.49 0.60
9 24.84 0.29 52 2.24 0.81
10 41.64 0.40 53 1.93 0.77
11 0.80 0.63 54 12.88 0.58
12 41.10 0.33 55 12.70 0.59
13 40.96 0.28 56 12.62 0.72
14 40.96 0.28 57 0.86 0.77
15 40.96 0.25 58 11.05 0.84
16 40.42 0.24 59 10.56 0.46
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17 0.77 0.42 60 10.18 0.43
18 0.48 0.59 61 0.85 0.39
19 39.40 0.27 62 0.31 0.54
20 38.64 0.35 63 5.79 0.21
21 0.12 0.46 64 0.22 0.45
22 83.51 0.57 65 5.27 0.17
23 82.51 0.52 66 0.89 0.65
24 1.99 0.66 67 4.90 0.16
25 79.32 0.50 68 3.01 0.47
26 78.15 0.50 69 0.76 0.53
27 77.67 0.49 70 3.29 0.66
28 2.08 0.76 71 1.96 0.66
29 76.15 0.48 72 0.40 0.72
30 9.88 0.48 73 0.40 0.72
31 2.84 0.52 74 3.08 0.15
32 1.12 0.69 75 2.90 0.16
33 7.68 0.57 76 0.59 0.69
34 4.83 0.59 77 2.78 0.16
35 0.64 0.69 78 2.51 0.17
36 4.20 0.64 79 1.50 0.58
37 3.57 0.65 80 1.78 0.19
38 89.99 0.64 81 1.60 0.21
39 8.86 0.75 82 0.51 0.26
40 7.59 0.72 83 2.98 0.59
41 3.94 0.73 84 0.73 0.59
42 4.19 0.81 85 2.81 0.68
43 82.74 0.64 – – –
 
Figure 20. Representation of flow versus head for ideal turbine characteristics in irrigation point,
hydrant and lines 38 and 55.
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4.5. Global Energy Balance
The global energy network analysis in this case study, shows that with a total of 274.00 MWh/year
of the network (ET), the energy dissipated by friction (EFR) is 11.25 MWh/year (4.10%), the energy
required for irrigation (ERI), is 74.52 MWh/year and the theoretical energy recoverable (ETR) is
188.23 MWh/year (considering the sum of total individual recovery in all irrigation points).
If total energy balance in hydrants is calculated, the distribution of energy in the network is
defined by Figure 21. This graphic shows that in the case of carrying out energy recovery at all
hydrants, theoretical energy recoverable would be 75.2 MWh/year (27.4% compared to the total
energy ET).
Figure 21. Annual Balance Energy in hydrants.
Finally, the virtual possibility of recovering all of the estimated energy in all irrigations points
is 188.23 MWh/year. In this case, the environmental impact versus generation with non-renewable
resources (e.g., coal and gas) would be a theoretical reduction of 137.4 t of CO2/year or 216.2 t of
CO2/year with fuels.
4.6. Economic Feasibility
In a first economical approach, the maximum theoretical recovery line is analyzed (line 38).
The corresponding PAT proposed for line 38 would have a PSR value of 5.9 years and EI of 0.22 €/kWh
(Equations (18) and (21)). In this case, these results are established by considering a machine of 30 kW
peak power with efficiency of 50% and the economic parameters defined in Section 2.2.
5. Conclusions
In this research, a methodology for quantifying the potential recovered energy for an average
year in an irrigation network has been presented. Even nowadays, some irrigation networks do not
have flowmeters. In these cases, a flow estimation method must be implemented: the flow is assigned
to pipes along time depending on registered volumes, irrigation trends, and consumption patterns.
Once flows are known, the EPANET toolkit is used for estimating pressures in different scenarios
along the year in order to determine pressure and energy balance for each point. Hence, it is possible
to discriminate the energy needed for irrigation, friction head losses, non-recoverable energy, and
potentially recoverable energy in any line or hydrant in a network.
The method was demonstrated as applied to a real case. Considering consumption records from
2003 to 2014, an irrigation network in Valencia (Spain) has been analyzed in order to determine the
dissipated and recoverable energy, observing that the energy footprint achieves maximum values
of 2.85 kWh/m3, being 79.7% of time under 0.3 kWh/m3. The potential recoverable energy, instant
power, recovering coefficients relating total with recoverable energy and frequency histogram of power
are studied for any irrigation point, hydrant or line.
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The maximum estimated potential recoverable energy sums to 188.23 MWh/year considering all
the consumption points, and 178.1 MWh/year considering all the hydrants. If only one turbine were
to be installed, the more convenient location is line 38, with a potential recovery of 89.99 MWh/year.
Future works should be undertaken to analyze the performance of real turbines in lines in order to
propose a method to optimize the selection of turbines and the technical and economic involvements
of such installations in different irrigation networks.
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Abstract: Analyses of possible synergies between energy recovery and water management are
essential for achieving sustainable improvements in the performance of irrigation water networks.
Improving the energy efficiency of water systems by hydraulic energy recovery is becoming
an inevitable trend for energy conservation, emissions reduction, and the increase of profit margins
as well as for environmental requirements. This paper presents the state of the art of hydraulic
energy generation in drinking and irrigation water networks through an extensive review and by
analyzing the types of machinery installed, economic and environmental implications of large and
small hydropower systems, and how hydropower can be applied in water distribution networks
(drinking and irrigation) where energy recovery is not the main objective. Several proposed solutions
of energy recovery by using hydraulic machines increase the added value of irrigation water networks,
which is an open field that needs to be explored in the near future.
Keywords: irrigation water networks; water-energy nexus; renewable energy; sustainability and
efficiency; hydropower solutions; water management
1. Hydropower Generation
Society’s energy consumption worldwide has increased by up to 600% over the last century.
This increase has been a direct result of population growth since the industrial revolution, in which
energy has been provided mainly by fossil fuels. Nevertheless, today and in the near future, renewable
energies are expected to be more widely implemented to help maintain sustainable growth and quality
of life and, by 2040, to reduce energy consumption down to the 2010 levels [1].
Sustainability must be achieved by using strategies that do not increase the overall carbon
footprint, considering all levels of production (macro- and microscale) of the different supplies.
These strategies’ development has to be univocally linked to new technologies [2]. Special attention
must be paid to those new strategies that are related to energy recovery. These new techniques have
raised interesting environmental and economic advantages. Therefore, a deep knowledge of the
water-energy nexus is crucial for quantifying the potential for energy recovery in any water system [3],
and defining performance indicators to evaluate the potential level of energy savings is a key issue for
sustainability, environmental, or even management solutions [4].
Energy recovery, with the aim of harnessing the power dissipated by valves (in pressurized flow)
or hydraulic jumps (in open channels), is becoming of paramount importance in water distribution
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networks. Recovery will allow the energy footprint of water (i.e., the energy unit cost needed to satisfy
each stage of the water cycle: catchment, pumping, treatment, and distribution) to be reduced, even
considering that energy generation is not a priority for these systems [5–7], although this recovery
contributes to the development of more sustainable systems. This production could also contribute to
the exploitation costs reduction in these systems, increasing the feasibility of drinking and irrigation
water exploitation.
Among all of the different types of renewable energy (e.g., photovoltaic, solar thermal, tidal,
and wind), the hydropower plant stands out for its feasibility. Historically, large installations can be
found in dams around the world to take advantage of the potential energy created by different water
levels. The most important hydropower plants are located in countries such as China, the United
States, Brazil, and Canada. Currently, China has the greatest installed capacity (exceeding 240 GW),
with production greater than 800 TWh in 2012 and an average growth of capacity of 20 GW/year [8].
In Brazil and Canada, hydropower plants represent 84% and 56% of the total energy consumption,
respectively. The production of this type of energy in these countries reaches 16% of the total consumed
energy [9,10]. Figure 1 shows the technical, economic and exploited potential on each continent.
Figure 1. Worldwide hydraulic potential (adapted from [11]).
Going further, Spänhoff [12] performed a worldwide projection of the installed capacity of
renewable energy for the United States Energy Information Administration. Hydropower has been
the largest renewable source of energy in the period 2004–2010, and it will probably have the highest
installed capacity in 2035. According to these forecasts, the installed capacity of hydropower will
exceed 1400 GW. This installed capacity will be three times higher than that of wind energy and more
than fifteen times greater than that of photovoltaic energy (Figure 2). The actual implementation of
these renewable energy systems (solar and wind) in 2016 has been lower than the predicted values
(Figure 2). The installed solar capacity is only 30% of the predicted capacity; the wind capacity is only
70% of the predicted value, and the hydropower capacity is approximately the value indicated in
Figure 2 [13].
In Europe, renewable energy generation has increased by 96.17% in the period 2002–2013, with
production equal to 2232.5 TWh in 2013 [14]. In this decade, the power produced by hydropower plants
increased only 16.38%, but other sorts of energy (e.g., solar, wind, and biomass) have experienced
greater increases. For instance, in Spain, the increase in renewable energy generation was 152% in this
period, but the increase was 73% for Spanish hydropower production.
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Figure 2. Trends for worldwide renewable energy (adapted from [13]).
Considering all of these renewable energy systems, wind energy has increased by 477%, with
a total generation of 53.90 TWh/year. Photovoltaic energy has increased by 4300%, producing
22.85 TWh in 2013 [14]. Nevertheless, the growth of hydropower production has been uneven due to
the irregularity of rainfall in the Iberian Peninsula, although the trend is upward [15]. In Spain, the
Institute for Energy Diversification and Saving estimated that the untapped generation potential of
small hydropower is 1000 MW [16]. Therefore, the development of renewable energy has a promising
future, if the potential exploitation is considered. This promising development has positive aspects
(e.g., lower environmental impact and generation of stable electrical supply) compared to other
renewable energies (e.g., intermittent generation, such as solar or wind) [17]. In addition, this type of
energy generation can be very important in the development of multipurpose water systems, where
generation is another possible water use [18].
In the near future, part of the growth of hydropower production must come from the retrieval
of potential energy embedded in water distribution networks. Considering the potential reduction
of natural resources due to extensive agriculture or unsustainable water use on a global level, any
investment in energy water recovery is crucial. Therefore, the whole water cycle must be included
in the process of energy recovery, including both drinking and irrigation systems. This coupled
water-energy nexus will allow the consideration of these systems as a new sustainable and efficient
source of energy.
In this framework, the state of the art in the traditional field of hydropower (installed capacity)
with a more advanced vision of the energy implications in drinking and irrigation systems is presented,
considering the possibility of installing energy recovery in water distribution networks. The objective
is to show the hydropower potential in water distribution networks. The installation of these systems
will help increase energy efficiency. In the particular case of irrigation, improving the efficiency will
allow the reduction of exploitation costs, decreasing pressure on the profit margin, as well as the
environmental [19] and economic aspects [20].
2. Energy Recovery in Water Networks
Although there is not a consensus at the European level, the accepted demarcation between
large and small hydro by the European Commission is whether the installed power capacity exceeds
10 MW [21]. When the installed capacity is below 100 kW, the generation system is called micro
hydropower and when the generated power is below 10 kW, it is called pico hydropower.
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2.1. Large Hydropower
Large hydropower in developed (20th century) and developing countries (e.g., China, Brazil, and
South Africa) in the early 21st century has been very large, with this generation system providing
the main energy source in those countries where topography, hydrology and climatology allow
hydropower recovery.
Although China began to develop its hydropower strategic plan in the 1950s, it has quickly
overtaken other countries. Its development started with the Liujiaxia dam, which was completed
in 1974 and has an installed capacity of 1250 MW. In 2012, China finished the Three Gorges Dam,
which has a total installed capacity of over 20,000 MW. A project is currently being developed in
the Yarlon Tsagpo Canyon with an installed capacity of over 40,000 MW, double the installed power
in the Three Gorges Dam [8]. China has far exceeded the milestone achieved by the Hoover Dam
(Colorado River, United States) in 1936, where 2000 MW were installed; or the 12,000 MW installed in
the Itaipu Dam (Parana River, Brazil and Paraguay) in 1966, now with 14,000 MW. In Spain, up to 2013,
the installed capacity is approximately 18,000 MW, and the hydropower installations do not exceed
400 MW on average.
Ansar [22] made an inventory of the 245 largest hydropower sites in the world (1934–2007).
Among them, 72 are located in East Asia, 50 in Latin America, 40 in North America, 29 in Africa, 29 in
Europe and 25 in South Asia. Of these, 97 dams are producing electricity, 89 are multipurpose (including
hydropower) and 59 are devoted to irrigation and other uses. These plants are occasionally reversible
to take advantage of the available volume of water, adjusting the electric energy injected to the grid
according to the energy demand. Rehman et al. [10] established that the worldwide installed capacity
of reversible plants is 104 GW (presently, the total installed capacity of hydropower is 1000 GW), of
which 22.2 GW are installed in North America, 44 GW in Europe (5.3 GW in Spain), 33 GW in Asia, and
the remainder in Africa and Russia. These authors refer to efficiencies between 70% and 80%.
Regarding environmental performance indicators of hydropower solutions, these plants have
a positive impact on global climate change [23], based on the carbon footprint, which is the parameter
used to determine the environmental impact, which has taken on special importance since the
1990s. This parameter is defined as the sum of the greenhouse gases emitted by an organization,
event or product, expressed in terms of CO2 equivalent units (CO2-e) [24]. According to Zhang
and Xu [25], the influence of the carbon footprint depends on many factors, most importantly
the construction and maintenance costs (because these represent more than 60% in earthen dams
and 50% in concrete dams) [9]. The range of emissions for these systems is between 2 and
240 gCO2-e/kWh [9,26], with the carbon footprint in hydropower plants being smaller than that
in coal plants. These non-renewable energy plants have emissions above 890 gCO2-e/kWh [26–28].
Considering these emissions, hydropower plants saved 3.3 billion tons of CO2 emissions in 2014 and
will help reduce emissions by over 120 billion tons between 2015 and 2050 [13] compared to coal plants.
Regarding the economic aspects of large hydropower, the investment ratio (€/kW) decreases as
the installed capacity increases, reaching values from 2170 to 470 €/kW for power ranges between 200
and 1400 MW [29,30]. Civil works represent between 70% and 80% of the total investment, and the
remaining costs are devoted to electro-mechanics and hydraulic equipment [10].
2.2. Small Hydropower
The expansion of these installations was due to the development of the Francis turbine (for
medium heads) [31], contributing both to the reduction of greenhouse gases and to the establishment
of electrical service in remote rural areas or consumption points located away from supply points.
This “social contribution” should be taken into account in viability studies in developing countries.
As in large hydropower, the leading countries in small hydropower energy are China, Brazil, India,
Canada, and some European countries. In 2013, China had a total installed capacity above 80 GW,
which supplied more than 650 rural areas [8], with a range of installed power between 0.5 and 10 MW
in each plant [32]. Brazil had 397 power plants in operation in 2011, with an installed capacity of
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3.5 GW. Currently, the potential capacity is equal to 25.9 GW [33]. The United States Department of
Energy tabulated more than a half million sites, with an installed potential of 100 GW [34], representing
10% of the current generation in the United States.
Currently, Australia has 60 small hydropower plants with a total installed capacity of 0.15 GW,
which is 10% of the potential capacity. Australian Administration has projected three new plants with
an installed capacity of 20, 8.4, and 7 MW, which will be developed in the future [35]. In India, the
potential capacity is 15 GW, of which 2.4 GW are currently installed in 674 plants, with an expected
increase of 9.4 GW in 2017 [36]. Ushiyama [37] established an installed power capacity of 30 GW for
Japan in 2010, where small hydropower was practically non-existent. However, Japan has already
started to develop projects in remote areas with a rate of capacity installation greater than 300 MW
per year, with an installed power and potential capacity in the near future of 3.52 and 6.82 GW,
respectively [38]. Across the African continent, small hydropower is also being developed in rural
zones, where these plants are generating significant social benefits with a lower installed capacity of
300 kW [39].
According to the European Small Hydropower Association (ESHA), the total installed capacity in
2005 was 12.4 GW, of which six European Union members (Italy, France, Spain, Germany, Austria, and
Sweden) in addition to Switzerland and Norway possess more than 90% of the installed capacity [40].
Alonso-Tristán et al. [41] presented the distribution of the small hydropower installed in Spain using
data from Red Eléctrica de España (REE). This country represented 23.1% of the hydropower generation
in European small hydropower in 2008 [42]. The potential growth in installed power capacity is 10 GW,
with an annual production above 38,000 GWh [30], and the installed power will reach 17.3 GW
(an increment of 39.51%) [41] in the period 2005–2020, as depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Planned installation of small hydropower capacity in 2005–2020 by European Union countries
(adapted from [40]).
Small hydropower has several advantages: less negative impacts than large hydropower and
available potential to increase renewable energy production. ESHA estimated an annual reduction of
29 × 106 tonnes of CO2 as a result of the 13 GW installed capacity in Europe [43]. Amponsah et al. [44]
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analyzed different values of the carbon footprint of small hydropower and established a range between
2 and 74.9 gCO2-e/kWh based on the installation and the type of plant. In the particular case of
micro-hydropower, Gallagher et al. [45] analyzed the carbon footprint of three plants with installed
capacities of 15, 90 and 140 kW. The results of this analysis were 2.14, 4.39, and 2.78 gCO2-e/kWh,
respectively. These values emphasize the positive environmental impact of hydropower solutions.
Regarding economic aspects, Kosnik [34] developed an economic analysis based on several
small plants, obtaining a non-linear relationship between the cost of implementation and installed
power (small, micro or pico). Ogayar and Vidal [46] also analyzed the distribution of costs for small
hydropower, which are distributed among civil work (40%), turbine (30%), electro-mechanical and
regulation equipment (22%), and construction management (8%). This type of renewable energy project
is viable when the required investment is below 2000 $/kW [47], although special attention should be
paid to the environmental and social benefits provided by these installations. At the European level,
according to the General Direction for Environment, the average cost of investment for plants with
an installed capacity below 10 MW is between 2941 and 4072 €/kW, depending on the characteristics of
the system (e.g., flow, head, orography) [40]. Mishra et al. [48] proposed formulas that use the turbine,
installed power capacity, and net head to estimate the required investment. These expressions can be
used to determine the associated costs.
Finally, the classification of these installations is referenced in European legislation [47] according
to the installed power. However, other classifications have been proposed that depend on the type of
plant from an operational point of view [16,49,50].
(1) Power plant in flow or run-of-river: This system has no regulation reservoir and only takes
advantage of the hydraulic head when the flow circulates. In mountain areas, with medium
heads, the flow is diverted through a weir and a penstock carries the flow to the power house.
If the topography does not allow it, the hydraulic head must be created by building a higher dam.
(2) Power plant at the foot of a dam: The flow is regulated by a reservoir. In the case of small
hydropower, reservoirs or dams are used to ensure project viability.
(3) Power plant in water distribution network: The distribution network is used to take advantage
of available pressure or kinetic energy, depending on the system characteristics.
2.3. Type of Hydraulic Machines
Hydraulic machines are classified according to the system (pressurized or open channels) in which
they are installed (Figure 4). In open channels, all types of hydraulic wheels have been traditionally
used to take advantage of waterfalls. According to the type of energy used (potential, pressure, or
kinetic), the machines are classified as gravitational, hydrostatic, or kinetic. Gravitational machines
take advantage of different water levels to extract energy from the flow (e.g., Archimedes screw or
waterwheel). Hydrostatic machines operate by the difference of hydrostatic pressures on both faces of
a blade (e.g., hydrostatic pressure wheel). Finally, if a wheel uses the velocity of the flow to move the
axis of the machine, this type of machine is called a kinetic machine. There are many different types
of kinetic machines (e.g., helical turbine with vertical or horizontal axis, overshot wheel, and ducted
turbine) [51].
In pressurized water systems, the most frequently used machines can be grouped into traditional
machines (which are categorized as action and reaction machines) and adapted machines. The last
group includes hydraulic machines that normally work not as turbines but as pumps. In reaction
machines, the hydraulic power is transmitted to the axis of the machine by varying the pressure flow
between the inlet and outlet of the impeller, which depends on the specific speed of the machine
(e.g., Francis and Kaplan). In action turbines, the energy exchange (hydraulic to mechanical) is carried
out at atmospheric pressure, and the hydraulic power is due to kinetic energy of the flow (e.g., Pelton
and Turgo).
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Figure 4. Classification of hydraulic machines.
These types of machines are used in large and small hydropower, depending on the nominal flow
and the available head (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Selection of turbine depending on head and flow in: large (left); and small (right)
hydropower [16,31].
Currently, most of the turbines installed for large hydropower are Pelton, Francis, Kaplan, or
Deriaz turbines [31]. These turbines present different performance curves, which depend on their
specific speed and discharge number [21,52]. Gordon [53] analyzed both the efficiency of 107 turbines
that had been installed since 1908 and the increase in efficiency obtained with replacement impellers in
22 power plants, evaluating the improvement in the performance of propellers over time. Increases in
the performance of the machines were obtained, rising from efficiencies lower than 50% in 1920 to
above 96% in some current cases.
Regarding hydraulic machines installed for small hydropower, Paish [47] established the efficiency
of these machines according to the type and head ratio. The efficiency has values of approximately 90%
for Pelton turbines over a wide head ratio (0.2–0.8). In crossflow turbines, the values of efficiency are
close to 80% for a head ratio (0.2–1). Francis and propeller turbines present efficiencies of approximately
85% for a head ratio (0.9–1).
The development and improvement of large and small hydropower systems have allowed the
adaptation of the machines to water distribution networks, establishing the group called “adapted
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machines” (Figure 4). This group of machines is used in micro and pico hydropower plants. Pump as
turbine (PAT) [54], tubular propeller [55], and positive displacement machine [56] are included in this
group (Figure 6).
Figure 6. Hydraulic machines at IST-Universidade de Lisboa: PAT (left); and tubular propeller (right).
This group of machines can be installed in places where energy is currently dissipated for specific
flow and pressure operating conditions. These conditions mainly depend on user demand and
the minimum pressure required (when the machine is installed in a pressurized water network).
The existing demand establishes the circulating flow over time in the line, whereas a required pressure
establishes the maximum recovered head. In pressurized water networks, the excess of energy
is dissipated with pressure reduction valves. In open channel flows, this dissipation of energy is
carried out by means of hydraulic jumps. In micro and pico systems, conventional machines can be
installed according to installed power and head characteristics (e.g., micro Francis, Pelton, Turgo, and
Cross-Flow), but the high investment cost makes the installation not viable.
In 1931, Thoma [54] implemented the first pump working as a turbine (PAT). Later, other authors
presented more research that presented the description, operation, performance, and theoretical model
of these machines [57–64]. PATs are normally used in pressurized water networks but they can also be
used in open channel flows when complementary civil works are carried out to adapt to PAT operating
conditions. These machines present a high range of flow and head for installation according to the
typology of the machine (Figure 7). The best efficiencies vary between 40% and 70% as a function of
the specific speed [58].
Figure 7. Range of application of PATs (adapted from [54]).
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PATs become the technological solution to efficiently recover energy in water distribution
networks. The main advantage of these machines is their immediate availability for installation
and lower cost compared with conventional machines. Nourbakhsh and Jahangiri [65] established
that the payback period of these machines is less than two years for installed capacities between 5 and
500 kW. These payback values make micro generation in water distribution networks feasible.
Elbatran et al. [64] listed the advantages of these machines in micro hydropower plants, such as
a 50% reduction in the cost of the machine compared to a conventional turbine; the existence of a large
availability of operating ranges depending on the hydraulic head and flow; simple management and
operation; and a lifespan of twenty-five years. Furthermore, they have lower installation costs, which
can improve the viability of small projects [60].
3. Micro and Pico Hydropower Solutions
3.1. Energy Recovery in Open Channel Networks
Micro hydropower can use different hydraulic heads or diversion schemes in small dams in rivers
and ravines, in open irrigation channels and in drainage systems. Some examples of these systems
can be found in several regions, such as the western part of the Himalayas [66], Bangladesh [67],
Nigeria [68], Laos [69], Europe [41], or Lithuania [70]. Although it might seem that the development
of these hydropower plants has been recent, this is not true because watermills were present in all
continents many years ago, were fundamental to moving other machines in the Industrial Revolution,
and can still be found operating in some countries (e.g., United Kingdom, France, Spain, USA, Africa,
and part of Asia) [71,72]. This technology is currently essential to generate electrical energy in rural
areas and to support the social and economic development of these isolated regions.
Water wheels can also be used in other open channel flows. For example, these solutions can be
located in water treatment plants. These elements can also be installed in urban infrastructure, where
energy recovery systems are established to reduce the energy footprint of urban water systems [73].
In these facilities, Ramos et al. [28] proposed the use of an urban storm-water drainage system to take
advantage of storm retention ponds and to develop energy recovery systems using the rain storage
volume. This solution contributes a new source of clean energy, which is involved with the water drainage
system. An example of energy recovery is analyzed by Novara et al. [74] in a wastewater treatment
plant in the city of Asti (Italy). The flow in this channel oscillates between 0.07 and 0.83 m3/s, while the
available head changes between 0.062 and 0.744 m. With these values, a hydrostatic pressure machine
(HPM) is proposed to be installed. This wheel is an experimental waterwheel specifically designed for
application in open channels with reduced head, developed and improved by Senior et al. [75], patented
by Austrian inventor Adolf Brinnich, and tested under the HYLOW project as part of EU’s Seventh
Framework Program between 2008 and 2013 [76]. If the energy balance is carried out, the maximum
electrical power is approximately 650 W with a flow equal to 0.29 m3/s, for a daily power of 10.9 kWh.
In these conditions, 48% of the hydrostatic energy is converted into electrical power, 40% is mechanical
loss, and 12% is electrical loss in the generator and transmission.
Similarly, in open channel irrigation systems, energy recovery can also be implemented by
installed turbines in small dams or irrigation reservoirs [77,78]. An example of these installations is the
analysis made by Butera and Balestra [79], who determined the potential generation by hydropower
plants for the Piedmont region (Italy). This region has an installed capacity of 46 MW, of which 45% is
pico hydropower, 49% is micro and 6% is small, with an average hydraulic potential of 1.5–2 kW/ha.
Tarragó et al. [26] developed a preliminary study in the Alqueva’s irrigation system, where twenty-two
hydrostatic pressure machines were studied in different locations with hydraulic heads below three
meters. Using this assumption, the theoretical energy recovery reached 406.64 MWh/year in 67,932 ha
of this region.
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3.2. Energy Recovery Water Pipe and Irrigation Systems
Currently, energy recovery in pressurized water distribution networks (both urban or irrigation
water supply) has great significance. Relative to urban supply systems, the energy consumption in
water supply networks represents 7% of the world’s consumption of energy [80]. Water distribution
involves an energy footprint between 0.18 and 0.32 kWh/m3, according to the California Energy
Commission [81]. In addition to energy consumption, energy analysis of these networks has shown
that an increase of pressure is correlated with increased leakage [82]. This problem justifies the
installation of pressure reduction valves (PRVs) in many water distribution networks. These valves
reduce pressure and, therefore, leakage volume. This directly proportional correlation between leakage
and pressure caused the pioneering study of alternatives to leverage the dissipated energy by PRVs in
water supply systems [57]. An unconventional solution was considered: replacing PRVs by PATs [57,59].
Ferracota et al. [60] studied leakage reduction. They presented and integrated a new technical solution
with economic and system flexibility benefits, replacing pressure reduction valves by pumps used as
turbines (PATs). The optimal operating point of the PATs was selected by using a variable operating
strategy. Carraveta et al. [63] established a PAT operating scheme with a PRV in parallel. This operating
scheme and the variability of flows over time in network pipelines due to user demand have fostered
leading studies to develop variable operating strategies in these machines. These strategies allow
the variation of the rotational speed of the hydraulic machine [83,84]. Ferracota et al. [85] have begun
studies to improve efficiency prediction in the machine through experimental tests in semi-axial
machines when the rotational speed varies. Preliminary studies in drinking water systems have been
developed through computational simulations [59,60,86]. These studies considered average flows or
hourly uniform patterns in all consumption joints for the development of simulations of water supply
networks [87,88]. These energy recovery studies have promoted the use of water supply networks
to generate clean energy, using the dissipated energy in PRVs [89]. These studies have resulted in
some pilot installations emerging for evaluation (e.g., Murcia (Spain) [90], Portland (Oregon) [91],
Hong Kong [89], and Kildare (Ireland) [92]).
In addition to water supply systems, water irrigation networks are very important for
the improvement of energy efficiency in the water cycle. Worldwide water consumption is
3925 km3/year [93], which is distributed such that 69.53% of water is used for irrigation, 18.70%
is used for industry, and 11.77% is used for drinking water systems. In Spain, water consumption is
distributed as follows: 80% for irrigation, 15% for drinking, and 5% for industry. The annual volume
used for agriculture equals 16,344 hm3 [94].
Hence, because the volume of water consumed for irrigation is higher than in urban systems, the
modernization of irrigation should not only be associated with high technology and automation but
also with water management that accounts for the sustainability of this infrastructure. The study of
the installation of micro and pico hydropower is necessary because the irrigated surface area is huge
(approximately 324 million hectares in the world are provided with irrigation installations, of which
86% are gravity irrigation, 11% sprinkler irrigation and 3% drip irrigation [95]). In Spanish economic
terms, the irrigation water distribution cost was €1285 million in 2012. This value represents 20% of
the total cost of the water supply service in Spain [96], considering that the irrigated surface area in
Spain is 3.54 million hectares (1.09% of the worldwide irrigated surface area) [97].
Therefore, if the annual volume of water consumed in irrigation networks worldwide is
measured, the development of systems to reduce the energy consumption is of the utmost importance.
These new solutions should also try to improve, as much as possible, the environmental and economic
sustainability of irrigation, considering that the modernization of irrigation water systems introduces
an average increase of installed power equal to 2 kW/ha [98].
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3.3. Strategies for Sustainability and Energy Efficiency in Pressurized Water Networks
3.3.1. Pumped Water Systems
Pumped water systems have been analyzed by different authors [99–103] whose main objective
has been to minimize the energy costs. Rodriguez-Diaz et al. [99] proposed a new methodology with
energy savings between 10% and 30% in real case studies, considering the most critical consumption
points, which depend on needs and location. Moreno et al. [100] developed a methodology in which
characteristic and efficiency curves are optimized depending on the recorded flows, obtaining a 32.33%
average reduction of installed power in the studied networks.
In other research, energy reduction has been carried out using strategies to minimize energy
consumption through optimal operating schedules, reducing energy footprints by 36.4% [101,102].
Costa et al. [103] presented a general optimization routine integrated with EPANET [104]. This routine
allows the determination of strategic optimal rules of operation for any type of water distribution
system. Cabrera et al. [105] developed a methodology to carry out an energy audit, which detects
weaknesses in pressurized water networks. This methodology is applied in a real case, obtaining
energy savings above 40%. In all of the cited cases, energy savings correspond to an economic reduction
between 35% and 50% of the energy costs. Ferracota et al. [60] integrated a new technical solution
with economic and system flexibility benefits, which replaces pressure reduction valves by pumps
as turbines. In the majority of methods, when energy optimization is carried out in pumped water
systems, the objective is easily defined as minimizing the energy consumption, with the solution being
the establishment of optimized irrigation schedules according to the minimum necessary pressure and
irrigation needs at each consumption point.
3.3.2. Gravity Water Systems
If an irrigation network is a gravity system, the best solution is not to convert an on-demand
water irrigation into a scheduled network because this decision can irritate farmers, and reduce their
operational freedom. Therefore, if a water manager wants to increase the system sustainability and
energy efficiency of a network by the installation of energy recovery systems, the manager should know
the flow distribution over time. The analysis of water distribution systems allows the establishment of
some crucial aspects of the recovery system, such as the type of hydraulic machine, the best efficiency
point (BEP) and the range of operating conditions for the energy converters [64].
Preliminary values of recoverable energy have been obtained using average circulating flows
for both irrigation [26] and water supply networks [106] in some studies. The authors have used
daily patterns in these studies. To analyze the variation of flows over time, Pérez-Sánchez et al. [107]
developed a new methodology to estimate the hourly circulating flows in any line based on the opening
probability of the irrigation points, which depends on farmers’ habits (i.e., irrigation duration, maximum
days between irrigation, weekly irrigation trend, and irrigation start). This methodology can also be
used in water supply networks when behavioral patterns are known. These demand patterns allow
the water network to be simulated and the energy balance to be calculated to determine the percentage
of energy dissipated by friction losses, the energy necessary for irrigation, the non-recoverable energy,
and the theoretically available energy. In the case of Vallada (Spain) [107], the energy dissipated
by friction is approximately 4.10% of the provided energy (with a maximum energy footprint of
2.85 kWh/m3), with the theoretical recoverable energy in the network equal to 68.70%, when all of the
irrigation points are considered elective places of recovery.
The feasibility of an energy project is not guaranteed when a high number of machines is installed
in the network; thus, an analysis of the water network is needed to maximize the energy recovery.
Samora et al. [108] developed a methodology that uses simulated annealing to maximize recovered
energy in a water supply network [109]. This methodology selects the lines depending on the recovered
energy, and considering the feasibility of the facilities according to an economic criterion. For these
preliminary studies of feasibility, Castro [16] proposed a simple economic balance where the payback
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period is only determined through the investment cost, incomes and maintenance cost, which depend
on the installed power. In an advanced or existing project, other more complex and detailed methods
can be used, which consider the annual interest and the inflation rate [110,111].
Therefore, if the feasibility is studied, knowledge of the performance and head curves as functions
of the flow in the selected machine is necessary to determine the real recovered energy. The proposed
PAT curves by Rawal and Kshirsagar [112] and Singh [113] (Figure 8) can be used in the analysis to
help select a PAT. These curves allow the impellers’ diameter to be selected as a function of the specific
rotational speed (ns), the discharge number (φ), and the head number (ψ). These parameters are














where N is the rotational speed (rpm); PR is the rated power (kW); R is the pump design point or
the best efficiency condition; HR is the rated head (m w.c.); Q is the circulating flow (m3/s); H is the
recovered head of the machine (m w.c.); and D is the impeller diameter (m).
If the previous premises are used, different studies have been developed in water systems
(irrigation and drinking networks), considering strategies to maximize the energy efficiency. In the
particular case study of Vallada (Spain) [107], where the annual water consumption is 930,000 m3/year,
the actual recovered energy is 26.51 MWh/year. This recovery represents 9.55% of the energy provided
to the network, with a simple payback period of 5.28. In a preliminary study of Alqueva (Portugal) [26],
the theoretical energy recovery is at least 2.12 MWh/year in 68 ha of pressurized irrigation, for a water
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Figure 8. Head number depending on the discharge number (adapted from [112,113]).
In water supply systems, a case study of Lausanne (Switzerland) [106] finds that the real recovered
energy represents up to 5% of the available energy. In a case study of Fribourg in the same country,
the recovered energy reaches 10% of the available energy [114]. Another energy study developed in
collaboration with the Consortium of Commons for the Monferrato Aqueduct (Italy) [74] determines
an energy recovery equal to 9585 kWh/year when the pressure reducing valve is replaced by a PAT
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with a constant flow of 7 L/s and head of 75 m w.c. These examples show the importance of this
type of solution for economic and environmental sustainability in water systems, if similar solutions
are implemented.
From the economic point of view, the benefits of selling energy and generating income can be
quite significant in some cases (although this generation is irregular over time because it depends on
the flow, which varies as a function of consumption in water networks). Some particular analyses of
these systems (and, more specifically, of PATs) present payback periods less than five years, with an
installed capacity between 5 and 500 kW [8]. However, the importance of these solutions consists in
the generation of energy for self-consumption by the local communities, i.e., for extracting water from
their own water wells, electric supply in irrigation communities, or individual use at the irrigation
points, avoiding investment in the electric grid.
From the environmental point of view, the use of these renewable energy sources reduces
the emission of greenhouse gases when they are compared with non-renewable energy (e.g., fuel,
usually used in electric generators installed in irrigation communities or irrigation points). Therefore,
these recovery systems can supply the users’ demand for low energy consumption in their facilities.
Regarding the environmental added value, the theoretical reduction of CO2 emission is 216.2 t/year in
Vallada’s network.
The development of studies to install energy recovery in pressurized water networks (mainly in
supply systems) has been important, as previously discussed. The development of these studies has
focused on the use of non-conventional hydraulic machines to generate energy and on energy analyses
using different installation schemes for these machines. Table 1 summarizes the current development
of small energy recovery in pressurized water supply networks.
Table 1. Analyzed topics related to recovery systems in water supply networks.
Analyzed Topic References
First PAT [54]
Reduction of leaks, decreasing the pressure in water supply systems and
increasing the efficiency [57,60,80,82,84,87]
Proposal to use adapted machines (PATs and tubular propeller) in water
supply systems to reduce the pressure [55,57]
Description and operation of a PAT with a review of available technologies [56,64,67,75,76]
Performance and modeling PAT [56,58,61,65,85]
Installation of recovery systems in water supply networks [59,79]
Implementation of simulations to determine the theoretical recovered
energy in water supply and irrigation systems [26,74,77,86,106–108]
Design of variable operating strategies to maximize the recovered energy [59,60,62,84]
Economic cost of implementing recovery systems in water supply and
irrigation networks [8,16,64,84]
Environmental advantages [66,78,88]
Policies and analyses to help the development of rural areas [41,58,68–72]
Pilot plants built in water supply networks [89–92]
Optimization to maximize recovered energy in water supply systems [106]
Table 1 shows different topics related to PATs that have been studied by different authors.
The description, operating mode, characteristic curves (theoretical and experimental), and simulations
(for hourly uniform patterns in all consumption joints) of PATs have been developed, enumerating
the advantages (such as good efficiency values and low price) and limitations. The main limitations
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are lower efficiency when the system operates with oscillating flows and the irregular generation of
energy due to variable flow, which hinders both sale and self-consumption.
The development of different research is necessary to solve the previously cited limitations.
Future work should focus on obtaining better knowledge of recorded flows over time in any line;
improving the variable operating strategies to adapt the rotational speed of machines in each time step;
and developing sustainable and feasible electric systems (grid connection or stand-alone operation).
These electric systems will increase the viability of selling the energy to the national grid or using it
for self-consumption.
4. Conclusions
There are several related scales for the management of the hydraulic energy generation, including
local, regional, national and international, when considering water as a resource. However, even
today, energy recovery is a very attractive possibility in water networks, with small additional costs
for managers and investors. The success of this novel use depends on the experience acquired in
hydropower plants with higher installed power.
A deep review has been presented, analyzing the different alternatives for hydropower production
from large to pico facilities, according to the production levels, the economic and the environmental
points of view, as well as the classification of the hydraulic machines. Considering the evolution
of these energy solutions, energy recovery in water distribution networks is an alternative for the
development of systems towards more sustainable and efficient solutions. Technological, economic
and environmental implications of hydropower systems for energy recovery around the world have
to be considered. Despite the large list of references, only a few can be related to agricultural water
network energy recovery because this subject has not yet been explored.
Analysis of the references cited in this document establishes that recovery systems in pressurized
water networks are:
(1) Recovery systems with less installed power, called mini and pico hydropower plants.
These energy recovery systems appeared due to the need to replace waste or non-renewable
energy devices with renewable energy solutions. The building of large hydropower plants has
been maximized in different developed countries and the development of new large hydropower
plants is currently limited due to environmental and social factors. However, the experience in
these facilities (i.e., large and small hydropower) has contributed to the development of new
recovery systems in pressurized water networks. The most important transfer has been advances
in possible recovery machines and improvement in the efficiency of impellers and in water pipe
systems as a whole.
(2) The description of machines used in different hydropower plants (i.e., pressurized and open
channel flows) has shown that on the one hand, classical machines cannot directly be used
or scaled to pico hydropower plants because the adaptation of flow and head presents some
difficulties in terms of viability. In contrast, similar or adapted machines can be developed
based on classical machines (e.g., Francis turbine vs. radial and mixed PATs; axial turbine vs.
tubular propeller or axial PATs). The development of new adapted machines and improvement
in the efficiency of the current ones are fundamental challenges for increasing the installation of
recovery energy systems in water pipe networks in the near future.
(3) For energy recovery in pico hydropower plants, the PAT is currently the most successful machine
to be adapted to these systems, according to previous studies and installed pilot plants. The main
positive aspects of these machines are that: (i) the installation of a PAT allows the replacement of
a PRV to dissipate excess flow energy; (ii) the PATs’ efficiency values vary between 0.40 and 0.70,
operating in reverse mode; (iii) theoretical studies can be developed with the current technology
(e.g., computational fluid dynamics (CFD)) based on the classical theory of hydraulic machines
(i.e., Euler’s Theorem), for comparison with existing experimental tests; and (iv) they have
low investment costs and a high number of available machines. These advantages allow the
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installation of these machines in water pipe systems to be promoted. The main aspects negative
of PATs are related to their low efficiency when operating outside their best efficiency point.
Operation with different flows can be solved by the development of new regulation techniques
(e.g., variable operation strategies (VOS)) with electronic regulation. The positive resolution of this
aspect is a crucial point for expanding use of PATs in water distribution networks. Issues related
to the use of the generated energy for self-consumption may include storage in batteries and
integrating this renewable energy in a similar manner as other supplementary sources (e.g., solar
and wind).
(4) Different case studies have been developed using specific software (e.g., EPANET and
WaterGEMS), which have been combined with optimization methodologies to maximize the
recovered energy. Future simulations should take into account the integration of VOS as well
as the variation of the machine efficiency with the rotational speed. These simulations should
consider discretized demand over time to improve the analyzed energy values because the
majority of studies only consider the mean demand value or modulation curves. The development
of a specific methodology to determine this variation of flow over time in water supply networks
is crucial to improve the fit between theoretical and real values of recovered energy. Regarding the
software used, it is necessary to implement operation rules for these machines in specific
algorithms. This implementation is the key point in the development of optimized techniques,
making possible studies similar to those with water pump systems. The primary need is for
correct machine selection and establishment of the rotational speed as a function of the flow,
maintaining the maximum efficiency at each operation point of the machine.
Therefore, hydraulic recovery in water networks is a real and necessary alternative to improve
the energy efficiency of the whole system. By means of implementing energy converters, the energy
efficiency will be increased and operating costs will be reduced (i.e., the energy footprint of water).
The implementation of these systems will essentially depend on the physical characteristics of the
systems. The orography, topology, and volumes of water consumed establish the economic viability of
these recovery strategies in water distribution networks. When the investment analyses are developed,
recovery systems have acceptable values of economic feasibility indexes (e.g., payback value and
internal rate of return). A better understanding of the operation of each recovery system in terms of
water-energy management is needed that considers the high global volume distributed in pressurized
water networks (i.e., drinking and irrigation) each year. This understanding will positively contribute
to the sustainability and efficiency of near future recovery system applications.
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Abstract: Real-time state estimation is defined as the process of calculating the state variable of
interest in real time not being directly measured. In a water distribution system (WDS), nodal
demands are often considered as the state variable (i.e., unknown variable) and can be estimated
using nodal pressures and pipe flow rates measured at sensors installed throughout the system.
Nodes are often grouped for aggregation to decrease the number of unknowns (demands) in the WDS
demand estimation problem. This study proposes an optimal node grouping model to maximize the
real-time WDS demand estimation accuracy. This Kalman filter-based demand estimation method
is linked with a genetic algorithm for node group optimization. The modified Austin network
demand is estimated to demonstrate the proposed model. True demands and field measurements are
synthetically generated using a hydraulic model of the study network. Accordingly, the optimal node
groups identified by the proposed model reduce the total root-mean-square error of the estimated
node group demand by 24% compared to that determined by engineering knowledge. Based on the
results, more pipe flow sensors should be installed to measure small flows and to further enhance the
demand estimation accuracy.
Keywords: water distribution system; demand estimation; Kalman filter; node grouping;
genetic algorithm
1. Introduction
A water distribution system (WDS) comprises various components (e.g., nodes, pipes and pumps),
each of which has its own purpose and function. For example, a pumping unit elevates the total
head of water to supply demand at high elevation, whereas a pipe transports water from one location
to another. Hydraulic WDS models have been developed for many reasons, including design and
rehabilitation, operation and management and system surveillance. The real-world system is simplified
for modeling purposes during the development process of a hydraulic model. As shown in Figure 1, a
group of households (h1–h5) can be simplified to node N1, because they are the same type of users
(i.e., residential) and in proximity to each other. Similarly, households h6–h9 can be modeled as node
N2. Node N3 is the sum of the commercial demands c1–c5.
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Figure 1. Residential and commercial demands represented as nodes in a hydraulic WDS model. The
dashed ellipse shows a potential node group.
State estimation is defined as the process of calculating a state variable of interest that cannot
be directly measured [1,2]. In a WDS, nodal demands are often considered as state variables (i.e.,
unknown variables) and can be estimated using nodal pressures and pipe flow rates measured in
the field. Previous demand forecasting/estimation studies have focused on estimating hourly to
monthly macro-scale demand (i.e., total system demand) by using time series models [3–6]. A few
studies have recently proposed micro-scale demand (i.e., nodal demands) estimation methodologies
with a more precise time step (e.g., 15 min) based on coupling the Kalman filter (KF) with a
hydraulic simulator (e.g., EPANET [7]) [2,8]. Advances in sensor technology, such as increased battery
lifetime and communication frequency, have encouraged the development of demand estimation
techniques compatible with field measurements from advanced sensors (e.g., advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI)).
The WDS demand estimation can produce accurate results when sufficient field measurements
are available. However, a sufficient number of meters cannot be installed in a system because of budget
constraints. In demand estimation, the demand is the unknown variable, whereas the pipe flow/nodal
pressure is the known variable. Therefore, the number of unknowns should be reduced to make the
demand estimation problem even-determined. An alternative is to aggregate (i.e., group) the nodes.
For example, nodes N1 and N2 can be aggregated to Node Group 1 (NG1) because they have the same
residential usage pattern (Figure 1).
Many methodologies have been proposed for the WDS component grouping, clustering and
aggregation in the last two decades. However, most do not target demand estimation. Mallick et al. [9]
investigated the tradeoff between the WDS model error caused by simplification (i.e., pipe grouping)
and the model prediction error. They subsequently proposed a method to identify the best number
of pipe groups. Deuerlein [10] proposed a water distribution network decomposition method that
classifies network components into forest, bridge and biconnected-block components. The latter
two are called “core components”. The three component types are used to augment the network
graph. Perelman and Ostfeld [11] developed a multilayered clustering method as an extension of their
previous clustering algorithm [12] based on depth-first search [13] and breadth-first search [14].
Diao et al. [15] proposed a community structure identifier that uses modularity (M) as an indicator
to “quantify the quality of the graph division into communities” [16]. This approach merges vertices
so that communities are aggregated with the greatest increment of modularity (ΔM). In their follow-up
paper [17], they proposed a methodology to decompose a WDS into a twin-simplified pipeline structure
comprising backbone mains and community feedlines.
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Di Nardo et al. [18] used graph theory principles and a heuristic procedure for WDS sectorization
based on minimizing the amount of dissipated power in a WDS. Giustolisi and Ridolfi [19] developed
a multi-objective strategy for optimal WDS segmentation that maximizes a modified modularity index
and minimizes the cost of newly-installed devices to obtain network segments. In summary, little effort
has been devoted to the application of an optimization technique to the WDS component grouping,
clustering and aggregation.
Few studies have considered node grouping as a method of decreasing the unknown dimensions
for the WDS demand estimation. Kang and Lansey [2] compared the two following real-time demand
estimation methods with respect to their WDS demand estimation accuracy: the tracking state estimator
and the KF. They aggregated nodes in a study network into multiple groups to reduce the number of
unknowns and to make the demand estimation problem overdetermined or even-determined, which
was also suggested in [20]. Jung and Lansey [8] employed the nodal demand aggregation approach of
Kang and Lansey in their KF-based WDS pipe burst detection model. They then demonstrated that
using the same number of node groups as the number of flowmeters yielded the best accuracy with
the KF-based demand estimation scheme.
Note that the KF-based estimation method has been used for real-time WDS demand
estimation [2,8], whereas optimization techniques have been widely used for demand and its hourly
pattern calibration, which estimates base demands and leakage (non-real-time estimation) [21–24].
Less estimation time is generally allowed for the former (e.g., 5 min), which results in using different
methodologies for the two different estimation purposes. The base demand and its hourly pattern are
not to be determined in the real-time demand estimation. The commonality is in the use of a hydraulic
model (e.g., EPANET). Accordingly, the demand calibration methodologies solve a non-linear system
equation to quantify the accuracy of possible solutions, whereas the KF-based method solves a network
equation to obtain pipe flow rates compared to field measurements.
Node grouping is one of the most important factors affecting the accuracy of the WDS
demand estimation. However, previous studies have determined node groups based on engineering
knowledge/sense (e.g., grouping nodes with the same demand pattern or in proximity) or assumed
that they are given. Identifying optimal node groups using such approaches is very difficult considering
the complex hydraulic relationship between the pipe flows/nodal pressure at sensor locations and the
demand of node groups, especially in actual large networks (mostly loop-dominated). Note that the
task is more difficult when sensors are not located at the best points for demand estimation, which is
generally not the main concern during the sensor network design. Therefore, an optimization-based
approach to find the optimal node groups for a highly accurate WDS demand estimation is required.
This study proposes an optimal node grouping (ONG) model to maximize the accuracy of the
real-time WDS demand estimation. The KF-based demand estimation method is linked with a genetic
algorithm (GA) for node group optimization. The modified Austin network demand is estimated to
demonstrate the proposed model’s validity. True demands and field measurements are synthetically
generated using a hydraulic model of the study network.
2. Methodology
This research proposes an ONG approach that minimizes the sum of the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) for the estimated demands of a given number of node groups. The nodes should be aggregated
to decrease the number of unknowns in the demand estimation problem. Figure 2 shows the structure
of the proposed ONG model, which comprises three main submodules. Each submodule represents an
important factor that affects the demand estimation accuracy.
The WDS demand estimation accuracy is affected by the available information, estimation method
and node grouping. The amount of information from field measurements on the estimated demand
is a function of the number and types of sensors and their locations. The sensor network layout (i.e.,
number and location of sensors) is assumed to be provided (“sensor network” in Figure 2) because the
demand estimation is not a primary concern for decisions on the number and type of sensors and their
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locations. The KF-based WDS demand estimation methodology proposed by Jung and Lansey [8] is
employed in this study because of its high accuracy. Based on the potential node groupings provided
from the optimization algorithm (GA) submodule and field measurements obtained from the sensor
network, the KF-based method estimates the node group demands. The accuracy is then quantified
using the RMSE. The RMSE serves as the fitness value of the node grouping optimization and is
minimized to increase the WDS demand estimation accuracy.
 
Figure 2. Structure of the proposed optimal node grouping (ONG) model. OF indicates
objective function.
The following subsections detail the node aggregation, field measurements, KF-based demand
estimation method, ONG model and GA. The blocks corresponding to each subsection are shown
in Figure 2.
2.1. Node Groups and Demand Patterns
Each node can be classified into one of the node groups. However, the total number of groups is
predefined. Each node is labeled with an integer number from 1 to the total number of node groups
during optimization. For example, each node is indexed among integers 1–14 if the WDS has a total of
14 node groups. This number is set equal to the total number of flowmeters. Therefore, the decision
variables of the proposed ONG problem are all integer values (Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows the five following general diurnal demand patterns considered by Kang and
Lansey [2]: three residential, one industrial and one commercial. The three residential users are an
apartment (Residential 1 in Figure 4), houses with half-acre lots and large home lots (Residential 2
and 3, respectively). The residential apartment demand is characterized by higher peaks early in the
morning (6–7 a.m.) and evening (6–7 p.m.) than those of the other two residential demands. Note that
a residential user with a large lot has the lowest peak factor and attenuated demand change during
the day. The industrial water usage is relatively constant throughout the day, while the commercial
demand sharply rises and falls at the start and end of the workday and is constant during the workday.
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Figure 3. Decision variables of the proposed ONG model.
 
Figure 4. Diurnal demand curves for five user types: Residential 1 (apartments), Residential 2 (houses
with 1/2-acre lots), Residential 3 (houses with large home lots), commercial and industrial.
All users are assumed to be in apartments (Residential 1), which is easily valid for highly dense
urban areas. More complicated demand estimation problems can be formulated by randomly setting
the user type for a node from the above five types, assuming that there is no spatial correlation in
the demand patterns. However, this is not realistic. In the real world, demand patterns show strong
spatial correlations (e.g., commercial districts are in the downtown area of a city).
2.2. Field Measurements
The KF-based demand estimation method estimates real-time node group demands using field
measurements (e.g., pipe flow rate and nodal pressure) received from a supervisory control and data
acquisition system. The pipe flow rate and nodal pressure are the output variables, whereas the
node group demands are the input variable of the WDS. Note that the nodal demands can easily be
calculated from the node group demands. Therefore, the KF-based method reverse-engineers the input
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variable, which cannot be directly measured, using the output variables, which can be measured by
meters installed throughout the system.
In this study, the field datasets of the pipe flow rate are synthetically generated to assess the
accuracy of the KF-based demand estimation method given the potential node groupings (Figure 2).
The field measurements for the nodal pressure are assumed to not be utilized for the WDS demand
estimation because low accuracy is observed when nodal pressure measurements are included [8].
The synthetic pipe flow rates are generated following these procedures: (1) an identical demand





(i.e., white noise) are added to each demand to consider the randomness and
heterogeneous nature of true nodal demands (Figure 5b); (3) true node group demands are calculated
by summing the demand of nodes in a group (Figure 5c); (4) the nodal demands generated in Step (2)
are entered into an EPANET hydraulic model of the study network to generate true pipe flow rates;







Figure 5. Synthetic field measurement generation steps: (a) an identical demand pattern (Residential
1) is assigned to each node (i.e., time-varying demand factors are multiplied by the base demand);
(b) random variability is added to the nodal demands; (c) the true node group demand (i.e., the sum of
the three nodes' demand generated in the previous step); and (d) the true pipe flow and the addition of
measurement error.
While the assumption of the normal distribution for the nodal demand is common in WDS
design [8,25,26], Surendran and Tota-Maharaj [27] have recently confirmed that normal and lognormal
distributions are appropriate for WDS demand based on analyzing real daily water consumption data
with a 15-min interval for four years in the U.K. Auto-correlated noise (e.g., a sports event lasting for
2 h) can be considered for Step (2) to simulate more realistic demand fluctuations [28,29]. Note that the
effect of considering different noise types on the accuracy of the KF-based demand estimation method
would be minimal because it estimates the state variable, such that the error covariance is minimized.
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2.3. KF-Based Demand Estimation
The KF-based demand estimation method links the field measurements with the hydraulic
simulation model (EPANET) that solves the non-linear system equation comprising mass and energy
conservations [2]. Before demand estimation, the nodes are grouped into a single demand (i.e., nodal
group demand) following the grouping from the optimization submodule (Figure 2) to overcome the
limitation of low measurement redundancy. The field pipe flow data are measured in real time. First,
aggregated demands are estimated using the final demand estimates of the previous time step. The
estimated group demands are disaggregated to individual nodes, which are entered into the hydraulic
simulation model to calculate the pipe flow rate estimates. The demand estimates are updated such
that the error covariance is minimized using the gap between the field measurement and the estimate
of the pipe flow rate.
The KF comprises the recursive implementation of forecast and update steps, such that the a
posteriori error covariance is minimized. The forecast step estimates the state at the current time step
using the state estimate from the previous time step. The update step refines the forecast based on
measurements at the current time step for a more accurate state estimate in the current time step. When
calculating the state estimate in the update stage, more weight is given to the state estimate with the
smaller uncertainty between those from the forecast stage and those from the current measurement [30].
The KF has the advantage of embedding the system dynamics in the estimates, which enables it
to consider system operational changes when estimating the demand for a set of nodes (node group
demands) based on the measured pipe flows.
The two types of KF are linear (LKF) and non-linear (NKF). The NKF represents the full non-linear
relationship between measurements and states, whereas the LKF employs the linearization of these
functions. The NKF is used herein because of its higher accuracy for the state estimation of a WDS (i.e.,
a non-linear system) than the LKF [8].
The state forecast x´k (i.e., the a priori state estimate of the node group demands) is computed
using the state equation as follows:
x´k “ Akx`k´1 ` wk, wk „ N r0, Qks (1)
where Ak relates the state at the previous time step k ´ 1 to the state at the current step k. This matrix
is updated at each time step and calculated from the historical mean node group demand values; wk
is a random variable representing the process noise; and Qk is the process noise covariance. Note
that node grouping is provided from the optimization algorithm submodule (Figure 2) based on the
methodology described in Section 2.1.
In the NKF, the non-linear system function h in the measurement equation relates the a priori state





˘ ` vk, vk „ N r0, Rks (2)
where zk denotes the measurement variables; vk is a random variable representing the measurement
noise; and Rk is the measurement noise covariance.
The updated state estimate (i.e., the a posteriori state estimate of the demand) is given as:







where Kk is the Kalman gain matrix expressed as follows:
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where Huk is the Jacobian matrix of the partial derivatives of h with respect to x and u, and a unique
Huk is computed for each system operational state (uk) around the a priori state estimate x
´
k ; and P
´
k is
the a priori estimate error covariance calculated as follows:
P´k “ AkP`k´1ATk ` Qk (5)
Therefore, the a posteriori state estimate x`k is computed as a linear combination of the a priori





For example, a large measurement error covariance Rk results in a small update correction to the
forecast state vector x´k .
The a posteriori estimate error covariance is finally calculated as follows:
P`k “ pI ´ KkHukq P´k (6)
The LKF uses the linear transition matrix H in Equations 2 (zk “ Hx´k ` vk) and




). The LKF can be used for non-linear systems h(x) with weak non-linearity,
but may perform poorly as the non-linearities increase. Both the LKF and NKF use first-order




uk in Equation 4 and AkP
`
k´1ATk in
Equation 5). A perturbation method, wherein the derivatives are approximated by the numerical
forward finite differences, is used to calculate Huk.
Note that a KF is classified as linear or non-linear based on the type of underlying state and
measurement equation and not on the first-order approximation. The extended KF can only be applied
to an NKF that estimates wk and vk in Equations 1 and 2, respectively, along with the state.
2.4. Demand Estimation Accuracy Indicator: RMSE
The state estimate includes errors because of measurement and model errors and the state variable
randomness. Measurement errors can originate from deterioration and imperfect calibration of meters
and delays in data communication (e.g., missing data). Model errors originate from model parameter
uncertainties and a lack of system knowledge (e.g., erroneous system structure). This study aims to
find the optimal node grouping that minimizes the model errors when estimating the WDS node group
demands. The RMSE is used as an indicator of the WDS demand estimation accuracy (Figure 2). The
RMSE measures the difference between values predicted by a model or estimator (KF) and the true
values and is calculated as follows:
RMSE “
dřnt
k“1 pEk ´ Okq2
nt
(7)
where nt is the total number of time steps; Ek is the estimated group demand at time step k (obtained
from the KF-based demand estimation method described in Section 2.3); and Ok is the true group
demand at the k-th time step (synthetic measurements are obtained by the methodology described
in Section 2.2).
2.5. Elitism-Based GA
A GA [31] is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm that mimics the process of natural selection
(i.e., “the survival of the fittest”). A standard GA (SGA) generally begins with a randomly-generated
initial population (i.e., group of potential solutions). A pair of solutions is selected with a high
probability to have high fitness (selection process), which is then subjected to crossover and mutation
processes that share their genetic traits (i.e., decision variables) and modify a few of them, respectively.
This series of processes (selection–crossover–mutation) is called an “iteration.” This series is continued
until the child population is filled. Better fitness solutions tend to appear in the population
over iterations.
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Various versions of the GA have been released after Holland [31] first introduced the SGA. These
versions include the elitism GA, greedy GA, adaptive GA and refined GA [32–35]. One of the reasons
for such a massive number of releases is that SGA is not capable of keeping the current best solution
for the next generation. In other words, SGA is inefficient at considering new and good solutions
found in the iterations. Therefore, an elitism-based GA (eGA) is proposed to optimize the WDS node
grouping problem.
The proposed eGA selects two solutions from the parent population through roulette wheel
selection, where the probability of a solution to be selected is proportional to its fitness. Similar to
the general GA, a high fitness solution has a better chance to be selected. The general crossover and
mutation processes are then performed at frequencies defined by the crossover and mutation rates.
Crossover generally occurs with a probability of 70%–90%, while mutation happens with a probability
of 2%–10%. The resulting two solutions are called children solutions. The two new children solutions
compete with the selected parent solutions in a tournament with respect to fitness to determine
whether any of the two children solutions can replace the parent solution(s). Therefore, one iteration
of eGA requires only two functional evaluations, whereas the SGA requires ni number of functional
evaluations, where ni is the total number of individuals (i.e., solutions) in the population. The prompt
inclusion of newly-found good solutions in the eGA improves the search efficiency of the SGA because
the solution can be considered as a parent solution for selection in the immediately following iteration.
Chromosomes are integer-coded (i.e., decision variables are in integers) in the eGA (Figure 3) for the
node grouping optimization in the WDS demand estimation.
2.6. Optimal Node Grouping Model
While the number of unknown variables (i.e., demands) should be reduced because of the lack of
available information, an accurate demand estimation can be achieved when each pipe flowmeter is
linked to an appropriate node group, which is usually the group of nodes in proximity to the meter,
whose demand affects the pipe flow rate. Therefore, given the layout of pipe flowmeters, finding
the optimal node groups plays a very important role in determining the WDS demand estimation
accuracy. Provided that there is no spatial proximity information between the meters and the nodes, the
proposed optimal node group model finds the optimal node groups that minimize the total RMSE of





subject to ng “ m (9)
where RMSEi is the RMSE of the i-th node group; ng is the total number of node groups (i = 1, 2, ..., ng);
and m is the total number of node groups predefined by the user generally equal to the total number
of pipe flowmeters in the WDS.
Note that pressure constraints are not included in the proposed ONG problem, which differs from
other optimization problems (e.g., WDS design problem) developed in the WDS field. However, the
synthetic demand generated by the methodologies described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 results in nodal
pressures in a normal operation range of 21–28 m (30–40 psi).
3. Application
The proposed ONG model is applied to estimate the Austin network demand [36] with
modifications [8]. The Austin network is a non-district metering area (DMA) structured
loop-dominated network. As shown in Figure 6, the modified system comprises 126 nodes and
90 pipes supplied by two reservoirs and one pumping station. Similar to the original network, the
modified Austin network is solely supplied by a single reservoir (Source 1) with a fixed source head
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(306 m). The second reservoir (total head = 366 m) in the middle of the loop in the east corner of the
system is not operated.
 
Figure 6. Study network layout. A thicker pipe represents a larger diameter, while a larger node
represents a larger demand.
Only 47 nodes have external demands. Therefore, the total number of unknown demand nodes
is 47. The rest of the nodes (i.e., 79 nodes) are pipe connections with no external demands. A total of
14 pipe flowmeters are assumed to be installed throughout the system. The meters are assumed to
be installed at the same locations selected by Jung and Lansey [8]. The number of node groups is set
equal to the number of meters to realize high demand estimation accuracy. Therefore, the 47 demand
nodes are assumed to be aggregated into 14 node groups (i.e., m = 14).
A two-day series of node group demands and pipe flow rates is generated at 5-min time steps
using the network’s hydraulic model based on the methodologies described in Section 2.1. Similar
to Jung and Lansey [8], the Kang and Lansey approach [2] is applied to demand aggregation and
disaggregation. The method is briefly described here. The forecast node group demands at the current
time (aggregated demands) are estimated from the transition of the updated demand of the previous
time step (Equation (1)). The forecast node group demands are then disaggregated to individual
nodes under the assumption that the nodal demands (disaggregated demands) in the same group are
perfectly correlated. During the disaggregation, the ratio of the individual nodes’ base demands to
the total node group base demand is multiplied by the forecast node group demands to obtain the
individual nodal demands.
The demands are normally distributed with a coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.1 (σq “ 0.1μq).
The measurement errors are random variables Np0, σ), where σQ “ 0.1μQ{3.27 (corresponding to a
measurement error of 10%) for pipe flow measurements. All nodes are considered to be residential
users in apartments.
eGA is used to find an optimal solution for the ONG problem, wherein the number of possible
solutions is 7.379 ˆ 1053 (= 1447). Note that the well-known Hanoi network design problem has
2.865 ˆ 1026 (634) possible solutions [37]. The crossover and mutation processes are conducted with
probabilities of 85% and 5%, respectively. The genetic traits of the chromosomes are shared at multiple
scattered points, while the standard mutation is employed. The node grouping determined by the
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engineering decision of Jung and Lansey [8] (i.e., a node group comprising nodes of the same user
type) is seeded as an initial solution, whereas the other initial solutions, where the population is 100
(ni = 100), are randomly generated by uniform sampling among 1–14 integer values. The eGA returns
the best solution when the solution is not changed over 300 iterations.
4. Application Results
The KF-based method was used to consider a two-day series of pipe flow rates measured
at 14 meter locations for node group demand estimation. The RMSE for each group (Equation (7))
were calculated by comparing the synthetically-generated node group demands for two days (both
the pipe flow rates and node group demands were in 5-min time steps) with the estimated values.
The erroneous node groups resulted in the divergence of the state estimates, which mostly originated





uk ` Rk) to be inversed was close to zero). In the optimization of the proposed ONG model, a
high penalty value (e.g., 10,000 ˆ 14 = 140,000) was added to the objective function value (i.e., RMSE)
in Equation 8 if a matrix was ill-conditioned. The demand estimation was terminated at the time step
to speed up the optimization when the ill-conditioned matrix was identified.
Note that the KF-based demand estimation method estimated the nodal group demands only
using pipe flow measurements without being given any information/values of the true nodal group
demands. In this study, the true nodal (group) demands were synthetically generated and entered
into the WDS system equations to obtain pipe flow rates at locations, to which the measurement error
was added to finally produce the pipe flow measurements. Processed using the non-linear governing
equations and added noises, the pipe flow measurements did not contain clear clues for tracking
the true nodal group demands. Therefore, estimating the nodal group demands was not a circular
numerical calculation.
First, the differences between the node groupings of the initial and final optimal solutions were
investigated. Then, the spatial distributions of the nodes in a group and node groups were examined
along with whether or not there was a one-to-one relationship between a meter and a node group. The
RMSE values of the individual node group demand estimates were determined. Conclusions were
drawn on the demand estimation error, base demand of the node group and meter locations.
4.1. Optimal Node Grouping Results
Figure 7 shows the trajectory of the best fitness value (i.e., sum of node group RMSEs) over the
iterations. Note that the sum of the RMSEs reported by Jung and Lansey [8] was 74.1 L/s. They
determined the node grouping based on engineering judgment. The best RMSE with the proposed
ONG model was 56.2 L/s, which was about 76% of the RMSE obtained by Jung and Lansey [8]
(Figure 7). Jung and Lansey [8] included seven nodes (out of 47 demand nodes) with industrial and
commercial demands, which slightly complicated their demand estimation. Other conditions (e.g.,
meter locations and measurement time interval) were the same as in this study.
Most solutions found in the early stage of the optimization had diverging demand estimates (i.e.,
infeasible solutions with a penalty value), which resulted in the solution’s fitness value of 140,000
(not included in Figure 7). The main reason for the divergence was the scattered distribution of node
groups (Figure 8). Generally, the highest accuracy is achieved when a group of gathered nodes had a
one-to-one relationship with a meter in close proximity (opposite condition to the node grouping in
the infeasible solutions). A feasible solution was found after a few iterations, and step decreases in the
fitness value were observed until the best fitness was reached at the optimal value of 56.2 L/s. The
results for the individual node group demands were discussed in Section 4.2.
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Figure 7. Trajectory of the fitness value of the best solution.
 
Figure 8. Node groups of a representative initial random solution and meter locations. Each node
group is delineated by either a different shape outline or filled by different colors/styles.
Figure 9 shows the optimal node grouping layout found by the proposed node grouping model.
In contrast to the representative initial solution shown in Figure 8, the optimal solution spatially
gathered nodes in each group. For example, Node Group (NG) 14 comprised three nodes in proximity
at the south end of the study network, whereas the five nodes at the north end composed NG8. NG4
only had one node. Some node groups (e.g., NG3, NG6 and N10) comprised nodes that were not
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close to each other (i.e., slightly scattered), which was mostly caused by the existence of node(s) with
no external demand between the nodes. For example, there was a zero-demand node between the
leftmost and middle nodes in NG3. In addition, the three zero-demand nodes near NG11 were also
worthy of being seen (Figure 9).
 
Figure 9. Optimal node groups identified by the proposed model. A node that is not grouped (boxed)
has no external demand. Therefore, demand estimation is not required.
Figure 9 also shows the location of the 14 meters installed in the study network. Note that not only
was a meter located at the transmission mains (e.g., the source pipe linked to Source 1 and two pipes on
the right and left sides of the NG13 box), but one was also installed in the distribution pipes within the
loops at the northeast and southwest parts of the network. Finding an apparent one-to-one relationship
between a node group and a meter was very difficult because of the complex hydraulic relationship
of a looped network. Compared to a simple branched network, the response of the pipe flow rate at
the meter location to a perturbation in the node group demand, which was information required for
demand estimation, cannot be easily identified by visual inspection or engineering knowledge/sense
in a looped network. Therefore, this result highlighted the need for the proposed model when trying
to find optimal node groups that result in a highly accurate WDS demand estimation.
Multiple optimal (or near-optimal) solutions for the ONG problem of real large networks could be
employed. More preference would be given to the solution with a high tendency of classifying nodes
in proximity or of the same user type into the same group.
4.2. Accuracy of Individual Nodal Group Demand Estimation
Table 1 summarizes the RMSE of the individual node group demand estimates. Figure 10 plots the
actual and estimated demands of representative multiple node groups (i.e., NG1, 4, 7, 8, 12 and 13). The
non-linear KF was used as the unbiased minimum-variance estimator to minimize the error between
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two values. While accurate demand estimation was achieved in most node groups, the highest RMSE
was obtained in NG13 followed by NG1 (Table 1 and Figure 10a,f, respectively). The latter mainly
originated from the fact that NG1 had the largest base demand among the node groups (see the range
of the y-axis in Figure 10a compared to the other plots in Figure 10). The node group with the largest
base demand should have the largest error value if the proportion of error to the base demand value
was assumed to stay similar or the same. In contrast, the former was caused by the lack of available
information/signals for the demand estimation.
(a) NG1 (b) NG4 
(c) NG7 (d) NG8 
(e) NG12 (f) NG13 
Figure 10. Actual (circle) and estimated (line) group demands at 5-min time steps for the first 24 h:
(a) NG1; (b) NG4; (c) NG7; (d) NG8; (e) NG12; and (f) NG13 (NG = node group).
Table 1. Node group demand estimation RMSE (sum of node group demands’ RMSE = 56.2 L/s).
Node Group (NG) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
RMSE (L/s) 7.7 4.9 2.4 1.8 4.4 2.0 1.2
Node group (NG) 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
RMSE (L/s) 4.3 1.9 3.8 4.2 1.6 15.0 1.0
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The nodes in NG13 were located along the transmission pipes that delivered bulk flows to supply
the north, northeast and southwest parts of the study network (Figures 6 and 9). While only a meter
located at the source pipe linked to Source 1 could measure NG13’s demand (with other demands), the
proportion of the group demand was very small compared to the total pipe flow (i.e., the total system
demand because Source 2 was not operated) measured at the meter. NG13’s demand was less than the
natural randomness of the total system demand (its base value was 726 L/s), which made it difficult
to extract useful information from the measurements. This result led to the fluctuating demand with
large deviation from the actual demand value (Figure 10f).
Similarly, fluctuating demand estimates with large deviations from the actual values were
observed in node groups with a small base demand (e.g., NG7 and 12 in Figure 10c and e, respectively).
In other words, the proportion of error seemed higher in these groups than the others. This result
implied that the demand estimation was not reliable and difficult to utilize for management purposes.
Such cases were avoided by placing meters at transmission pipes and distributing them among small
pipes to capture the pipe flow information of various magnitudes, which was required for WDS
demand estimation. The examples included a conventional meter located at the end of a branched
network (delivering demand to one or two pendant nodes) or an AMI installed at the inlet pipe to
each household.
5. Summary and Conclusions
State estimation is defined as the process of calculating a state variable of interest that is not
directly measured. In a WDS, nodal demands are considered as the state variable (i.e., an unknown
variable that cannot be directly measured) and can be estimated using nodal pressures and pipe flow
rates measured at sensors installed throughout the system. The number of unknown variables should
be minimized given the lack of available information for demand estimation. An alternative way is to
group a set of nodes with a correlation (e.g., the same demand pattern and proximity). Finding the
optimal node grouping that results in the best demand estimation accuracy is a challenging task given
the number and location of meters and complex hydraulic conditions.
This study proposes an ONG model that minimizes the sum of the RMSEs of the node groups’
estimated demand given the number of node groups. The KF-based demand estimation method
is linked with a genetic algorithm for node group optimization. The proposed model is applied to
estimate the modified Austin network demand as a demonstration. The true demands and field
measurements are synthetically generated using a hydraulic model of the study network. Note that
the proposed model is the first to combine a WDS demand estimation tool (i.e., the KF-based model)
and a node clustering/aggregation optimization model (i.e., eGA).
The sum of the RMSEs of the final best solution found with the proposed model is 56.2 L/s,
which is about 76% of the value obtained by Jung and Lansey [8] based on their engineering judgment.
In contrast to the randomly-generated initial solutions, the nodes are spatially grouped in the final
solution. However, no apparent one-to-one linkage (mapping) is observed between a meter and a
node group. This result indicates that the proposed ONG model should be applied to identify the
best node grouping for the demand estimation of the loop-dominated networks. Among individual
node groups, a high RMSE is obtained for the node group with the largest base demand. In addition,
the proportion of the error to the true demand is large for node groups with a small base demand.
Therefore, micrometers (i.e., meters that can measure a small flow, such as a conventional meter
installed at pipes to dead-end nodes or AMIs) should be installed to further increase the demand
estimation accuracy.
The work in this study has several limitations that future research must address. First, this model
finds the optimal node grouping given that the number of node groups is predefined as equal to the
number of meters. The model can be extended to include the number of node groups as a decision
variable. Assuming that the same number of meters should be installed for an accurate demand
estimation, the demand estimation problem can be formulated as a multi-objective problem that
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minimizes the sum of RMSEs and minimizes the cost of meters (i.e., meter instrument and installation
costs). Many meters should be installed to achieve high demand estimation accuracy, which requires a
large investment. Such a tradeoff relationship can be explored by solving the multi-objective demand
estimation and meter placement problem.
Second, the proposed model can be verified using real demand data measured in a real large
network fully equipped with AMI/automatic water meter reading.
Third, an advanced warm-start approach to the initial solution should be developed to shorten
the time of finding a feasible solution in the early optimization phase. The Euclidean distance among
nodes can be considered for the initial node grouping to avoid spatially-distributed nodes in a group.
This study uses a loop-dominated network to demonstrate the proposed model. Different network
types (e.g., branched or DMA-structured) can be used to check (1) whether the conclusions of this
study are still valid or not and (2) whether such network layouts affect the demand estimation accuracy
and optimal node grouping or not. Finally, the proposed model can serve as a submodule for WDS
operation and management tools (e.g., a real-time WDS operation model that determines the status of
pumping units given the estimated future demand).
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Abstract: The management of a water distribution network (WDN) is performed by valve and pump
control, to regulate both the pressure and the discharge between certain limits. The energy that
is usually merely dissipated by valves can instead be converted and used to partially supply the
pumping stations. Pumps used as turbines (PAT) can be used in order to both reduce pressure
and recover energy, with proven economic benefits. The direct coupling of the PAT shaft with the
pump shaft in a PAT-pump turbocharger (P&P plant) allows us to transfer energy from the pressure
control system to the pumping system without any electrical device. Based on experimental PAT
and pump performance curves, P&P equations are given and P&P working conditions are simulated
with reference to the operating conditions of a real water supply network. The annual energy saving
demonstrates the economic relevance of the P&P plant.
Keywords: energy saving; Pump As Turbine (PAT); PAT and pump system (P&P); energy
recovery; pumping
1. Introduction
The sustainable management of the water supply is becoming a major challenge within the
framework of the water–energy–food nexus [1,2]. A reduction in water leakage and an efficient use of
energy are considered essential in order to contain greenhouse gas emissions and to limit the impacts
of climate change [3–5]. In the last few years, a number of research papers in literature have focused
on new methodologies for the efficient management of a WDN [6]. Mini hydro power plants are
a common practice in water transmission lines [7,8], where a stable discharge and pressure drop are
present and can be exploited to produce energy. Pressure reducing valves (PRV) were first proposed to
obtain optimal pressure values in water distribution lines, with the benefit of reducing the amount of
water leakage [9,10]. Several methods for the optimal location of PRVs have been developed [11,12].
Recently, the substitution of PRVs with micro hydro power plants has been proposed [13–15]. In the
presence of pumping systems, the strategy for energy cost savings and energy efficiency could be
based on the increase in the hydraulic efficiency of the pumps and the electrical efficiency of motors;
on the introduction of performance standards to which the pumps on the market must comply; on the
use of variable frequency drivers to increase the efficiency performance of pumping groups working
in variable conditions; and on the energetic assessment of energy use in the network [16,17].
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Compensation tanks, which fix the pressure in a particular water district, are commonly inserted
between water transmission and water distribution systems. At the tank intake, a residual pressure
of the flow can be present and it is usually merely dissipated by a valve. In the presence of a large
variability of ground elevation between the parts of the system, a second tank positioned at a higher
elevation may be necessary in order to guarantee sufficient pressure to the users of this higher district.
The hydraulic energy dissipated at the lower tank could be comparable with the energy to be supplied
to the pump to deliver water to the higher tank. Therefore, a turbine could be placed at the tank
inflow in order to both reduce pressure and recover energy to supply the pump. Three main problems
limit the convenience of the installation of a turbine governed generator to power the pumping
system, namely (i) the small amount of power available; (ii) the high cost of traditional turbines;
and (iii) the low combined efficiency of the two electromechanical devices (the turbine generator
and the pump motor) [18–20]. PATs could be employed instead of classic turbines, since they are
considered a viable and flexible solution for energy production in a WDN, due to their lower cost
and their generally acceptable efficiency [21–24]. In order to reduce the investment cost and increase
the efficiency of the system, the PAT and a pump can be directly coupled and mounted on the same
shaft without any intermediate generator or motor. The resulting PAT-pump turbocharger should
be a viable solution. However, an appropriate P&P theory for water systems has, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, not yet been developed. The main difficulty in the design of such a device derives
from the variability of the rotational speed. While an asynchronous generator defines the rotational
speed of the turbine, according to the electric grid frequency, the rotational speed of a turbocharger
is unknown and influences the hydraulic behaviour of the whole system. In this paper, a complete
P&P formulation is developed, and a complete mathematical model is given for the design of the
P&P plant when the boundary conditions are assigned. In addition, a non-dimensional solution is
presented to discuss the general behaviour of the P&P plant. The solutions show that the performance
of the system depends on the number of stages of both the pump and the PAT and on the pump–PAT
discharge ratio. Furthermore, the model has been applied to four different scenarios based on the
experimental discharge pattern of a pressure control station in a water distribution network in southern
Italy. The results are investigated in terms of pressure reduction and pumping discharge and head,




Experimental tests can provide the performance curves of a pump or a PAT at a certain rotational
speed value or, alternatively, CFD techniques can be employed. Such curves express the relations






Usually, a quadratic polynomial can be successfully used to fit the head data, while a cubic
polynomial best explains the power data. The efficiency curve presents a maximum value ηB for the
QB discharge. The working point (QB, HB, PB, ηB) is called the best efficiency point (BEP). Affinity laws
can be used to calculate the performance of two similar machines, having DI and DII diameters,
respectively, and rotating at different speeds. The performances of two homologous working points,
(QI , HI , PI) and (QII , HII , PII), respectively, are related to both the ratios of the respective speeds,
NI and NII , and the scale ratios, DI/DII , as follows:
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The Equation (2) is generally used by pump manufacturers to predict the behaviour of their
machines for different rotational speeds, even if some studies demonstrate that Equation (2) does not
predict the real behaviour of turbomachines with a high accuracy in the whole range of rotational
speeds [25,26]. Principally, according to affinity laws, the efficiency value of two homologous points
is constant with speed. However, this result is not in agreement with the real behaviour of pumps.
Simpson and Marchi [27] showed that the efficiency value at the BEP is attained only at a given
optimal Nmax speed value, while a decrease is observed as the speed diverges. Furthermore, a recent
experimental study [28] on the behaviour of PATs has demonstrated that the use of affinity laws could
lead to significant errors in the prediction of machine performance, up to 30% in the prediction of head
and 100% in the prediction of efficiency. The authors proposed a new semi-theoretical model for semi
axial machines for a better prediction of characteristic PAT performance curves. Nmax was identified
experimentally and related to geometrical pump parameters. Then, the BEP at a NII rotational speed

















By experimental estimation of the functions f1, f2 and f3 [28], a better agreement was found
between the theoretical and experimental characteristic curves with a significant reduction in the
prediction error.
2.2. Energy Recovery in Water Systems
Hydropower production in a water supply system is a viable option where the available
hydraulic power is fairly large and constant, with a great economic benefit and a small environmental
impact. Examples of such scenarios are found along water transmission lines, from the water
source to the distribution centre, where several small hydropower projects are already active [29].
Hydropower plants could also be used in water distribution networks, as a replacement of a PRV.
Nevertheless, such a plant would face a large variability of both discharge and head, due to the
hourly variability of water users’ demand, as well as the small amounts of available power [30,31].
Furthermore, the turbine head curve exhibits a behaviour which is completely different from the
head drop curve of a regulating valve: the former increases with the discharge, while the latter
decreases as the flow rate increases [32]. All these difficulties, together with the small amount of
power available, hinder the use of classic turbines, due to their high price and their long payback
period. Some studies demonstrate that the use of PATs, instead of classic turbines, to substitute
the dissipation valves could be a convenient practice even if the available power is low, due to
the low price and the mechanical simplicity of such devices [33]. Several studies have shown
that the best efficiency of a PAT could be greater than 70% [21–23]. Ramos et al. [34] showed
that the cost of a PAT is much smaller if compared with the cost of a classic turbine, with unit
costs ranging between 200 e/kW and 400 e/kW, where the turbine cost ranges between 300 e/kW and
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800 e/kW. Carravetta et al. [35] showed that the payback period of a PAT energy recovery system
could be really short, ranging between 6 months and 3 years, while Fecarotta et al. [36] showed
that the coupling of the pressure control strategy with an energy recovery strategy within a water
network could be convenient if the valves are replaced by PATs, with high 10 year net present values.
Other studies propose different solutions for the regulation of the PAT plant to address the large
variability of hydraulic characteristics and to match the turbine head and discharge with the needs
of the network. Carravetta et al. [37] propose regulating the PAT either by a hydraulic or electric
regulation system. In the former case, two hydraulic valves are placed in a series–parallel circuit
to dissipate the excess head when the turbine head is too low or bypasses a part of the discharge
when the flow rate is high. In the latter case, an electronic speed driver adjusts the rotational speed
of the PAT to modify its performance. In 2014 , Carravetta et al. [38] compared the effectiveness
of the different installation schemes of a PAT plant. Other preliminary studies have included
an analysis of the optimal location of a PAT within a WDN [36,39,40] to maximize the power production.
3. Pump and PAT Characteristic Curves
Experiments were performed in the Hydro Energy Laboratory (HELab) of the
CESMA—University of Naples Federico II and in the qualification laboratory of Caprari Pumps Ltd.
(Peterborough, UK). Pictures of the two laboratories are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Pictures of the qualification laboratory of Caprari ltd (a); and of HELab of University of
Naples (b).
Both laboratories are equipped with digital magnetic flow meters, piezometric pressure
transducers and digital power meters. A fixed level water tank is located below ground level to
feed the hydraulic circuit and receive the circulated water. A gate valve is used to regulate the flow.
The testing conditions in both laboratories comply with ISO 9906 (Rotodynamic pumps—Hydraulic
performance acceptance test) level 1, IEC 60034-2-1 (Rotating electrical machines) and EN 50598-2
(Efficiency classes of converters and drive systems). The maximum measurement uncertainties are
reported in Table 1.
Table 1. Maximum measurement device uncertainties.





A two-stage pump unit, the Caprari model HMU, has been tested in the HELab. The specifications
of the pump are reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Specification of the Caprari HMU pump, as tested in HELab.
Specification Value Unit




The working conditions for different rotation speeds have been tested and the main hydraulic and
electric parameters have been measured. Head and power curves have been determined experimentally.
Test results in the normalized parameter are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Experimental normalized head (a), power (b) and efficiency (c) of the HMU pump and
regression curves.
Another pump, the Caprari model NC80, has been tested in inverse mode in the Caprari
qualification laboratory. The head and efficiency as determined experimentally are shown in the
normalized plot of Figure 3, while the specifications are reported in Table 3.
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Figure 3. Experimental normalized head (a), power (b) and efficiency (c) of NC80 PAT and
regression curves.
Table 3. Specification of Caprari NC80 PAT, as tested in Caprari laboratory.
Specification Value Unit




4. PAT and Pump System (P&P) Modelling
In the design of a pumping system or a hydro power plant, the rotational speed of the device is
imposed by the grid frequency or by a variable frequency driver. Instead, in a P&P, the group is free to
achieve any rotational speed. The PAT provides the power for the pump and the rotational speed is set
by the combination of the performance curves of the two devices with the network characteristics.
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Figure 4 shows a simplified scheme of a P&P plant. The whole water supply system can be
considered as two separated network districts which are connected by the P&P plant. The residual
head at the end of district 1 that can be turbined within the PAT is represented by the difference
HT = Hu1 − Hd1 − ΔHr1, where Hu1 is the head measured at the end point of district 1, ΔHr1 is the head
loss in the pipeline approaching the PAT and Hd1 is the head downstream of the PAT. The lengths of
the pipelines are not representative of the real system and, if the values of Hu1 and H
d
2 are measured
near the P&P system, the head losses ΔHr1 and ΔH
r
2 can be neglected. As a general case, the two values
Hd1 and H
u
2 are considered different, but the outlet tank of the PAT and the inlet tank of the pump are
often the same. The presence of four tanks, however, could even be unnecessary if the P&P system







depend on time according to the network behaviour. QT is the flow rate available at the PAT inlet.
The power produced by the PAT is γQT HTηT , ηT being the PAT efficiency. Such power is transmitted
to the pump by the shaft which connects the two machines. QP is the pumped flow rate while the
total head required at the pump outlet is HP = Hd2 − Hu2 + ΔHr2, where the meaning of the symbols
is evident. The efficiency of the plant can be calculated as the ratio between the output hydraulic
power at pump side and the input hydraulic power at PAT side. Thus, the plant efficiency η can be
calculated as:
η = ηT · ηP (4)
ηP being the efficiency of the pump. If such a simplified scheme is used to model the water system,
the design problem is defined by the following equations:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
HT = Hu1 − Hd1 − ΔHr1



































































in the seven variables HT , HP, QT , QP, PT , PP and N, PT and PP being the mechanical power of the
PAT and pump respectively, nT and nP the number of stages of the PAT and pump respectively and aT ,
bT , cT , αT , βT , γT , δT , aP, bP, cP, αP, βP, γP, and δP the experimental regression coefficients of the head
curve and the power curve of the PAT and pump, respectively. A P&P node in the water system is
described by the last five equations of Equation (5). The energy equations at the PAT intake and pump
outlet balance the number of unknowns and equations. More generally, along the pipeline of the two
districts, derivations, dissipation points, or additional supply points could be present. In this case, the
design of the P&P plant is linked to the operating conditions of the two networks and the complexity
of the design solution is connected to the complexity of the water system.
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Figure 4. Simplified scheme of the P&P plant.
Behaviour of the P&P Plant
The last five equations of Equation (5) can be rewritten if qT = QT/N, qP = QP/N, hT = HT/N2
and hP = HP/N2:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
hT = (aTq2T + bTqT + cT)nT
hP = (aPq2p + bPqp + cP)nP
(αTq3T + βTq
2




P + γPqP + δP)nP
(6)
Equation (6) expresses the relationship between the four quantities qT , qP, hT and hP. A single
curve relating qP/qT and hP/hT can be obtained if the number of stages of the pump and PAT are
assigned. Because qP/qT = QP/QT and hP/hT = HP/HT , Equation (6) shows that the relationship
between the ratio of the delivered discharge and the ratio of the delivered head is independent of
the rotational speed. In Figure 5, the values of HP/HT are plotted versus QP/QT for the 1 to 5 pump
stages with nT = 1. In Figure 6, the plant efficiency η is plotted versus QP/QT . The P&P working
conditions are different depending on the number of pump stages. In the presence of a single stage, the
pump head is slightly greater than the available head drop at the PAT and the flow rate ratio ranges
between 0 and 0.38. With two pump stages, the pump head significantly increases (about 2.5 times
the head drop in the flow range 0–0.15) and also the range of flow rate ratio is larger (up to 0.36).
With an increasing number of pump stages, the range of flow rate ratio decreases (up to 0.3 with five
stages), while the head ratio increases (up to 4.8 with five stages). The efficiency of the P&P system also
depends on the number of stages. The lowest efficiency occurs for a single stage pump, when the P&P
efficiency reaches its maximum value out of the range of the flow rate ratio. The efficiency significantly
increases (from less than 0.35 up to more than 0.45) for a higher number of pump stages. Considering
a P&P efficiency larger than 0.4, the range of working conditions that can be obtained with the selected
pump is quite variable: up to 30% of the water coming from district 1 can be pumped into district 2
with a 50% increase in the pressure head, using a double stage pump, or, at the opposite extreme,
with a four stage pump, 15% of the water coming from district 1 can be pumped into district 2 with
a pressure head being three times larger than the residual head of district 1. The best efficiency occurs
for a three stage pump where 20% of the incoming discharge can be pumped with a 220% increase
in head.
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Figure 5. Head ratio of the P&P plant for different numbers of pump stages with nt = 1.
Figure 6. Efficiency of the P&P plant for different pump stages with nt = 1.
5. Case Study
The operating conditions in district 1 exhibit a daily pattern determined by the variation in
user demand. Therefore, the QT and HT values depend on both the time and system configuration.
The operating conditions in district 2 could be similar to those of district 1 if direct pumping in
the network is provided. More frequently, the pumping station supplies water to an elevated tank,
with fairly constant values of both QP and HP. As a case study, a simplified system is analyzed.
The discharge approaching the PAT is imposed and the head losses along the pipe downstream of the
pumping station are completely neglected. Two different supply conditions have been considered for
the feeding of district 2:
1. Elevated tank—Variable QT , constant HP
2. Direct pumping—Variable QT , constant QP
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Equation (6) has been solved in order to find the three unknowns (HT , QP, N for scenario 1 and HT ,
HP, N for scenario 2). The daily pattern of a measuring station of the urban water distribution system
of Pompei (Campania—Italy) has been scaled to obtain the approaching discharge QT . Figure 7 shows
the non-dimensional 4 days pattern of flow rate cq, i.e., the instantaneous discharge QT , scaled with
the average discharge. For both supply condition, two cases have been considered:
(a) A high difference in ground elevation between district 1 and district 2 and large turbined discharge
(b) A low difference in ground elevation between district 1 and district 2 and small turbined discharge
Figure 7. Discharge pattern.
The average turbined discharge, (QT), is 40 L/s in case a and 25 L/s in case b. In the scenarios
1a and 1b the value of HP is assigned and set to 50 m in case a and 15 m in case b. In the scenarios
2a and 2b, the pumped discharge is assigned and equal to 4.4 L/s in case a and 6.4 L/s in case b.
The first case corresponds to a four stage pump, allowing a maximum flow rate in district 2 equal
to about 0.3QT with the head being 4.25HT maximum. In the second case, a two stage pump is
considered, allowing a maximum flow rate in district 2 equal to about 0.38QT with the head being
2.5HT maximum. Table 4 shows the configuration of the four different scenarios.
Table 4. Presentation of the different scenarios.
Case a Case b
Supply condition 1
Variable QT (QT = 40 L/s) Variable QT (QT = 25 L/s)
Variable HT Variable HT
Variable QP Variable QP
HP = 50 m HP = 15 m
nP = 4 nP = 2
Supply condition 2
Variable QT (QT = 40 L/s) Variable QT (QT = 25 L/s)
Variable HT Variable HT
QP = 4, 4 L/s QP = 6, 4 L/s
Variable HP Variable HP
nP = 4 nP = 2
In Figure 8, the turbined head is shown for the four scenarios, as well as the pumped head for
scenarios 1a and 1b and the pumped flow rate for scenarios 2a and 2b. The results show the performance
of the P&P system in the assigned conditions specified in Table 4. Figure 8I,III,V,VII shows the values
of the turbined head depending on time. The calculated values of Ht should be less than the available
residual pressure while an additional valve could be placed to dissipate the excess head, if necessary.
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When the pumping head is fixed (scenarios 1a and 1b) the pumped discharge is variable, according to
Equation (5), as shown by Figure 8II,IV. If the average values of Qp comply with the needs of district 2,
the elevated tank could compensate for the variable discharge. Otherwise, the district should be
provided with a second pumping system to supply the missing discharge. Figure 8VI,VIII shows
the pumped head when the pumped discharge is fixed. Such a scenario can happen, for example,
when a direct pumping is performed and the district is provided with an end-line tank to receive the
excess discharge or feed the network during the high demand hours. In such a case, the pumped
pressure should be contained within a certain range: a minimum pressure should be guaranteed by the
pump to supply the end users, and a maximum value should not be exceeded to avoid any structural
or leakage problems. When the average turbined discharge is higher (scenario 2a), Figure 8VI shows
that the pumped head is always higher than 40 m and can also exceed 130 m in certain moments.
In such a case, a dissipation valve could be placed to reduce the head when the pressure exceeds the
upper limit. Instead, when the turbine discharge is lower (scenario 2b), the pumped head is always
lower than 40 m and its minimum value is lower than 10 m. In this last case, if the minimum pressure
is not guaranteed, a second ordinary pump can be installed to increase the pressure when necessary.
Figure 8. Behaviour of the P&P system for scenario 1a (I,II); 1b (III,IV); 2a (V,VI); and 2b (VII,VIII).
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Table 5 shows the values of the hydraulic power involved in the turbining and in the pumping
at the P&P station. Both the average and the maximum values demonstrate that the power values of
case a are higher than case b. Scenario 1a corresponds to the highest power values while scenario 1b
exhibits the lowest power. The ratio between the average pumped power and the average turbined
power represents the average efficiency of the P&P station. It can be considered satisfactory in all the
four cases, since it is quite close to the maximum values of Figure 6. The last column of Table 5 shows
the annual energy saving range, considering an average efficiency of the pumping group ranging
between 0.4 and 0.8. Such a saving is always relevant and it is obviously larger in scenarios 1a and 2a,
where the pumped power is larger.
Table 5. Hydraulic power values of the different scenarios.
Scenario







Average Maximum Average Maximum
Power Power Power Power
(kW) (kW) (kW) (kW)
1a 8.95 20.21 3.52 6.93 0.39 48.1–77.0
1b 2.27 4.87 0.93 1.76 0.41 12.7–20.3
2a 8.8 19.70 3.10 5.88 0.35 42.5–68.0
2b 2.28 5.26 1.01 2.16 0.44 13.8–22.0
6. Conclusions
A new P&P technology, coupling a PAT and a pump, has been studied on the basis of the
experimental data of the pump working in direct or in inverse mode. A P&P is suitable in all cases
when a certain amount of the water at the end of a water supply system, presenting a residual energy,
has to be pumped to a second network at a higher pressure level. In such a case, P&P is a low
cost technology allowing the recovery of the residual energy of the water in the first network and
the increase of the pressure level of the water in the second network. Equations for P&P design
have been presented, allowing a simple analysis of the P&P working conditions. Depending on the
number of stages of the pumping, different operating conditions in the ancillary supply network
can be obtained, in terms of water demand and pressure level. For the pump model used in the
simulation, up to 40% of the water can be transmitted by the P&P to a pressure level 20% higher than
the initial level. If the water to be transmitted is limited to 20%, the pressure level can be increased by
the P&P by more than three times. This high potentiality is determined by the total efficiency of the
P&P, even greater than 40%. The case study shows the viability of the system in different scenarios,
considering different supply conditions as well as different values of turbined discharge. The results,
depending on the network configuration and the considered scenario, show that the P&P system can
completely replace an ordinary pumping system or supply the network when the available hydraulic
power is high. The calculated annual energy saving demonstrates the economic relevance of the
P&P plant. As a future implementation of this study, an experimental investigation on a laboratory
prototype could be undertaken and the results would be used for the design of a full scale plant,
to investigate the interactions with a WDN in a real situation.
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Abstract: Water supply systems (WWSs) are one of the main manmade water infrastructures
presenting potential for micro-hydropower. Within urban networks, local decentralized
micro-hydropower plants (MHPs) may be inserted in the regional electricity grid or used for
self-consumption at the local grid level. Nevertheless, such networks are complex and the
quantification of the potential for micro-hydropower other than that achieved by replacing pressure
reducing valves (PRVs) is difficult. In this work, a methodology to quantify the potential for
hydropower based on the excess energy in a network is proposed and applied to a real case.
A constructive solution is presented based on the use of a novel micro-turbine for energy conversion,
the five blade tubular propeller (5BTP). The location of the MHP within the network is defined
with an optimization algorithm that maximizes the net present value after 20 years of operation.
These concepts are tested for the WSS in the city of Fribourg, Switzerland. The proposed solution
captures 10% of the city’s energy potential and represents an economic interest. The results confirm
the location of PRVs as potential sites for energy recovery and stress the need for careful sensitivity
analysis of the consumption. Finally, an expedited method is derived to estimate the costs and energy
that one 5BTP can produce in a given network.
Keywords: micro-hydropower; water supply networks; energy potential; tubular propeller turbine;
energy recovery
1. Introduction
A water supply system (WSS) is a set of civil infrastructures (tanks, pipes and others),
hydro-mechanical facilities, electrical equipment and services that extracts, conveys and distributes
water to consumers. This distribution must be compatible with the demand in both quantity and
quality [1]. A sub-grid of a water supply network, also termed a “district metered area”, is a part of
the network between two nodes where the head pressure is controlled. This pressure is maintained
constant or follows a certain schedule [2] to ensure that there is an optimal pressure distribution
in all the branches downstream. This is normally ensured by pressure reducing valves (PRVs), but
recent studies have proposed their replacement by turbines. Pumps operated as turbines and Kaplan
turbines are the technologies proposed by [3,4] for low-head sites. The study presented in [4] has
shown that there is an economical interest in micro-hydropower in WSSs. This study was performed at
a regional scale, identifying existing infrastructure such as PRVs and reservoirs where there is potential
for energy recovery. Moreover, there is potential for energy production within the urban network itself.
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Besides the locations where PRVs are installed, there are also areas within the sub-grids that have more
pressure than necessary, even if not excessive, because of their connection to other higher areas [5].
The use of PRVs or even micro-turbines in a WSS may seem illogical, since most systems need
pumping. Nevertheless, the use of operational pressure control has proven to be cost-effective for
reducing leakage problems [1,6]. Water loss occurs due to the structural deterioration of the pipes [7].
Local energy dissipation is seen to reduce the frequency of pipe bursts [8], ensure the quality standards
of water [9] and protect roads and building foundations from underground cavities originating from
water losses [10]. From the perspective of hydropower, the implementation of production units
in existing infrastructure has the economic advantage of low costs [11] given the synergies with
the existing facilities of the WSS, of consumption dependent discharges, which are predictable and
almost guaranteed, and of benefiting several countries with respect to legal and financial incentives for
self-generation and self-consumption (e.g., feed-in tariffs provided for renewable energies). However, it
is worth mentioning that the feed-in-tariff regulations vary considerably between countries and, for
example, in the UK, a micro-hydropower plant (MHP) downstream from any pumping station is
not eligible for the subvention [12]. In addition to the abovementioned synergies with the existing
WSS facilities, the energy produced may justify the installation of a grid-connected generator or
local consumption [13]; the latter provides financial savings by avoiding external consumption and
expensive electrical connections [14]. The installation of these systems is highly dependent on the costs
associated with the turbine, construction and grid connection [4].
Examples of solutions for the installation of MHPs in WSSs can be found in the literature.
For example, the installation of PATs as replacement for a PRV in the an urban water distribution system
of Pompei, with discharges between 20 and 50 L/s and heads between 35 and 90 m, would produce
between 20 and 94 MWh/year [3]. In Portland, Oregon, a PRV was replaced by a 10” (approx. 250 mm)
micro turbine that generates 150 MWh/year with 30 kW of installed power [15]. In Hong Kong,
an eight blade spherical inline turbine is expected to produce 700 kWh/year in the city’s water main
pipes [16]. Finally, the installation of a turbine replacing a break pressure tank in Kildare in Ireland
could generate approximately 237 MWh/year from 200 kPa to 17,910 m3/day [17].
Although the potential for energy production within urban WSSs exists, it is difficult to quantify
unless focusing on a particular location. Distribution networks are complex systems, usually composed
of multiple loops and asymmetric consumption in both time and space. The optimal location of turbines
within such systems is a subject of research [5,18,19]. Moreover, before enduring deep analyses and
simulations of turbine operation and water demand scenarios, a measure of the excess energy available
within the city network, indicating the potential for that network to be used for hydropower, would be
useful for WSS managers.
In this research, a method for the evaluation of the potential for hydropower in a city is presented.
This method is then applied to a case study city and compared with the actual energy production
with a proposed hydropower scheme. The energy production is estimated using an algorithm for the
identification of optimal location of the micro-hydropower units considering the whole network where
infrastructure may or may not exist. In Section 2, the two methodologies are presented, for potential
assessment and for the actual energy production simulation. The case study, the city of Fribourg in
Switzerland, and the hydropower scheme are described in Section 3. The results are presented and
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a straightforward methodology that is proposed for the
presented hydropower scheme and the main conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Methodology
2.1. Availability of Excess Energy
In any pipe of a network at a certain instant with a steady flow regime, the total energy line
(Figure 1) can be defined as a straight line, if there are no local head losses, between the head in each
boundary nodes. The head in each node will be higher than or equal to a minimum pressure pmin,
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usually imposed by regulators to guarantee a quality service to the population. In each point of the
pipe, whenever the head is higher than this minimum pressure, there is excess energy. This excess
energy will vary in time, as the demand in the network is not constant, affecting both the pipe flow
and the pressure in the nodes.
Figure 1. Energy excess at each point of a pipe, defined as the hydraulic head above minimum pressure,
for several instances where a steady state is observed.
The hydraulic energy, E (Wh), at any point of the pipe is defined as
E = ρgQHΔt (1)
where ρ is the water density (kg/m3), g is the gravitational acceleration (m2/s), Q is the flow rate
(m3/s), H is the hydraulic head (m), meaning the total energy flow subtracted by the topographic
elevation of the point, and Δt (h), a time interval. This time interval can be considered as the duration
of a steady state.
To estimate the excess energy in the upstream and downstream nodes of Figure 1, the minimum






Edn = ρgQt (Hdn − pmin)Δt
(2)
However, it can be argued that the application of this definition of the excess energy in an entire
network cannot be done without taking into account the topography. The excess energy at a given
point is often needed to ensure the minimum pressure in another and hence, is not available.
Considering the reach, defined as a sequence of pipes, sketched in Figure 2a, excess energy exists
in every point of its water path, but none of this excess is available, since the most downstream point
is at the minimum pressure and extra head losses would cause this pressure to decrease. Instead, if
we consider the reach sketched in Figure 2b, the minimum pressure is not limited at the downstream
extremity but at a high point along the path. The excess downstream from this point is partly available.
During the network design, there is usually an effort to minimize this difference by using smaller
diameters, as a means to control the pressure. Alternatively, the installation of turbines could be used
to dissipate this excess energy.
The available energy at a point in a WSS can hence be defined as the excess energy that can be
extracted from the flow without causing pressure below the minimum at any other point. To quantify
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how much of the excess energy is available for hydropower production, critical points must then be
identified. The critical point corresponds to the position in a network where the difference between
the total energy and the minimum pressure is minimum but higher than zero. This difference is the
head that can be taken from the total energy line. This head and the downstream total energy line are
represented by a dotted line in Figure 2b.
Figure 2. Examples of reaches. (a) Reach without available energy; (b) Reach with available energy;
(c) Reach belonging to a closed network with available energy: effect of the extraction in one critical
point; (d) Reach belonging to a closed network with available energy: effect of the extraction in
two critical points.
The former examples always considered a single reach with no other connecting path between the
upstream and the downstream sections either than the presented reach. The positioning of a valve or
a turbine in Figure 2b would not have an impact in the discharge along the reach. However, if the reach
was in a closed network, which is common in urban WSSs, the introduction of an energy converter
and consequent adjustment of the energy distribution would have an impact in the discharge, as
represented in Figure 2c. Moreover, the following critical point in the reach is now the point that was
at minimum pressure before. If the new critical point is considered for the extraction of energy, a new
readjustment occurs and the resulting total energy distribution is presented in Figure 2d.
The available energy in a network is given by the sum of the available energy at every critical
point and hence its assessment requires a dynamic process. Also, as mentioned, the available head
varies with the demand, which in a WSS is variable throughout the day. Nevertheless, a simpler and
more immediate way for estimating available energy is to consider the steady state conditions with
maximum flows, and hence the minimum heads.
An algorithm was developed to access the potential for hydropower in water supply networks
taking into account the previous considerations for available energy in a network (Figure 3). Input data
are composed of the network geometry, available consumption data (discharges distributed along the
WSS) and minimum pressures to be assured at every node.
The consumption that leads to the average lowest pressure in the network is identified in the
analysis. The nodes that do not fulfill the criteria of minimal pressure under these conditions are
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considered to be non-consumptive nodes, where the pressure is only required to be positive to
avoid cavitation.
Figure 3. Algorithm to estimate the potential for hydropower of a network, given by the total
available energy.
Since energy depends on both head and flow rate, the available energy cannot be evaluated solely
based on available head in the critical points. For all the nodes in the network, a value A is defined, if
the node is valid, as:
An = ΔHnmax (Ql) (3)
where the index l refers to the ID of all pipes connecting to the node n,
ΔHn = Hn − pmin (4)
and Hn is the hydraulic head over the node n in the current hydraulic state. If the node is not valid,
A is zero. The nodes are then re-ordered in decreasing order of A.
For the node with the highest A, the head from Equation (4) is extracted by applying a local head
loss in the pipe connecting to the node with the highest discharge. This extraction implies a new
energetic equilibrium in the network that needs to be calculated. If the minimum pressure is satisfied in
all the consumptive nodes after the network recalculation, the extracted head is given by the imposed
head loss, and the available power in that node is given by the head and max (Ql). The power P of the
new state is given by the sum of the available power in the new node, the available power in the all
the nodes where a head loss was previously imposed and the power that is dissipated in each PRV,
if they exist, multiplied by the water volumetric weight. The new node is accepted only if there is
an increment in the calculation of the power, to ensure that it does not negatively affect the nodes
previously gathered. If it is not accepted, the following highest A is tested and so forth until there is
an acceptance or the valid nodes are exhausted.
The procedure of ordering the nodes according to the value of A is repeated with each new
accepted equilibrium in the network. Moreover, when extracting the head in a new node, the flow
discharge in the previous ones will be affected, and so the potential of both has to be calculated.
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When all valid nodes have been evaluated, an estimation of the annual available energy Epot can
be given by the power P multiplied by the considered time window Δt. The potential for hydropower
of a network is hence evaluated through the total available energy.
2.2. Optimum Site Locations
Even if potential for hydropower has been recognized in a certain city, the ideal location of
turbines within its network is not straightforward. It depends on numerous factors such as the flow
rate and respective velocity restrictions which have daily variations, the head which is dependent
not only on the minimum service pressures but also on the chosen turbine, and the geometry of the
network that conditions the distribution of the flow within its closed network.
To answer this problem, a search algorithm in which a simulated annealing technique was used
to optimize the economic value of the installation of micro-hydropower plants (MHP) in a WSS was
applied. In the recently developed search algorithm [5,18], in each iteration, a full year is simulated
with an hourly time step considering the installation of a given number of turbines in several locations
or combined in one location. The produced energy is obtained by coupling the EPANET hydraulic
model [20] that calculates the hydraulic state of the network for each time step with the characteristics
of the turbines. The position of the turbines in the WSS is changed in each iteration, in the search for
the best output. Only the solutions that respect minimum pressure and maximum velocity constraints
are accepted.
The best output is given by the objective function that has been defined as the maximization of
the net present value of the project annual cash flows over 20 years of operation:
f (X) = min (1/NPV20) (5)
where X is the solution vector, representing the placement of Nt turbines, and NPV20 is the net present
value of the project discounted cash-flows.
In a concise way, the net present value is given by
NPV = Revenues − Capital Costs − Operational Costs − Maintenance Costs (6)
where all components are transposed to the year 0 of operation.
In the considered economic model, the capital costs include all investment costs for the
construction of the MHPs. The maintenance costs are considered negligible when compared with the
maintenance costs of the entire network. The operational costs of a network are given by the electricity
bought for pumping operations and the personnel costs for managing the WSS. In this case, since the
focus is only on the construction and operation of the turbines, and not the entire network, only the
costs for pumping that are superior to the original operational costs are considered. The operational
costs are thus given by the electricity buying tariff and the difference between the electrical energy
needed for pumping in the situation with the turbines installed and the energy needed for pumping in
the initial situation (without turbines).
Two different types of remuneration can be considered depending on the economic model
assumed: selling to the grid or self-consumption. When selling to the grid, the revenues are given by
the produced energy and the considered sell-tariff. For a self-consumption scheme, it is assumed that
the generated energy is consumed in operations within the network. In this case, the gain is in the
savings in the electricity bill of the network. To provide an appreciation of the solution, independently
of the remuneration type, another economic index, the cost price, is considered:
Cost price =
Capital Costs
(1 + r)20 − 1
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where r is the discount rate and Eanual is the annual energy production.
3. Case Study
3.1. The City of Fribourg
The proposed methodology for potential analysis and economic value assessment was applied to
the case study of the city of Fribourg, Switzerland. The urban water supply network model of Fribourg,
which can be seen in Figure 4, has 2972 links and 2805 nodes covering 135 km of pipes and a total
elevation difference of 216 m. The network, whose model was provided by the Industrial Services of
Fribourg, possesses nine PRVs, seven water tanks and four pumping stations. The population served
by the WSN is about 38,000 persons, making this a small sized European city.
Figure 4. Water supply network of Fribourg. The nodes are represented by circles with a fill-color
representing the elevation of the node.
According to the gathered data, an average daily consumption of Qd,average = 0.108 L/s was
associated with each node, and the daily pattern of consumption presented in Figure 5 was applied to
obtain an hourly variation.
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Figure 5. Pattern of hourly variation of consumption along the day, adapted from [21], with the
indication of the energy buy-prices which vary within the day.
Six of the water tanks are considered as water sources, with fixed constant levels. The seventh
water tank, however, has a known geometry and its level varies along the simulation. In each iteration,
the initial level in the seventh water tank was defined in order to have the same initial level at the end
of a 24 h cycle. The capacity and elevation of this tank also represents a restriction to the algorithm.
A minimum pressure of 30 m was assumed as a restriction in every consumptive node.
According to the Swiss Directive for Water Supply [22], the minimum service pressure in Switzerland
is a function of the average number of building stories. The assumed value implies that a 6-story
building with 3 m per floor would not require a pump to provide 10 m of water pressure in the upper
floor. A restriction of the maximum velocity in the pipes was defined as 2 m/s.
The considered electricity sell-prices is fixed at 0.33 $/kWh and the considered buy-price depends
on the period as indicated in Figure 5. The sell-price is the current feed-in-tariff in Switzerland for this
type of power plant [23,24].
The operations of the pumping station for the network consume 250 MWh/year, according to
Table 1, assuming a constant efficiency of 60%.
Table 1. Operating conditions of the pumping stations and annual energy consumption in the network
of Fribourg.
Pump Station Hmed (m) Qmed (L/s) Pmed (kW) E (MWh)
1 80 5.4 7 60
2 45 18.8 13 111
3 60 5.8 6 48
4 58 3.7 3 31
Total 244 33.7 29 250
3.2. The Micro-Hydropower Technology
The MHP considered for installation in the city was for a micro-turbine currently under
development by the authors [25]. The five blade tubular propeller (5BTP), initially designed under
the scope of the EU Project HYLOW (2008–2012), has been recently experimentally tested for the
characterization of its performance [25].
It is a suitable turbine for energy recovery in a WSS since it can be installed directly into the
pressurized pipe. Furthermore, the operation of the 5BTP is possible with variable flow rates and low
heads. The machine consists of a bulb followed by a runner with five fixed blades (Figure 6). It is
connected to a rotating axis that leaves the pipe through a 45◦ curve. The rotating axis is connected
to the external generator which controls the rotational speed of the turbine. A minimum diameter of
85 mm was considered.
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Figure 6. Detailed sketch representation of the inline installation of a 5BTP in a pipe.
The installation of the turbine within the network is proposed according to the design presented
in Figure 7. It is based on a buried concrete chamber constructed in line with an existing pipe,
whose dimensions depend on the diameters of both the existing pipe (DP) and turbine runner (DT).
The by-pass is only necessary if the considered branch has no redundancy in its supply, as it has been
defined in [18].
Figure 7. Sketch of the concrete chamber for the installation of a 5BTP (adapted from [18]). Up to
four turbines can be installed with this design.
The choice of diameter of the runner, with a minimum of 85 mm, is a function of the maximum
flow rate in the pipe and the experimental characteristic curve [25], which is scaled according to the
similarity laws.
Up to four turbines can be installed in the same concrete chamber. The lay-out from Figure 7 is
used to estimate the equipment and civil works costs by calculating the main quantities presented in
Table 2. A surplus of 25% of this sub-total was added to account for engineering and construction
supervision plus 15% for miscellaneous items not quantified at this early phase. The costs for
connections to the grid and site access were considered negligible, since the MHPs are installed
within urban areas. Savings of 2% were considered for the construction of more than one chamber to
take into account group ordering prices. All percentages were applied independently of the number
of turbines in the chamber. For the feasibility analysis, a linear cost function was adopted for the
electromechanical equipment as a single item. This is justified by the fact that the 5BTP turbine is not
yet commercialized, and hence a lumped price based on current technologies for this scale of installed
power was considered.
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Table 2. Unit prices considered for the Fribourg WSS case study.
Element Unit Price
Stainless steel 7 $/kg
Reinforced concrete 250 $/m3
Excavation 30 $/m3
Earth fill 20 $/m3
Electromechanical equipment 1 $/W
Maintenance valve w/wheel drive 190,000 $/m2
Flowmeter 550 $/unit
In the cases of PRV sites, it was assumed that the valve ensures a constant downstream pressure
unless the pressure immediately upstream from it is already lower. Since there is a defined minimum
pressure throughout the network, it was considered that this constraint was enough to ensure adequate
pressure levels in the network. However, in the case of a mandatory constant downstream pressure
value, the hydraulic regulation strategy developed by [3] could be adopted. According to this strategy,
when the pressure drop needs to be smaller than the head taken by the turbine, a by-pass is opened to
divide the flow discharge.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Energy Recovery Potential in the WSS of Fribourg
The algorithm for the evaluation of the available energy in an urban water network (Figure 3) was
applied to the case study of Fribourg. The results presented in Table 3 show that there is approximately
170 MWh/year in the network not being used. If accounting for the 430 MWh/year extracted from
the WSS by PRVs, a total of approximately 600 MWh/year of available energy exists. The PRV energy
contribution represents 72% of the total.
Table 3. Results from the evaluation of available energy in the city of Fribourg partitioned by the





Table 4 shows the pipes of the network where the energy is extracted and Table 5 shows the energy
extracted by the PRVs. Some locations in Table 4 show available heads although the corresponding
available energy is relatively low. This indicates that these locations are served with low discharges,
thus hardly good position for the installation of a turbine.
Table 4. Pipes where energy has been extracted.
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Table 5. Power extracted in RPV.











In pipe 2986, despite the existence of a PRV (Tables 4 and 5), 12.3 m of head is still available which
corresponds to an available energy of 102 MWh/year.
4.2. Capacity for Generation Using 5BTP Turbine
The search algorithm was applied to the city of Fribourg network model to obtain the optimal
locations for the installation of 1, 2, 3 and 4 turbines. A discount rate of 4% was considered in the
calculation of the net present value. Some interesting results were identified. The results for the selling
to the grid scheme are presented in Table 6, showing also the 2nd and the 3rd best results in terms
of NPV20 for each case. These latter options were defined by restricting one of the pipes from the
previous best solution.
Table 6. Results from the search algorithm applied to the Fribourg network model. The three best














2986 60.5 165 8.1 258 2 0.7
(2986, 2986) 120.9 (165, 165) 16.2 521 1 0.5
(2986, 2986, 2986) 131.7 (155, 155, 155) 17.8 569 1 0.5
(2986, 2986, 2986, 2987) 136.2 (165, 165, 165, 135) 18.5 586 1 0.6
2nd best
solution
2730 60.5 165 8.1 250 3 1.1
(2730, 2730) 120.9 (165, 165) 16.2 513 2 0.8
(2730, 2730, 2730) 131.8 (155, 155, 155) 17.8 561 2 0.7
(2730, 2730, 2730, 2987) 136.2 (165, 165, 165, 135) 18.5 575 2 0.8
3rd best
solution
2987 1.5 85 0.2 5 7 2.9
(2987, 2987) 1.3 (85, 85) 0.2 5 7 3.1
(2987, 2987, 2987) 1.1 (85, 85, 85) 0.2 4 8 3.5
(2982, 2982, 2987, 2987) 1.6 (85, 85, 95, 95) 0.3 5 12 5.6
In an initial phase, whenever the solution includes a location where a PRV concrete chamber
already exists, the turbine is assumed to be installed either in line with the valve, or replacing it in
the same chamber. Hence, the construction costs (concrete, excavation and earth fill) are omitted.
Since these solutions tend to be cheaper than installing in new locations, they were given priority
within the search algorithm.
The location in the network of the retained solutions is shown in Figure 8. In Table 6 the annual
energy production, turbine runner diameters, average head, average turbinated flow, installed power,
net present value after 20 years of operation and respective cost price of the best solutions are shown.
No increase in pumping energy was necessary. All the energy generated was representative of excess
pressure in the network. As expected from the analysis of Tables 4 and 5, the pipe 2986, with a PRV
installed, was the best location to install the energy converters.
Figure 8 shows that the replacement of PRVs is often the best solution. In these, excess pressure is
already recognized. Furthermore, the considered exemption of construction costs for existing chambers
made these solutions more economically viable.
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Figure 8. Localization of selected pipes from Table 6 (Zoom A from Figure 4).
The best solutions can extract a considerable quantity of the available energy of the network.
One, two, three and four 5BTP turbines would recover approximately 10%, 20%, 22% and 23% of the
available energy, respectively. According to these results, it can also be concluded that the installation
of three turbines in one pipe represents a smaller increase of energy production from two turbines than
the increase of energy production of installing two turbines when compared to one turbine. This is
due to the effect of obstruction of flow discharge, in particular when the extracted head is bigger than
the original head dissipated in the PRV.
The best and second best solutions, for all the number of turbines, are identical in terms of energy
production and of NPV20. Pipes 2896 and 2730 (Figure 8) are presented in the best and second best
solutions, respectively. Since they share one node and are inline, the expected production is similar.
The differences between both NPV20 values are mainly due to the construction costs.
The third best solution has a very small energy production when compared with others, since
the discharges and heads are lower. It can be concluded that the pipes where the best and second
best solutions are located, upstream from one of the main water tanks, is the most interesting area for
hydropower production.
Comparing with the examples of other studies on MHPs in WSSs presented in the introduction,
the obtained production in the city of Fribourg is within the same order of magnitude.
Not considering construction costs for the sites where PRVs are located may be optimistic. Hence,
a second batch of simulations was carried out considering that additional construction works will be
necessary to enlarge and adapt the existing chamber. Site conditions being very varied and coupling
old and new chambers being sometimes cumbersome, it was assumed that the construction costs
would be equivalent to that of a new chamber. Under these conditions, the best solution from Table 6
became equivalent in terms of NPV20 to the 2nd best solution, since the difference between the two was
the construction costs. For the 3rd best solution, no locations were found were it would be feasible to
install turbines. The construction costs have hence a considerable weight with respect to the feasibility
of these chambers.
4.3. Response to Changes in Water Consumption
Based on the three best solutions previously identified, a 20% decrease in water consumption was
imposed on the network. A new energetic equilibrium was computed for these conditions, leading
to a new energy production for the network. The results of this sensitivity analysis are presented in
Table 7, which can be directly compared with Table 6.
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Table 7. Previous solutions with 80% of the consumption.
















Considering that consumption decreased and that the energy production is highly dependent
on the flow discharge, a decrease in energy production was expected. However, the 1st and 2nd
best solutions present negligible changes and in the 3rd best solution, there is an increase of energy
production. For the best and 2nd best solutions, the MHPs are installed immediately upstream
from a regulation water tank. The 20% reduction in the consumption does not strongly influence
the flow discharges in this area, which are highly dependent on the levels of the water tank and
water source. For the 3rd best solution, the flow discharge increased due to the new network
equilibrium. The majority of pipes in the network suffered a decrease in flow discharge with the
smaller consumption. However, pipe 2987 was one of the exceptions. These results illustrate the
complexity of installing MHPs in urban networks and evoke the need for careful sensitivity analysis
with respect to the consumption. Considering the small differences in the results, a sensitivity analysis
for a reduction of 10% in the consumption is not shown. Under the actual conditions, the network
does not support an increase in the consumption (negative pressures appear in the network even for
a slight increase). Thus, an analysis of an increase in the consumption is not presented. However,
a complete sensibility analysis should always be envisaged. Also, carrying out long-term simulations
is recommended, in order to achieve a robust estimation of the produced energy and economic value
of the installation [11].
5. Methodology for Expedited Assessment of Energy Recovery
The obtained results were achieved through an optimization process where a considerable
amount of data and also time are needed. Based on the experience gained in the course of this
work, an expedited method to preliminarily evaluate the interest of placing one turbine in a given
location of a network is provided here. The topography of the network, the maximum discharge in the
pipes and the temporal variation of the consumption are assumed to be known.
Since the choice of diameter of the turbine is dependent on the maximum discharge in the pipe,
the corresponding head is given by the characteristic curve of the turbine according to the similarity
law. Figure 9 presents the variation of head with the maximum pipe discharge, which is obtained
considering different runner diameters of the 5BTP. Figure 10 plots investment costs and the installed
power as a function of the maximum pipe discharge and, consequently, the diameter of the runner.
This figure was obtained considering the unit prices from Table 2 and the existing pipe has a diameter
which allows a design velocity of 1 m/s.
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Figure 9. Characteristic curve of maximum discharges, for different diameters, of the 5BTP.
Figure 10. Variation of average investment cost and installed power of the 5BTP with maximum
discharge in the pipe (assuming design head from Figure 9).
The expedite method follows the following steps:
1. Identify all PRVs in the network and obtain the respective maximum discharge.
2. Order all pipes in the network by decreasing discharge and select a feasible number of pipes with
highest discharges to analyze (n = 20 for example).
3. In the n selected pipes, and considering the value of the maximum discharge, verify if the
difference between the lowest pressure in the downstream node of each selected pipe and the
limit minimum pressure is larger than the maximum head according to Figure 9.
4. Estimate for each PRV site and selected pipe the cost of the MHP and generation potential
according to Figure 10.
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5. Estimate an energy production based on the characteristic curves of the 5BTP [25] and the
temporal variation of the consumption. The estimation can be obtained considering the flow data
or, if not available, a consumption pattern such as Figure 5.
These steps allow for the preliminary identification of potential locations in the network to install
a MHP with one turbine. However, a more detailed simulation, as proposed in the methodology, is
required to ensure that the minimum pressure in all nodes is maintained and account for possible
discharge variation due to the redundancy of the network, estimating with higher precision both energy
production and costs. Combinations with more than one turbine also require detailed simulations.
6. Conclusions
A methodology has been presented in this paper to estimate the potential for hydropower in
urban water supply networks based on an available energy concept. It is applied to the city of
Fribourg, Switzerland and, for comparison, an optimization algorithm was used to estimate the actual
energy production in the best locations of the network with a proposed micro-turbine, the 5BTP.
The optimization maximizes the economic value of the installation, and combinations with one to four
turbines were tested. It is concluded that one turbine can produce 60.5 MWh/year in this network,
representing 10% of the available energy, and that four 5BTP turbines would extract 136.2 MWh/year,
which is less than four times the production with one turbine. Locations where PRVs are already in
place are attractive, especially if a civil infrastructure that can be adapted is already in place. The costs
for civil construction were seen to have an important weight on the feasibility results. Sensitivity
analysis of the demand should be considered to verify the impact of this in the energy production
and in the behavior of the network. Finally, a method for an expedited assessment of the location and
energy production with one turbine is proposed based on discharge data in the network and on typical
design assumptions.
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Abstract: The emptying procedure is a common operation that engineers have to face in pipelines.
This generates subatmospheric pressure caused by the expansion of air pockets, which can produce
the collapse of the system depending on the conditions of the installation. To avoid this problem,
engineers have to install air valves in pipelines. However, if air valves are not adequately designed,
then the risk in pipelines continues. In this research, a mathematical model is developed to
simulate an emptying process in pipelines that can be used for planning this type of operation.
The one-dimensional proposed model analyzes the water phase propagation by a new rigid model
and the air pockets effect using thermodynamic formulations. The proposed model is validated
through measurements of the air pocket absolute pressure, the water velocity and the length of the
emptying columns in an experimental facility. Results show that the proposed model can accurately
predict the hydraulic characteristic variables.
Keywords: air-water; air pocket; air valve; hydraulic model; pipeline; emptying; water supply;
water hammer
1. Introduction
The emptying procedure in a pipeline generates hydraulic events that can cause problems if air
valves are not well sized. In practical applications, engineers follow typical recommendations from
the American Water Works Association (AWWA) [1] or manufacturers about sizing and location of
air valves along a pipeline in order to avoid subatmospheric pressure that can cause the collapse of
the system. It is recommended in a pipeline that the air volume admitted by air valves should be
the same as the water volume drained [2]. Consequently, air valves should work in subsonic flow
conditions. Air valves should be located at high points, in long horizontal pipe branches, long descents,
long ascents, at the decrease in an up-slope and increase in a down-slope of a pipeline, and on the
discharge side of deep well pumps and at vertical turbines/pumps [1]. An inappropriate selection of
the air valve size and location produces not only subatmospheric pressure but also a slow drainage of
the system.
Presently, there are only few studies related to the emptying process in the literature, but they
are not focused on practical applications because they do not consider a pipeline with an irregular
profile [3] and air valves [4,5].
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The analysis of an emptying process is not trivial because it requires the study of a two-phase
flow [6–9]. This problem can be studied using one (1D) [10,11], two (2D) [12] or three-dimensional
(3D) [13] models. The water phase in the 1D model can be analyzed considering two types of
models [14]: (i) elastic models [15,16], which consider the elasticity of the pipe and the water; or
(ii) rigid models [17], which ignore the elasticity of them. Normally, elastic models are solved by
using the method of characteristics [18,19] and rigid models by using the numerical solutions of
ordinary differential equations [3,11,17,20]. In pressurized systems, the air effect can be analyzed as
a single-phase flow, where the absolute pressure of the air pocket is computed between two water
columns [10,11,21]. Regarding the analysis of 2D and 3D CFD modeling of air-water interface in closed
pipes, they are still unyielding in the application of pipeline draining because length and time scales
are not appropriate.
This research develops a general 1D mathematical model that can be used for analyzing the
behaviour of the main hydraulic variables during the emptying process in a pipeline with an
irregular profile and with several air valves installed along it based on formulations of previous
works [3,10,11,17,20,22,23]. The proposed model can give important information in real systems about:
(i) the risk of collapse of pipeline installations, by checking in a pipe manufacturer characteristics if the
stiffness class is appropriate to support the subatmospheric pressure reached during the hydraulic
event depending on the type of soil in natural conditions, the type of backfill and the cover depth;
(ii) the appropriate selection of the air valve during the emptying process; (iii) the size and the
maneuver time of the drain valves; and (iv) the estimation of the drainage time of a pipeline.
2. Mathematical Model
Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of an irregular profile in a pipeline which consists of n
entrapped air pockets, d air valves, p pipes, and o drain valves located at low points for draining the
system, D being the internal pipe diameter (m); A being the cross section area of the pipe (m2); f being
the Darcy–Weisbach friction factor; and g being the gravity acceleration (m/s2). Lj (j = 1, 2, ..., p) is
the total length of each pipe, AVm (m = 1, 2, ..., d) are the air valves, and Ks (s = 1, 2, ..., o) represents
the flow factor for each drain valve. The emptying process starts when the drain valves are opened,
thus air valves start to admit air into the pipeline. After that, the air pocket i will begin to expand
generating subatmospheric pressure. At the same time, the drainage of the water column starts
until the entire pipeline is completely emptied. Figure 1 gives the evolution at time t, the length of
the emptying column Le,j (j = 1, 2, ..., p), the absolute pressure of the air pocket p∗i (i = 1, 2, ..., n),
and the water velocity ve,j (j = 1, 2, ..., p). The expansion of the air pocket i can be computed as
xi = Lj − Le,j + Lj+1 − Le,j+1.
Figure 1. Scheme of entrapped air pockets in a pipeline with irregular profile while water empties.
The one-dimensional (1D) proposed model has the following assumptions: (1) water column
has been modeled by the rigid model; (2) the Darcy–Weisbach equation was considered to evaluate
friction losses; (3) the thermodynamic behaviour of the air pocket is analyzed using a polytropic model;
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and (4) the air–water interface is perpendicular to the pipe direction. The proposed model can be
used for pipelines with small diameters and with hydraulic slopes enough to prevent downstream air
intrusion where open-channel flow does not occur [20,24].
Under these hypotheses, the problem is modeled by the following set of equations.
2.1. Equations for the Water Phase
• Mass oscillation equation:
The rigid model was used in order to compute the evolution of the water column [11,25],
considering that the elasticity of the air is much higher than the elasticity of the pipe and the
water [12]. Applying the rigid model to the emptying column j and considering that the drain













2(ve,j + ve,j−1)|ve,j + ve,j−1|
Le,jK2s
, (1)
where Δze,j is the elevation difference (m), ρw is the water density (kg/m3), p∗atm is the atmospheric
pressure (101,325 Pa) and g is the gravity acceleration (m/s2).
The expression hm,s = Q2w,s/K2s was used to estimate the local loss of the drain valve s in
Equation (1). Ks is the flow factor and Qw,s is the water discharge.
If the drain valve only connects pipe Lj, thus ve,j−1 = 0.
• Air–water interface position:
The position of the air–water interface is considered perpendicular to the pipe direction [11,18,26].











where subscript 0 refers to the initial condition.
2.2. Equations for Air Pockets
• Continuity equation [3,17]:
dma,i
dt














where ma,i is the air mass and Va,i is the air volume of the air pocket i.
Due to the air pocket i located between pipes Lj and Lj+1, then Va,i = (Lj − Le,j)A + (Lj+1 − Le,j+1)A




ρa,ncva,nc,m Aadm,m − (ve,j+1 + ve,j)Aρa,i
A(Lj − Le,j + Lj+1 − Le,j+1) , (5)
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where ρa,i is the air density of the air pocket i, ρa,nc is the air density in normal conditions
(1.205 kg/m3), Aadm,m is the cross section area (m2) of the air valve m and va,nc,m is the air velocity
in normal conditions admitted by the air valve m.
• Expansion equation for the air pocket i:






















A(Lj − Le,j + Lj+1 − Le,j+1)
(ρa,ncva,nc,i Aadm,m
ρa,i
− A(ve,j+1 + ve,j)
)
, (7)
where k is the polytropic coefficient: if k = 1.0, then the process is isothermal, but, if k = 1.4, the
process is adiabatic.
In Equations (5) and (7), if the air pocket i is only located in pipe Lj, then ve,j+1 = 0 and
Lj+1 = Le,j+1 = 0.
• Air valve characterization:
The formulation proposed by Wylie and Streeter [23,29] was used to represent the air admission
into the system for air valves. Ideally, the air valve m should be working in subsonic flow
(p∗atm > p∗i > 0.528p
∗
atm), then:









where Qa,nc,m is the air discharge in normal conditions admitted by the air valve m and
Qa,nc,m = va,nc,m Aadm,m.
When air valves are not located in high points of the system, then the position of them should be
specified. When the air–water interface reaches an air valve, then it starts to admit air inside the system.
In summary, a set of 2p + 2n + d equations describes the whole system. Together with
the corresponding boundary conditions, it can be solved for the 2p + 2n + d unknowns
ve,j, Le,j, p∗i , ρa,i, va,nc,m(j = 1, 2, ..., p; i = 1, 2, ..., n; m = 1, 2, ..., d).
2.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions
When the pipeline is at rest, the initial conditions are described as follows:
ve,j(0) = 0(j = 1, 2, .., p), Le,j(0) = Le,j,0(j = 1, 2, .., p), p∗i (0) = p
∗
i,0(i = 1, 2, .., n), ρa,i(0) = ρa,i,0(i = 1, 2, .., n),
and va,nc,m(0) = 0(i = 1, 2, .., d).
The upstream boundary condition is given by p∗i = p
∗
i,0, the downstream is given by the flow
factor Ks of the drain valve s, and the atmospheric pressure p∗atm due to the free discharge.
2.4. Gravity Term
Figure 2 describes the evolution of the gravity term (see Equation (1)) along the emptying column j.
Lj,r (r = 1, 2, ..., h) is the length of the pipe reach r, and Lj is the total pipe length j (Lj = ∑r=hr=1 Lj,r).
Subscript u is used to identify the pipe reaches (1 to h) where the air–water interface is located.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the gravity term of the emptying column j.
The gravity term of the emptying column j is computed by:


















3. Application to Two Emptying Columns
Figure 3 presents a case of two emptying columns. More complex systems can be treated in the
same way based on the proposed model.
Figure 3. Two emptying columns in a pipeline.
The corresponding equations of the pipeline are:
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1(ve,1 A1 + ve,2 A2)
A2(L2 − Le,2) + A1(L1 − Le,1) +
p∗1ρa,ncva,nc,1 Aadm,1








ρa,ncva,nc,1 Aadm,1 − (ve,1 A1 + ve,2 A2)ρa,1
A2(L2 − Le,2) + A1(L1 − Le,1) . (16)
7. Air valve characterization









This set of seven differential-algebraic equations (Equations (11) to (17)), together with the initial
condition given by ve,1(0) = 0, Le,1(0) = Le,1,0, ve,2(0) = 0, Le,2(0) = Le,2,0, p∗1,0 = p
∗
atm = 101,325 Pa,
ρa,1,0 = ρa,nc = 1.205 kg/m3 and Qa,nc,1(0) = 0, allow for describing the whole problem. The Simulink
Library in Matlab ( The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) was used in order to compute the seven
unknown functions: ve,1, Le,1, ve,2, Le,2, p∗1, ρa,1 and Qa,nc,1.
3.1. Experimental Model
In order to study the emptying process in a pipeline, an experimental facility was developed
(see Figure 4) at the Civil Engineering, Research and Innovation for Sustainability (CEris) Center, in the
Hydraulic Lab of Instituto Superior Técnico (IST), University of Lisbon, Portugal. The experimental
facility consisted of a set of transparent PVC pipes with 7.3 m length and nominal diameter of 63 mm
(DN63). An air valve (AV1) was installed at the highest point of the pipeline with a pressure transducer
(PT1) to measure the absolute pressure. The air valves S050 and D040 (manufacturer A.R.I.) and
different air pocket sizes were tested for showing the effect on the hydraulic behaviour. There were
four ball valves (BVs). BV1, BV2 and BV4 were opened, consequently permitting the movement of the
water column. BV3 and manual valve (MV1) were closed and represented the system configuration
extremities. The two manual ball valves (MBVs) identified as MBV1 and MBV2 with nominal diameter
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of 25 mm (DN25) at the downstream ends were used to control the outflow conditions. These valves
have the same level as the horizontal pipes L1,2 and L2,2. Two free-surface small tanks were used
to collect the drainage water. The PicoScope system was used for absolute pressure data recording.
The frequency of the pressure data collection was 0.0062 s. The length of the emptying columns
were measured by using a Sony Camera DSC-HX200V (Sony Corporation, Minato, Tokyo, Japan)
for decomposing frames for each second. The water velocities were measured with an Ultrasonic
Doppler Velocimetry (UDV) device with a transducer for 4 MHz frequency (MET FLOW, Lausanne,
Switzerland). The transducer was located on the horizontal pipe with an angle of 20◦. To measure
the water velocities, all other facilities were turned off in the Hydraulic Lab to avoid the noise, and
seeding was used inside the water in order to get appropriate measurements.
Figure 4. The pipe system and its components.
The emptying process of the experimental facility was started by an opening maneuver at the same
time as valves (MBV1) and (MBV2). Consequently, the two emptying columns started the emptying
procedure until reaching the horizontal pipes when the drainage is practically stopped, and part of the
two water columns remain inside the installation because the gravity term is zero in both pipe reaches.
Equations (8)–(14) were used to simulate the emptying process of this experimental facility.
The gravity terms were computed for the two emptying columns. For the emptying column 1,
it depends on:
• If the air-water interface located on the sloped pipe reaches θ = 30◦ (Le,1 ≤ L1,1 + L1,2 and









• If the air–water interface located on the horizontal pipe reaches θ = 0◦(Le,1 > 0 and




The gravity term for emptying column 2 is similar in emptying column 1.
3.2. Experimental Results and Model Verification
Ten experimental tests are selected as shown in Table 1, where two different air valves and five
air pocket sizes were defined. The air valve D040 admits large quantities of air during the emptying
process, and it has a diameter of 9.375 mm and Cadm of 0.375 according to the vacuum curve presented
by the manufacturer. The air valve S050 is not recommended for vacuum protection because it has
a smaller orifice of 3.175 mm. The manufacturer does not present a vacuum curve because it is used
specially for relief in pressurized systems. Consequently, the Cadm was calibrated during the tests
with a value of 0.303. The selection of the appropriate air valve size is of utmost importance. The initial
air pocket lengths were 0.001, 0.540, 0.920, 1.320 and 2.120 m. To avoid a numerical problem in the
proposed model, a minimum air pocket size around of 1 mm is imposed instead of 0 mm.
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Table 1. Characteristics of tests.











In the model, a constant friction factor of f = 0.018 was used. Valves MBV1 and MBV2 were
modeled by using a synthetic maneuver, with a flow factor of K1 = K2 = 1.4 × 10−3 m3/s and a valve
maneuvering time (Tm) of 1.6 s. The flow factor represents the local losses due to the opening of the
valve and the reduction from DN63 to DN25. The expansion of the air pocket was modeled by using
a polytropic model in adiabatic conditions (k = 1.4) because the event occurs very quickly.
According to the results, there are two types of behaviours that depend on the air valve: (1) air
valve S050 (see Figure 5) and (2) air valve D040 (see Figure 6). In all tests, the proposed model can
predict the subatmospheric pressure pattern. Test No. 1 and Test No. 6 were selected in order to
compare results.
Figure 5. Comparison between computed and measured absolute pressure oscillation patterns
(air valve S050): (a) Test No. 1; (b) Test No. 2; (c) Test No. 3; (d) Test No. 4; (e) Test No. 5.
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Figure 5a shows Test No. 1 (air pocket size of 0.001 m) where the absolute pressure quickly reaches
the minimum subatmospheric pressure of 9.61 mH20 at 1.69 s. Then, the absolute pressure pattern
starts to increase slowly until it reaches the atmospheric condition. The duration of the hydraulic
event is 40.3 s. In contrast, when the air valve D040 is used, small troughs of subatmospheric pressure
occur and the hydraulic event is very short. Figure 6a shows the results for Test No. 6 (air pocket size
of 0.001 m) where the absolute pressure decreases quickly until it reaches the minimum subatmospheric
pressure of 10.16 mH20 at 1.82 s and then increases again until it reaches the atmospheric condition
(10.33 mH20). The duration of the hydraulic event is 8.13 s. Figures 5 and 6 show that the pressure
drop is linear due to the opening of the valves MBV1 and MBV2. Then, subatmospheric pressure is
presented and the water flow starts to decrease since the air valve can admit a better ratio of the air
flow. Consequently, the pressure pattern rises.
Figure 6. Comparison between computed and measured absolute pressure oscillation patterns
(air valve D040): (a) Test No. 6; (b) Test No. 7; (c) Test No. 8; (d) Test No. 9; (e) Test No. 10.
In more complex and large systems, an air valve similar to S050 cannot be recommended as
a protection device during the emptying process because, depending on the conditions of the installation,
the subatmospheric pressure can reach excessively low values. Engineers should select an air valve
similar to D040 for minimizing problems associated with the pressure drop to subatmospheric value.
The density of the air pocket is validated with the measurements of the absolute pressure, since
these variables are related, because the temperature of the air pocket remains practically constant.
Therefore, the results are similar considering an isothermal process (k = 1.0).
Figure 7 presents the evolution of the length of emptying columns 1 and 2 for Test No. 2 and Test
No. 7. Figure 7a shows the results for Test No. 2 (air valve S050) where the emptying column 1 reached
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the horizontal pipe at 28 s, while the emptying column 2 reached it at 29 s. This difference of 1 s was
caused because the valves MBV1 and MBV2 were not opened exactly at the same time. In contrast,
Figure 7 shows the results for Test No. 7 (air valve D040), where practically the two emptying column
reached the horizontal pipe in 5 s because the hydraulic event in this case is faster. In both tests, the
proposed model predicted the length of emptying columns. It is important to note that when the
emptying column reaches the horizontal pipe θ = 0◦, the proposed model cannot be applied because
air–water interface is parallel to the horizontal pipe direction (as a stratified flow).
Figure 7. Comparison between computed and measured length of emptying columns: (a) Test No. 2
(air valve S050); (b) Test No. 7 (air valve D040).
Figure 8 shows the comparison between computed and measured water velocity for Test No. 3 and
Test No. 8. In both tests, the water velocity in emptying column 1 is practically the same as in emptying
column 2 (ve,1 ≈ ve,2). In addition, in all tests from 0 s to 1.6 s, the water velocity is induced by the
opening of the valves MBV1 and MBV2. In this range of values, the measurements are not adequate
because the system starts resting and the UDV cannot detect the suspended small seeding particles
because of no reflection. However, after 1.6 s, the proposed model can predict adequately and give
information about the system behaviour. Figure 8a presents the results for Test No. 3 (air valve S050)
where the maximum water velocity is rapidly reached at 1.39 s, with a value of 0.076 m/s. According to
the measurements, the maximum value is 0.0775 m/s at 1.30 s, which is very close to the proposed
model. After the maximum value is attained, the water velocity decreases linearly until it reaches
a value of 0 m/s at 34 s. The oscillations around 2 s are caused after the complete opening of valves
MBV1 and MBV2. The water velocity range is very low during the emptying procedure with the
air valve S050. Consequently, the UDV device with a transducer of 4 MHz frequency cannot detect
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appropriately the evolution of the water velocity. It records water velocity with intervals of 0.015 m/s.
Figure 8b shows the comparison between computed and measured water velocities for the air valve
D040 where the water velocity reaches its maximum value of 0.324 m/s at 1.77 s. According to the
measurements, the maximum value is 0.32 m/s at 1.78 s, which is quite similar to the proposed model.
After this maximum, the water velocity starts to decrease until the end of the event. During this
range, the UDV device can measure appropriately the evolution of the water velocity. The volume
of admitted air by D040 is almost the same as the water volume drained by valves MBV1 and MBV2
since the minimum subatmospheric pressure is 10.22 mH20, practically the atmospheric pressure.
Figure 8. Comparison of water velocity between computed and measured values: (a) Test No. 3
(air valve S050); (b) Test No. 8 (air valve D040).
3.3. Sensitivity Analysis
3.3.1. Effect of Air Pocket Sizes
It is important to identify the great influence of the size of the entrapped air pocket on the
minimum of the subatmospheric pressure. Figure 9 shows the results taking different air pocket lengths
(0.001, 0.540, 0.920, 1.320 and 2.120 m). The smaller the air pocket size, the lower subatmospheric
pressure is obtained. Equation (15) shows this situation with the comparison between the gradient
of the absolute pressure (dp∗i /dt) and the air pocket volume (A2(L2 − Le,2) + A1(L1 − Le,1)). For the
air valve S050, subatmospheric pressures are found in the range of 9.61 mH20 and 10.11 mH20, while,
for the air valve D040, small variations are found between 10.16 mH20 and 10.32 mH20, showing the
adequacy of this air valve for the emptying process. It also shows the importance of the air valve size
since it can induce critical conditions associated with the subatmospheric pressure occurrence.
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Figure 9. Effect of the air pocket sizes on the minimum pressure attained.
3.3.2. Maximum Water Velocity
Figure 10 shows a comparison between computed and measured maximum water velocities.
The proposed model predicts the maximum values of the water velocity for all tests. For the air valve
S050, maximum values of water velocity are found in the range of 0.049 to 0.079 m/s, while, for the air
valve D040, water velocities are found in the range of 0.193 to 0.397 m/s.
Figure 10. Comparison between computed and measured maximum water velocities.
4. Conclusions
Subatmospheric pressures occur during the emptying process in pipelines with undulating
profiles, which is a typical and common operation that engineers have to face. A rigid two-phase
flow model was developed for analyzing it, considering n possible air pockets, d air valves, p pipes,
and o drain valves. The proposed model is validated using an experimental facility of an irregular
profile of 7.3 m long and nominal diameter 63 mm (DN63), with an air valve located at the high point
and several drain valves along the pipeline. The main hydraulic variables could be measured such
as flow (both phases), pressure and air-water front position. Comparisons between computed and
measured values of the absolute pressure, water velocity and the length of the emptying columns show
that the proposed model can predict accurately not only the extreme values but also their patterns.
According to the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The proposed model can be used for planning the emptying operations in pipelines with
undulating profiles, considering their limitations.
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2. The expansion of the air pocket produces minimum subatmospheric pressure. In order to control
these effects, air valves should be installed in pipelines.
3. It is very important to have a correct selection of air valves for vacuum protection for emptying
pipelines. An inadequate selection produces both lower values of subatmospheric pressure and
a slower drainage of the system. On the other hand, a larger air valve orifice size reduces the
lowest values of subatmospheric pressures.
4. Engineers should consider the initial condition in which the pipeline is completely filled,
which is the most critical condition, since the smallest air pocket sizes produce the lowest
subatmospheric pressures.
In real hydraulic pressurized systems, the proposed model can be used for: (i) checking the risk
of a system collapse considering factors such as stiffness class, the soil in natural conditions, the type
of backfill and the cover depth; and (ii) selecting the air valve sizes depending on the characteristics of
each hydraulic system.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/9/2/98/s1:
The following videos show the emptying process for emptying column 1. Videos: Test No. 1, Test No. 2,
Test No. 3, Test No. 4, Test No. 5, Test No. 6, Test No. 7, Test No. 8, Test No. 9, and Test No. 10. The behaviour for
emptying column 2 is similar to emptying column 1.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
A Cross sectional area of the pipe (m2)
Aadm,m Cross section area of the air valve m (m2)
Cadm,m Inflow discharge coefficient of the air valve m (–)
D Internal pipe diameter (m)
f Darcy–Weisbach friction factor (–)
g Gravity acceleration (m/s2)
Le,j Length of the emptying column j (m)
Lj Total length of the pipe j (m)
k Polytropic coefficient (–)
Ks Flow factor of the drain valve s (m3/s) with a pressure drop of 1 mH20
hm,s Local loss of the drain valve s (m)
ma,i Air mass of the air pocket i (kg)
p∗i Absolute pressure of the air pocket i (Pa)
p∗atm Atmospheric pressure (Pa)
t Time (s)
Tm Valve maneuvering time (s)
Qa,nc,m Air discharge in normal conditions admitted by the air valve m (m3/s)
Qw,s Water discharge by the drain valve s (m3/s)
Va,i Air volume of the air pocket i (m3)
ve,j Water velocity of the emptying column j (m/s)
va,nc,m Air velocity in normal conditions admitted by the air valve m (m/s)
xi Length of the air pocket i (m)
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Δze,j Elevation difference (m)
ρa,i Air density of the air pocket i (kg/m3)
ρa,nc Air density in normal conditions (kg/m3)
ρa Water density (kg/m3)
BV Ball valve
MBV Manual ball valve




a Refers to air
i Refers to air pocket
j Refers to pipe
m Refers to air valve
nc Normal conditions
w Refers to water
0 Initial condition
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Abstract: An experimental assessment of an air pocket (AP), confined in a compressed air vessel
(CAV), has been investigated under several different water hammer (WH) events to better define the
use of protection devices or compressed air energy storage (CAES) systems. This research focuses on
the size of an AP within an air vessel and tries to describe how it affects important parameters of
the system, i.e., the pressure in the pipe, stored pressure, flow velocity, displaced volume of water
and water level in the CAV. Results present a specific range of air pockets based on a dimensionless
parameter extractable for other real systems.
Keywords: water hammer; air vessel sizing; energy storage; dynamic behavior; CAES
1. Introduction
A sudden valve closure has always created complex conditions capable of causing major problems
and damages to the water conveyance systems. So far, many methods have been proposed and used to
overcome these problems, e.g., surge tanks, air vessels and different types of valves. Of those methods
listed, air vessels have been used more frequently with better application because of their economic and
the stability advantages. An air vessel is capable of controlling both negative and positive pressures
and usually, the outflow action from an air vessel to the pipe has less head loss than the inflow into the
air vessel to control the negative pressure [1]. Most of the previous and recent studies in air vessel
sizing have investigated the entrance connection situation effect. Plenty of charts and graphs are
presented by these studies for the air vessel sizing [2–6]. However, most of them are rarely used for
sizing purpose because of the simplification assumptions made for their preparation. Instead, a trial
and error approach for checking the minimum and maximum pressure in the pipe is used. By means of
throttling the entrance in the air vessel, smaller air vessel sizes can be achieved. Based on this concept,
Martino and Fontana [5] proposed a method for sizing air vessels based on optimizing the throttling.
Nevertheless, the confined air in a hydraulic system can amplify the pressure peaks from a transient
action and make the transient situation more complex due to the compressibility of the air. Hence,
there is actually a great necessity for studies about air pocket (AP) behavior during a fast-transient
occurrence that can provide great knowledge in the primary sizing of air vessels and more reliable
final decisions in water pipe systems’ behavior and safety. Hatcher and Vasconcelos [7] studied the
behavior of an air pocket inside a pipe using an experimental approach, giving useful information
to fill the gap between numerical models and real situations. They declared that few experimental
studies focused on the effect of parameters related to the geometry of the system as well as air and
flow conditions.
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Several researchers have worked on the behavior of air in the rapid filling subject or entrapped air
bubbles along a pipeline [8–10]. There are some studies that investigate the thermodynamic prediction
and behavior of an AP under slow-transient which consider the heat transfer process that is negligible
in fast-transient cases [1]. Usually, it is assumed that fast-transient thermodynamic behavior obeys
the polytropic equation, while in experimental works, it was shown that this equation is not obeyed
for a special range of AP sizes and Reynolds number (Re) [11]. For that reason, more analysis of
AP behavior, specifically for small APs, seems to be required.
This present work studies the behavior of an AP in a sophisticated experimental apparatus
for different major governing variables. In this study, the outflow way at the air vessel entrance is
closed using a check valve (CV) to store the surge pressure from a fast-transient action induced by a
water hammer (WH) event. It helps to study the compression phase of an AP as in real conditions.
Furthermore, the expansion phase investigation is also provided by means of a ball valve (BV) at
the lower level of the air vessel. Placing a CV in the air vessel entrance allows the examination of a
micro-CAES (compressed air energy storage) system for storing the surge pressure in small-scale (SS)
size. A traditional CAES system stores energy from a cheap and sustainable source inside underground
caverns which is a major limitation of this technique. Energy is stored as pressure in compressed
air in low-peak hours and the stored energy is recovered during high-peak hours. SS-CAES systems
are defined in the net power range of 10 kW to 10 MW [12]. SS-CAES systems may present good
alternatives for common generators without using electricity [13]. A water-compensated micro-CAES
or SS-CAES system is the focus of this study to examine the storage ability of confined AP within a
compressed air vessel (CAV). The size of the air vessel needs exact investigation, in this case affecting
the applicability and efficiency of the system. Mostly, the cylindrical shape is more economic and
practical for air vessels. To achieve the most effective air vessel size, the most important parameters
are the maximum pressure and the AP volume fraction within the air vessel. In a previous study,
Kiam and Favrat [14] proposed a SS-CAES system with constant air pressure using a column of water.
In a review work, Budt et al. [15] presented a wide review of CAES systems from past to future,
addressing the main challenges for their development. One challenge that they indicate appears in the
lack of appropriate tools for the detailed simulation of CAES systems [15]. Experimental works can
provide valuable background for similar challenges by examining various parameters, relating them
together and presenting dimensionless variables.
Understanding the behavior of a confined air pocket (AP) under different events of WH seems
to give substantial knowledge for future experimental studies or real field designs. In this study,
a well-equipped experimental apparatus was used to test and measure AP reaction under three WH
events’ conditions, namely the occurrence of one WH (1WH), five WHs (5WH) and nine WHs (9WH).
In this study, the stored amount of pressure inside the AP for different flow conditions has been
assessed. Also, the ability of WH to relocate water to another place with a similar action to the old
ram pumps was also examined. To find the behavior of the system as a WH protection vessel, the
effect of each parameter on the pressure and the velocity changes along the pipe system has also been
investigated. The major considered parameters in this research are constituted by flow velocity, which
in the presented graphs is related with Reynolds number (Re); volume fraction ratio (VFR) of air;
the storage amount of pressure within each AP; and the relocated volume of water. The VFR is defined
as the ratio of air volume to water volume inside the CAV, in percentage.
2. Measurements
The experimental apparatus, as shown in Figure 1, is composed of PVC pipes and a transparent
PVC compressed air vessel (CAV) with 0.10 m diameter and 0.60 m height. The CAV includes an air
pocket (AP) at the top and a water column (WC) at the lower part. A pump creates a circulation flow
with different flow velocities. A fast closure electro-pneumatic ball valve (EBV) has been used to create
one or several consecutive WH phenomena in the system. Three check valves (CV) are installed to
block the returning way of the flow. A pressure transducer (PT) and an ultrasound velocity profiler
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(UVP) were used for recording the pressure and flow velocity during the tests. The UVP represents
both a method and a device for measuring an instantaneous velocity profile in the water flow along
the ultrasonic beam axis by detecting the doppler shift frequency of echoed ultrasound as a function
of time. The doppler was installed on a horizontal pipe before the EBV location. There are two PT in
the system; one located at the top of the CAV and the other upstream of the EBV. Tests are fulfilled
in two different conditions of the BV located at the lower level of the CAV for discharging the water;
(i) closed BV for measuring the stored pressure within the AP; (ii) open BV for measuring the relocated
water volume. An open water tank is placed downstream of the outflow pipe from the CAV, which
provides a tool to collect water and measure the relocated water volume after each test.
Different AP sizes (and related VFRs) and flow velocities are considered during the tests.
To cover a wide range of AP sizes, seven AP lengths, i.e., 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20 and 40 cm were tested
with corresponding VFRs of 3.17%, 4.75%, 6.33%, 7.92%, 15.84%, 31.67% and 63.35% respectively.
Also, seven flow velocity values of 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00 and 4.50 m/s and Re of 36,000,
56,000, 75,000, 93,000, 115,000, 132,000 and 155,000 are used for testing each VFR value with different
combinations of VFR and Re.
Several WH tests, i.e., 1WH, 5WH and 9WH have been fulfilled, induced by EBV for different
Re and VFR magnitudes. The numerous part of 1WH, 5WH and 9WH symbols shows the number of
WH repetitions during each test. During these series of tests, the surge pressure obtained in WH action
is conducted toward the CAV to store the pressure in the AP. Measurements for different tests were
carried out in similar initial conditions of velocity and pressure in the pipe system and AP. The initial
AP pressure was adjusted to a constant value equal to the atmospheric pressure throughout all the
tests to achieve the maximum pressure during the transient action [16].
Figure 1. Scheme of experimental apparatus and components; (a) system; (b) compressed air vessel
(CAV); (c) upstream side of the apparatus; (d) downstream side of the apparatus.
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3. Results
3.1. Tests with Closed BV
When the BV is closed, the WH allows the observation of the storage ability of each AP. This type
of transient action is important in protection vessels and also in SS-CAES applications. The measured
pressure shows that the AP is able to retain an amount of pressure as stored energy after finishing the
tests due to the compressibility and confinement effects. Figure 2 shows the pressure change for different
velocities of an AP = 3 cm (VFR = 4.75%). The pressure related to the first peak is called “peak pressure”
and is referred by P1p. As in Figure 2, an amount of pressure has been stored in the air pocket after
the test which is called “stored pressure” and is shown by Ps. Graphs show a large growth in the peak
pressure with increasing Re, while similar growth does not occur in the stored pressure. As it can be seen
in Figure 2, from Re of 36,000 to 155,000, the peak pressure is changed from 1.33 bar to 6.25 bar. However,
the stored pressure in the AP varied from 2.33 bar to 4.51 bar. Previous work [17] showed that either
decreasing the VFR or increasing the Re will amplify the peak pressure considerably. Similar behavior
exists for the stored pressure change, i.e., stored pressure with direct correlation to the flow velocity,
but this is in contrast to the VFR. Results show that decreasing the VFR will continuously increase the
stored amount of energy. For the VFR = 4.75% shown in Figure 2, the pressure change during 5WH and
9WH tests starts by increasing steeply and eventually ends up at the final stored pressure with smaller
increases. The final magnitude of the stored pressure is also directly related with Re.
When comparing the stored pressure and peak pressure, in most of the tests the magnitude of the
stored pressure is higher than the peak pressure, as expected. However, in some tests related to small
AP and high Re, the amount of peak pressure is extremely high and even after the pressure storage
cycles, the stored pressure remains smaller than the peak pressure. Some general rules can be stated
based on results from these tests for all the Re and VFR as shown in Figure 3:
• For Re of 36,000, 56,000 and 75,000, the stored pressure is always higher than the peak pressure
(Ps > P1p);
• For large values of an AP, i.e., VFR > 11%, the stored pressure is always higher than the peak
pressure (Ps > P1p).
Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Pressure change in the air pocket (AP) for different water hammer (WH) events and Reynolds
number (Re) for the volume fraction ratio VFR = 4.75%.
Figure 3. Comparison of the final stored pressure (Ps) with the first peak (P1p).
As a logical expectation, the final stored pressure should be higher in the 9WH test in comparison
to the 5WH test as a consequence of more WH events. Nevertheless, graphs show higher pressure
storage magnitudes in 9WH tests when Re is low while for higher Re, the recorded pressure magnitudes
of 9WH tests become less than or equal to 5WH pressure magnitudes. Large AP lengths of 20 cm and
40 cm (VFR > 30%) do not obey this rule; in other words, for these two APs, the recorded pressure of
9WH is always higher than for 5WH values. A comparison of the pressure magnitudes of 9WH and
5WH is presented in Figure 4, demonstrating the non-conforming behavior of a small VFR and high
Re values.
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Figure 4. Comparison between the first peak for 5WH and 9WH as a function of Re and VFR.
Figures 5 and 6 show the route of change in pressure recorded from 1WH, 5WH and 9WH tests
for AP lengths of 10 cm and 40 cm (VFR of 15.84% and 63.35% respectively) in order to demonstrate
the behavior of an AP in more detail. For small values of VFR, as in Figures 4 and 5, pressure variation
shows irregular steps during the WH events. In the case of low Re values, small and almost equal steps
have been recorded for all VFR. The larger values of Re show big increments at first WH steps and fast
dissipation steps at the final events. In addition to irregular steps, considerable higher stored pressure
was not recorded for the 9WH in comparison with the 5WH test, representing behavior against the
usual expectation for obtaining higher stored pressure as a consequence of more WH events. On the
other hand, the magnitude of pressure steps remains nearly constant for every Re value related to
a high VFR in measurements similar to Figure 6. Furthermore, in this range, the stored pressure
of 9WH tests always stays larger than the 5WH stored pressure, as explained before. Accordingly,
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Figure 5. Pressure change in the AP for various WH events and Re for the VFR = 15.84%.
Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Pressure change in the AP for various WH events and Re for the VFR = 63.35%.
In fact, the rules for changing the stored pressure with VFR and Re are the same in all the tests,
as stated below and shown in Figure 7:
• Increasing the AP size or the VFR continuously decreases the stored pressure;
• Increasing the Re number continuously increases the stored pressure;
• For each Re, the magnitude of stored pressure changes less for various VFR by increasing the
number of WH events. Also, the same tendency exists for each VFR when changing the Re.
In Figure 7, the VFR gradient is lowest in 9WH tests and highest in 1WH tests.
Figure 7. Stored pressure change against Re and VFR for various WH tests.
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Finally, the curves in Figure 7 show that for the VFR < 15%, the stored pressure of all three groups
of tests, i.e., 1WH, 5WH and 9WH do not show a substantial difference in magnitude and the WH events
do not appear to play an important role in pressure storage. However, for VFRs > 15%, the stored
pressure is significantly higher for 5WH and 9WH than for 1WH tests, showing the importance of
number of WH events.
To keep a pressurized system in a safe and stable condition during transient events, controlling
the pressure along a pipe from the transient source position plays a major role. For that purpose,
the pressure inside the pipe at the PT2 point is measured and its maximum value is named Pp. Figure 8
shows the change of maximum pressure in the pipe system for different Re values. Although the CAV
does not have any discharge to the main pipe of the system, results in Figure 8 show that increasing
the AP size will significantly decrease the pressure peak inside the pipe (Pp), specifically for higher Re.
All WH events show the same behavior. Since the safety of pressurized systems under transient
conditions matters most for high Re, a high VFR seems to be a better option to control pressure surge.
However, smaller CAVs are more economic and easier to apply. Regarding this concern, Figure 8
shows the constant magnitude of pressure for the VFR > 30%.
Figure 8. Pressure change inside the pipe at PT2 against the VFR for different Re and WH events.
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The water level in the CAV will rise during the WH tests as a consequence of pressure increasing
by each WH action. The rising height of the water level is called Δh, a parameter that is calculated with
Re and the VFR. The Δh shows a wide range of change from lower to higher values of Re and VFR
(Figure 9).
Figure 9. Water level change (Δh) in the CAV against the VFR for different Re.
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The Δh magnitude starts at around 1.2 cm for a small VFR and goes up to around 28 cm for the
biggest VFR and Re in the 9WH case. The VFR > 30% showed good performance as presented in
Figure 8 for controlling the pressure surge in the pipe system. Since, for the purpose of controlling the
pressure surge by a CAV, only one WH can occur, the Δh remains in an acceptable range for the worst
case, i.e., remains below 20% of the CAV length.
Figures 10 and 11 present average velocities (Vavg) for different Re for the 1WH and 9WH tests,
where Vavg around zero indicates a WH occurrence. Since the Vavg does not show less than zero
values, it can be concluded that the velocity vectors in reverse direction are not significant compared
to the remaining flow. When repeating the WH to store energy in an AP, it is important to preserve the
required flow rate in the pipe. During the “closed BV tests”, the flow rate downstream of the system is
not altered.
Figure 10. Average velocity for different Re during 1WH tests.
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Figure 11. Average velocity for different Re during 9WH tests.
3.2. Tests with Open BV
In these series of tests, the BV located in the lower level of the CAV is left open to discharge water
into an open water tank (Figure 1). The water level should be adjusted before each test to have the
predefined AP length. Since the CAV is completely confined, opening the BV before starting a test
does not affect the water level in the CAV because of an emerging vacuum state in the AP. After each
upsurge in the AP induced by the WH, a volume of water was dislodged. After finishing the test, the
water level in the CAV returns to the initial level. In fact, no change takes place in the water level when
comparing the start and end of each test. As a result, the pressure of the AP returned to initial pressure
at the end of every WH. Figure 12 demonstrates the pressure changing way for 5WH and 9WH tests
for AP length of 3 cm (VFR = 4.75%). The results from 1WH tests are not presented in Figure 12 since
they do not make a sensible change in the measured parameters. The discharged volume of water
at the end of the test is shown in each graph too. The peak pressure is almost constant during the
repetition of WH and the magnitude of peak pressure is approximately equal to the tests with closed
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BV presented in Figure 3. As expected, by increasing the Re value, the magnitude of discharged water
from the CAV rises.
Figure 12. Pressure change in the AP and discharged water volume for 5WH and 9WH events, different
Re and VFR = 4.75%.
Figure 13 shows the amount of discharged water volume after each test for different VFR,
Re and WH events. There is a fast increase in discharging water volume for small VFR while it
rises slowly for bigger VFR. Working with a small VFR needs more attention due to its high sensitivity
to the pressure. Figure 13 shows that the discharged water volume for 9WH is considerably higher
than for 5WH. In “open BV tests” the 9WH event creates a constant discharge from the CAV, while for
the 5WH the discharge is not constant. In fact, the AP acts as a means of pressure storage and recovery,
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as a regulating flow system that adjusts the outflow from the CAV to create a constant discharge
(see Supplementary Materials).
Figure 13. Discharged water volume against the VFR for different Re and WH events.
After finishing the “open BV tests”, the discharge from the CAV stops and the water level returns
to the initial level. For the VFR > 32% (AP length > 20 cm), the 9WH test leads to a constant discharge
from the CAV which is less evident for the 5WH test. A high VFR shows very useful capability.
This range of VFR seems to be very effective in SS-CAES systems when connected to the main water
conveyance system.
4. Discussion
An extensive experimental work for AP behavior cognition has been carried out in Instituto
Superior Técnico (IST) experimental laboratory. Tests are done with three WH events: 1WH, 5WH
and 9WH. Also, two situations of the BV in the CAV, i.e., closed BV and open BV were conducted.
In the closed BV tests, both peak pressure and stored pressure were raised by increasing the Re number
and decreasing the VFR. In addition, stored pressure is much lower than peak pressure for small
VFR, i.e., VFR < 11%. The pressure storage process is very regular and predictable for the VFR > 11%,
but for smaller VFR values, the pressure storage starts with a high peak at the first WH occurrence.
The stored pressure is always higher than the peak pressure (Ps > P1p) for Re ≤ 75,000. Also, the stored
pressure is always higher than the peak pressure (Ps > P1p) if VFR > 11%. Despite being more frequent
in 9WH tests, the stored pressure is not always higher than for other events. In fact, for the VFR < 30%
and Re > 93,000, the stored pressure from 9WH is smaller than for 5WH. For reasoning, it can be stated
that in one level of WH repetitions, the air reaches maximum compression for this pressure range.
After that, more WH actions do not compress the air but lead to pressure loss by solving some portion
of air into the water. Regular and equal pressure steps can be seen in the rising pressure of several
WH events for Re < 75,000. For higher Re numbers, the pressure change route starts with a peak and
dissipates fast, continuing with smaller steps. The stored pressure is in correlation with Re but in
contrast to the VFR.
The pressure in the pipe system shows that increasing the VFR or AP size will diminish the
pressure rising within the pipe. The final pressure in the pipe is more or less the same for the
VFR > 20%. So, it seems that the VFR in the range of around 20% to 30% presents good ability to
control the pressure without expanding the air vessel size.
It is very important for the optimal size of a CAV that the rising water level (Δh) stays in an
acceptable range. The VFR from 20% showed good performance in controlling the pressure surge of
WH events. For this range of VFR, the Δh remains below 20% of the CAV length.
In the “open BV test”, the condition of using the pressure energy of the WH to supply water
as a ram pump was examined. By increasing the Re number, the outflow water volume will be
increased too. The water level inside the CAV keeps the same elevation due to confinement and
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vacuum conditions. For the VFR > 32%, the WH events create a constant outflow from the CAV with
regular compression and expansion in the AP in the 9WH tests.
This work presents an extensive experimental study of different WH events that can be used as a
benchmark for future calculations using WH equations.
Finally, authors believe that the main effective parameter in pressure change inside the AP is
the volume of the AP and flow velocity which have been referred by the dimensionless parameters
VFR and Re respectively in the graphs. However, for different CAV sizes, namely diameter or height,
the results may change. As a suggestion, researchers may examine the effect of different air vessel
sizes on pressure change and other variables of an AP.
Supplementary Materials: The following videos from “open BV test” and “closed BV test” for 5WH and 9WH
events are available showing the continuity of the flow discharge for APs of 20 and 40 cm in case of 9WH events.
Videos AP = 5_5WH, AP = 5_9WH, AP = 10_5WH, AP = 10_9WH, AP = 20_5WH, AP = 20_9WH, AP = 40_5WH,
AP = 40_9WH. The videos are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/9/1/63/s1.
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CAV Compressed Air Vessel
CAES Compressed Air Energy Storage
WH Water Hammer




EBV Electro-Pneumatic Ball Valve
BV Ball Valve
P1p Maximum pressure related to the first peak of pressure oscillation
Ps Stored pressure in the AP after finishing the tests
Pp Maximum pressure in the pipe at PT2 point during WH test
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Abstract: Mathematical models have become the target of numerous attempts to obtain results
that can be extrapolated to the study of hydraulic pressure infrastructures associated with different
engineering requests. Simulation analysis based on finite element method (FEM) models are used
to determine the vulnerability of hydraulic systems under different types of actions (e.g., natural
events and pressure variation). As part of the numerical simulation of a suspended pipeline, the
adequacy of existing supports to sustain the pressure loads is verified. With a certain value of load
application, the pipeline is forced to sway sideways, possibly lifting up off its deadweight supports.
Thus, identifying the frequency, consequences and predictability of accidental events is of extreme
importance. This study focuses on the stability of vertical supports associated with extreme transient
loads and how a pipeline design can be improved using FEM simulations, in the design stage, to
avoid accidents. Distribution of bending moments, axial forces, displacements and deformations
along the pipeline and supports are studied for a set of important parametric variations. A good
representation of the pipeline displacements is obtained using FEM.
Keywords: design criteria; structure analysis; suspended pipelines; finite element method (FEM)
1. Introduction
Accidents associated with natural events or human actions are a common cause of hydraulic
system failure. As a result, unwelcome accidents lead to enormous damage, the destruction of networks
and the abruptly stoppage of supply. These events can also be classified as external or internal. External
ones may result from extreme events (i.e., such as storms, floods, landslides, earthquakes, sudden
releases or ruptures) and can be a consequence of structural characteristics, maintenance state, or
hydraulic operation devices [1]. Pipe systems, especially those installed above the ground, are under
relevant dynamic forces during the occurrence of transients (water-hammer). When these forces are
associated with system movement, a fluid structure interaction is generated, which means that the
liquid and the pipe must be analysed as a whole [2]. Transient pressures and dynamic vibrations
generated by a water-hammer or by the closing of a valve (internal causes) lead to new loads on the
system such as internal and external pressures created by the soil and/or through the pipe supports [3].
The vulnerability and susceptibility of a pipeline system can be better understood after the
occurrence of accidents. Such hazards may be associated with several factors causing numerous
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problems, particularly when they are neglected during different design stages: project concept, sizing,
implementation and operation [4–7].
Extreme transient pressure variations may cause deformations and displacements in pipes which,
in turn, will interact with the hydraulic system, modifying its own active loading and, consequently,
its reaction [8,9], resulting in vibration or resonance phenomena that may cause the system to fail. As a
consequence, the vibrations can cause the structure to rupture due to fatigue or through the increase of
structural deformations. Hence, the structural response under different load combinations is provided
by using an FEM representing the characteristics involved in hydraulic systems exposed to external
and internal load vibrations [10]. The behaviour of the fluid and the structure can be studied as a
whole, with a structural model, if appropriate load combinations are adopted. This approach allows
the possible consequences to be shown in terms of displacements and the vulnerability of the pipeline
and its supports.
In the classic theory of finite elements it is assumed that movements and deformations are small
and the material has a linear elastic behaviour. In some cases this condition cannot be satisfied, leading
to the inclusion of non-linearity action/reaction to the model [11]. In this work, the model Robot
Autodesk (Autodesk, Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA) is used to study the behaviour of a suspended
pipeline under different loads, using nonlinear theory. The results obtained by the computational
simulation allow us to verify the adequacy of the supports’ design in a presence of transient phenomena.
The importance of detailed studies of identical system behaviour for different loads in the infrastructure
design is also emphasized.
2. Background
The design of a suspended pipeline requires two alternative structure solutions: pipelines
supported by auxiliary structures or self-supporting pipelines. In this research, a real case of auxiliary
structures supporting a pipeline (i.e., pipeline bridge) is studied. The preferred conceptual design of a
pipe bridge consists of a straight configuration that can use a restrained mechanical joint ductile iron
pipe (DIP) or a butt welded steel pipe with a pipe expansion joint, on a roller system, allowing the
pipe to act independently of the superstructure [12]. This scenario is considered the ideal case because
it is free of fittings and minimizes pipe joint deflections, which create thrust forces [13].
A stress analysis of the pipelines needs to be conducted to verify the integrity of the suspended
structure, as the expected pressure extremes which ensure the applied pre-tension guaranteed that the
columns remain in tension [14].
Many pipe failures in natural events have resulted from the sliding, rocking or overturning of
large equipment to which the pipe is attached. During these events, the tanks may twist and slide
in the concrete saddles, resulting in ruptures. It is therefore important to verify the adequacy of the
anchorage equipment and tie-downs as part of design or retrofit of pipeline systems [15]. The same
type of failure can take place when a pipe is connected to two separate structures (e.g., vertical pipe
supports and lateral bracing).
The vibration caused by external or internal forces is transmitted to the pipe, and if the pipe is
too stiff, this motion may cause the pipe to fail. Some building codes advocate the use of “flexible
assemblies” to absorb differential building motion, such as placing a flexible assembly in the pipe
where it crosses building joints [16]. However, most pipe spans are sufficient flexibles to absorb
this differential movement. Otherwise, unless required by a building code, it is prudent to avoid
placing these flexible assemblies at the preliminary design stage and only use them if there is no other
alternative solution confirmed by detailed stress analysis [17].
In a suspended pipeline, this system can be idealized as continuous beams spanning lateral
braces [18]. Commonly, vertical supports for gravity and operational loads are adequate to resist the
vertical seismic forces, since the vertical component of seismic force is often lower than other vertical
loads [19]. However, where a support resists to the vertical component of a lateral or longitudinal
brace force, it should be designed explicitly to resist all applied forces, such as transient events.
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3. Formulation of the Problem
3.1. Description of the Accident
Knowledge on the effect of a flowing mass on the dynamic response of suspended pipelines
simultaneously under moving loads is still lacking from the point of view of structural design.
The dynamic stability of suspension structures has been the focus of several studies [20–22]. However,
few studies has been focused on the effect of interaction between fluid and structure, especially under
different actions of the pipeline’s suspension with pressurized flows. The purpose of this research is to
investigate the dynamic effects involved in a suspended pipeline bridge by combining the maximum
overloading and water-hammer phenomena.
The case study is based on an accident that happened in Ukraine 2005, where due to water-hammer
phenomena the pipeline, used to transport oil to refineries, was set in motion, bent at the opposite
ground entrance section (i.e., displacements in upper and transverse directions) and thrown from
its supports. The measured pressures registered values higher than 10 MPa. This overpressure was
responsible for the failure at an underground section, i.e., 50 m from the surface section of the pipeline
to the source (Figure 1).
1.50 m 0.75 0.75 
Figure 1. Pipeline accident (adapted from [23]).
The material of the pipeline is steel and has a nominal diameter (ND) of 500 mm. The steel
supports, fixed in concrete footings, have U-configuration with maximum spans of 15 m. After the
water hammer phenomena, the pipeline moved about 1.50 m in the pipe direction (axis-x) and 0.75 m
in the transverse direction (axis-y).
This accident highlights the importance of assessment of factors which cause instability and
lead to eventual rupture, with analyses of the safety condition of strategic pipeline systems under
pressure, mainly due to effects of water-hammer and earthquakes responsible for the rupture and
fatigue of the structure. In the case of sudden changes (i.e., transient events, earthquakes), a pipeline’s
design rarely remains in good performance conditions. Thus, the vulnerability of the pipeline system
to transient actions is analysed, through an advanced FEM structural analysis (Robot Autodesk), to
simulate the consequences of a water-hammer in terms of displacements and loads in the pipes and
support structures. Subsequently, comparisons are made between the results obtained at the accident
and in simulations to better understand the causes and effects herein reported.
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3.2. Definition of Physical Characteristics
The system, based on the real case, is a pipeline with a total length of 74 m, composed of 6 steel
supports with a 500 mm internal diameter (Figure 2). Three of the 6 supports are 3 m in height with a
15 m span, followed by 2 supports 1.20 m in height in the downstream section (Figure 2). The remaining
upstream section has spans of 5 (i.e., in the bend) and 7.4 m (i.e., in the initial section). The supports
consist of 3 steel tubes with wall thickness of 50 mm. The pipeline is attached to two separate structures
forming the supports. The pipeline has a thickness of 26.2 mm.
Figure 2. Pipeline system: part under analysis.
The chapters below present finite element results of the stresses and displacements in the
pipeline and in supports due to internal pressure under the combination of the water-hammer
event. Two combinations and nonlinear effects associated with each load are also studied separately.
The material used for the pipeline, according to specifications ANSI/ASME B.31.4, is carbon steel
API-5L Gr. B, with the characteristics presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Material specifications of the pipeline according to ANSI/ASME B.31.4.




Max. allowable operating pressure (MPa) 10.1
Max. allowable stress (MPa) 173.8 *
Moment of inertia (cm4) 91,428
Elastic section modulus (cm3) 3600
Plastic section modulus (cm3) 4766
Note: * The maximum allowable stress accounts for the welding efficiency factor.
The selected material was estimated based on the maximum pressure achieved during the accident.
Thus, Sch/serie 60 was chosen since the maximum allowable operating pressures is higher than that
registered in situ and because the overpressure induced by the water-hammer did not cause the rupture
of the pipeline.
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4. Structural Model
4.1. Introduction
In this research, the Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis Professional 2015 program was used
to determine the static and dynamic performance of structural systems and analyse the linearity and
non-linearity of the system behaviour. This is a program for calculation by finite element structures
that includes a wide range of design codes of all types of metal and concrete structures, with the
possibility of contemplating other structural materials [24].
For different structures, the beam element is a slender structural member that offers resistance to
forces and bending under applied loads [25]. It is represented by line elements used to create a 1D
idealization of a 3D structure, and is computationally more efficient than solids or shells [18].
The use of a beam element is highly applicable to most beam structures, e.g., bridges, roadways,
building constructions, and people movers (railcars, trams and buses), since they support linear and
nonlinear analyses, including plasticity, large deformations, and nonlinear collapse [26]. It is easy to
use especially when:
‚ the length of the element is much greater than the width or depth;
‚ the element has consistent cross-sectional properties;
‚ the element must be able to transfer moments;
‚ the element must be able to handle a load distributed across its length.
Thus, to reproduce the accident, the structure was modelled using beam elements.
All combinations were performed using the European section database (EURO code). The geometry
was defined in Autocad and then exported to Robot, where the boundary conditions were set. Herein,
fixed supports are assigned to the two pillars of the 6 support structures (Figure 3). The transfer of
forces, induced by the pipeline and the fluid to the support, are made by intermediate connectors
welded to the steel beam tube.
 
Figure 3. Pipeline geometry defined in Robot structural analysis.
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4.2. Design Considerations
4.2.1. Load Combinations
The primary pipe loading on the bridge structure is the pipe dead load which includes the weight
of the pipe, the water inside the pipeline, pipe accessories (i.e., expansion joints, couplings), and the
pipe support system. Other loads that should be considered are wind, earthquake and impact. In the
present study, only an internal load is evaluated: the water-hammer phenomenon.
In limit states, the loads are multiplied by safety factors and grouped into load combinations. For
different codes (e.g., BSI 8010 UK; ASME B31.4 US; ISO 13623), different combinations of loads are
established. The general requirement is that the defined load combination should be appropriate to
the ultimate limit state. The Canadian code CSA-Z662 (1996) uses the following general equation for
calculating the load combinations (i = 1, 2, 3, ...):
Lci “ 9 `γGG ` γQQ ` γEE ` γA A˘ (1)
where, 9 = safety factor class; γG, γQ, γE, γA “ loading factors (Table 2) for G = permanent loads
(i.e., weight of the water inside the pipeline); Q = operational loads (overloading, i.e., internal
pressure during normal conditions); E = environmental loads (i.e., seismic load); A = live loads
(i.e., transient events).
Table 2. Load factors according to the Canadian code (adapted from CSA-Z662, 1996).
Load Combination Load Factor (γ)
SLS—Serviceability Limit States
ULS—Ultimate Limit States γG
γQ γE γA
Internal Pressure Other
ULS1: max. overloading 1.35 1.50 1.25 0.70 0.00
ULS2: max. environmental 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.35 0.00
ULS3: live 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
ULS4: fatigue 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
ULS5: faulted * 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SLS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
Note: * For a faulted combination, the condition is associated to fault fluid transients resulting from an
earthquake [27].
For each load combination, its effects are calculated as the level of stress and deformation.
The resulting value of these effects is compared with the threshold value, to determine if the limit
state is respected.
The safety factor class depends on the risk to which the structure is subjected. In the case of
pipelines the safety factor is 2.0. According to the case study, two types of combinations were selected
and applied as presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Selected combinations.
Load Combination * Load Factor (γ)
ULS—Ultimate Limit States γG γQ γE γA
ULS1: max. overloading 1.35 1.50 0.00 * 0.00
ULS3: live 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
Note: * The performed simulations do not take into account seismic events.
4.2.2. Internal Loads
The first simulation is performed for combination ULS1 (without transient and natural events),
where the overloading is the internal pressure, during normal conditions, plus 2000 N applied in
the vertical direction, for pipelines located 3 m from the ground according to [28]. In order to verify
whether the pipeline bridge is designed appropriately, it is necessary to satisfy the following conditions:
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i the maximum pipeline bending stress, due to pressure, weight and other sustained mechanical
loads, is below the ultimate material load limits, given by [29]:
Sv “ L10Z rqL ` 2 pC ` Wqs ă 35MPa (2)
where L = length between supports (m); Z = moment of resistance (cm4); q = total distributed
loads (N/m); C = total concentrated loads (N), in this case C “ 0; W = overload imposed at
mid-span;
ii the maximum deflection at mid-span is below 25 mm for the limit value of pipelines with











where E = elastic modulus (MPa); I = moment of inertia of the pipeline cross section (cm4);
iii the maximum stress due to internal pressure (Sp max) is below the acceptable stress of the pipe
(i.e., Sh “ 173.8 MPa (Table 1)):
Sp max ď Sh (4)
and the total longitudinal load stresses (Sl) (i.e., pressure, weight, overloading) is below Sh:
Sl ď Sh ô PD4e ` Sv ď Sh (5)





where δmax = maximum displacement (mm); E = elastic modulus (kgf/cm2).
For combination ULS1, all the conditions are verified. The maximum deflection Equation (3)
obtained at mid-span is ~11.5 mm (Figure 4), which is below the allowable limit value.
 
Figure 4. Maximum displacement achieved for permanent loads (ULS1) during normal conditions.
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4.2.3. Transient Loads
For combination ULS3, the effects of pressure, weight, other sustained loads and occasional loads
including earthquakes shall meet the requirements of Equation (7):
Sl ď Sh ô PD4e ` Sv ` So ď kSh (7)
where k = 1.2 for occasional loads acting less than 1% of the operating period; So = stress due to
occasional loads, such as thrusts from pressure, flow transients and earthquakes.
The other assumption is related to the critical pressure (i.e., burst pressure) [29]:






where E the elastic modulus of steel, λ the poisson modulus, D and t the outer diameter and the
thickness of the pipe, respectively. By Equation (8) with the specified parameters of the pipeline
(Table 1), the critical pressure is 24 MPa, which is higher than the maximum pressure of the transient
event. This means that the characteristics of the pipeline (i.e., diameter and material) guarantee extreme
conditions between 10 MPa and 24 MPa.
Considering combination ULS3, the water-hammer event is defined as a concentrated force
applied at the upstream point of the pipeline. To simulate the transient event, a path was set to the
concentrated force (i.e., F = 3456.4 kN) obtained through the maximum pressure registered. This
generates a moving load starting along the pipeline (Figure 5).
 
Figure 5. Combination ULS3: water-hammer defined as a moving load starting in 1. Maximum
displacements achieved under the transient event (in cm).
Calculating the design assumptions described in Section 4.2.2, it is verified that this combination
fails in the ULS3 conditions presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Results obtained for the two selected load conditions.
Combination Sv ă 35 Mpa δ ă 25 mm Sp max, Sl ă 173.8 Mpa δstruct ă δmax “ 65.74 mm
ULS1 31.41 9.46 56.04 –
ULS3 2943.18 588.44 2961.99 588.44
The vibration of the suspended pipeline under the action of a transient phenomenon described
by a moving load gives results similar to the ones presented in situ. Moreover, the numerical results
indicate that the maximum deflection at mid-span is 702.40 mm, which is 1.19 times the theoretical
value (588.44 mm) and 0.94 less than the real value (750 mm). The difference between FEM and in
situ measurements is not significant, confirming the dynamic behaviour of the structure under an
impulsive load can be simulated using this model.
Figure 6 illustrates the maximum moving effect in each point of the structure under the moving
load (i.e., a water-hammer event).
Figure 6. Maximum displacement in each point of the pipeline during a transient event.
From the deformed shape of the structure, some inconveniences can be observed, starting from
the 1st to 20th m of length of the analysed pipe branch. As an overview, the deformed shape of
this suspended pipeline has a point where the anchor supports, exceed their damping limit (i.e.,
maximum expansion), permitting some elements to vibrate with a self-period. This influences the
global behaviour of the entire structure leading to its fall, as it can be seen from in situ pictures (see
Figure 1).
5. Conclusions
The purpose of this study is to ensure that in case of an extreme event, such as a water-hammer,
the pipeline system will perform its intended function: position retention (the pipeline does not fall),
leak tightness (the pipeline does not leak), and operability (the pipeline system delivers and regulates
flow). However, when the pipeline is suspended, other constraints should be taken into account, due
to the serious risk of damage by pipe buckling due to too high bending.
Based on existing pipeline damage, the structural flaws of the suspending oil pipeline were
modelled using a finite element method. The suspending pipeline was calculated for two different
combinations: ULS1-maximum overloading and ULS3-live. For the first, the structure fulfilled
the safety conditions, unlike the ULS3 combination, where the standard design specifications
failed in all aspects: (i) maximum pipeline bending stress; (ii) maximum deflection at mid-span;
(iii) maximum acceptable stress; and (iv) damping limit. By using a moving point load in ULS3, the
maximum mid-span achieved in the simulation results (i.e., 702.40 mm) are validated with the in situ
measurements (i.e., ~750 mm).
The structural model can be used for simulating real extreme events where the maximum pressure
is lower than the critical pressure (i.e., when extreme conditions are guaranteed). Thus, assuming
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here the water–hammer event as the maximum point load that moves along the pipeline, the results
obtained give a good approximation of the real case and can be adopted by engineers and designers to
meet pipeline protection standards.
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Abstract: We proposed an economic, cost-constrained optimal design of a water distribution system
(WDS) that maximizes seismic reliability while satisfying pressure constraints. The model quantifies
the seismic reliability of a WDS through a series of procedures: stochastic earthquake generation,
seismic intensity attenuation, determination of the pipe failure status (normal, leakage, and breakage),
pipe failure modeling in hydraulic simulation, and negative pressure treatment. The network’s
seismic reliability is defined as the ratio of the available quantity of water to the required water
demand under stochastic earthquakes. The proposed model allows no pipe option in decisions,
making it possible to identify seismic-reliability-based optimal layout for a WDS. The model takes
into account the physical impact of earthquake events on the WDS, which ultimately affects the
network’s boundary conditions (e.g., failure level of pipes). A well-known benchmark network, the
Anytown network, is used to demonstrate the proposed model. The network’s optimal topology and
pipe layouts are determined from a series of optimizations. The results show that installing large
redundant pipes degrades the system’s seismic reliability because the pipes will cause a large rupture
opening under failure. Our model is a useful tool to find the optimal pipe layout that maximizes
system reliability under earthquakes.
Keywords: seismic reliability; water distribution system; optimal layout; Anytown network
1. Introduction
An earthquake occurs as a result of a sudden release of energy in the earth’s crust. The released
massive energy creates seismic waves, which cause deformation of the water distribution system
(WDS) of which components are mainly connected beneath the ground. The damage of an earthquake
is the multiple failure of system components. For example, for an earthquake occurred in Kobe, Japan
in 1995, many pipes were ruptured, causing water to flow out of the system, while some of the pump
stations stopped working completely due to power outage. However, the likelihood of concurrence
of multiple failures within a system is low under normal conditions. Therefore, a different strategy
should be adopted for WDS design of the regions with the risk of earthquake occurrence, such as
Japan, Korean peninsula, and West Coast cities of the United States.
During the last two decades, many optimal design approaches have been proposed for WDSs. The
early works have mainly taken into account the economic cost as a single objective [1–5]. Thereafter,
some studies have included the system’s performance index within the optimization framework.
Lansey et al. [6] developed a chance-constrained least-cost model in which the capacity reliability is
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defined as the probability that stochastic pressures are equal to or higher than pressure requirement and
are constrained at a certain level while minimizing cost. The nodal demands, pressure requirements,
and pipe roughness coefficients were assumed to be uncertain while optimizing the pipe size. Several
later studies also used chance-constrained optimization models for WDS design [7,8].
Kapelan et al. [9] was one of the earliest studies that proposed the multi-objective optimal design of
WDS. Since then, most design approaches have adopted two objective functions to minimize economic
cost and to maximize system reliability [10,11]. The various system reliability indices were suggested
to reflect the uncertainties of pipe roughness and system demands when sizing the system. Component
failures have been rarely considered in this stream of optimal WDS design.
Su et al. [12] is one of the few studies that considered component failure in WDS design. In their
study, reliability was defined as the probability of water demand provision under pipe break (failure)
conditions and is used as a constraint for the least-cost design of a WDS. The minimum cut-set (i.e., the
most critical set of pipes) was identified by closing the pipe individually for calculating the system
reliability. Note that the pipe failure conditions were not considered in hydraulic simulation within
the optimization framework, since the computational intensity is overwhelming.
The seismic hazard assessment models have been developed recently. HAZUS [13] was the first
model to assess the economic losses of an infrastructure by earthquake. HAZUS is mainly intended to
assess the seismic damage but not detailed simulation of the system behavior. Later, the Mid-America
Earthquake Center developed a seismic impact assessment model and investigated interdependencies
between water and power systems [14].
Early earthquake studies in the water domain focused on investigating individual components’
physical behavior under earthquakes rather than quantifying the system-wide performance by
modeling the WDS and earthquakes [15–17]. In a recent study, Fragiadakis et al. [18] proposed a
seismic reliability assessment model of a WDS using survival curves of pipes based on general seismic
assessment standards and American Lifelines Alliance (ALA) [19] guidelines. However, detailed
hydraulic simulations were not conducted in this paper. Later studies began proposing methodologies
to evaluate seismic reliability with hydraulic simulations using well-known hydraulic solvers and
seismic simulations [20–29].
The latest and most popular assessment model is the graphical iterative response analysis for flow
following earthquakes (GIRAFFE [30]) developed by a research team at Cornell University. GIRAFFE
can simulate various pipe leakage and breakage conditions by using EPANET [31]. The model’s
graphical user interface helps to visualize the model results, which is compatible with other geographic
information system tools. After the initial development in 2008, the model has been improved and
validated through many case studies [27,32–36]. However, GIRAFFE uses a controversial approach
to treat negative pressure that removes the nodes’ negative pressure and connected pipes. This
process is repeated until the negative-pressure nodes are no longer produced. This approach can be
time-consuming because the system file must be revised iteratively.
Yoo et al. [37] developed seismic reliability assessment model under stochastic earthquake events.
The model quantifies the seismic reliability of a WDS through a series of procedures: stochastic
earthquake generation, seismic intensity attenuation, determination of the pipe failure status (normal,
leakage, and breakage), pipe failure modeling in hydraulic simulation, and negative pressure treatment.
To the authors’ best knowledge, this study is the first attempt to develop an economic,
cost-constrained optimal WDS design approach that takes into account seismic reliability based
on detailed hydraulic simulations. The proposed model maximizes the system’s seismic reliability
while satisfying the constraints on economic cost and node pressure requirements. The physical
impacts of a seismic wave to WDS components are simulated to determine the failure conditions.
The seismic reliability is defined as the ratio of the supplied water to the required demand under
stochastic earthquake events. A well-known benchmark network, the Anytown network, is used for
the applications of the optimal design and layout maximizing the seismic reliability.
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2. Methodology
In this study, a seismic reliability-based WDS optimization approach is proposed. Figure 1 shows
the flowchart of the proposed WDS optimal design model which consists of two sub-models: seismic
reliability estimation and optimization model. Seismic reliability estimation model (SREM) first
generates stochastic earthquake events by using earthquake generation module. Here, the locations
and magnitude of stochastic earthquakes are determined and peak ground acceleration (PGA) reached
at each pipe is calculated (described in Section 2.1). Note that no hydraulic calculation is performed
from this module. This module also determines the failure mode of pipe where each pipe is classified
as normal, leakage, or breakage (Section 2.2).
 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed water distribution system (WDS) optimal design model.
The failure modes are transferred to hydraulic calculation module where nodal pressures under
the failure conditions (i.e., the boundary conditions to the WDS system equation) are calculated
(Figure 1 and Section 2.3). Pipe leakage and breakage are modeled by the emitter in EPANET. In order
to better simulate the conditions, a semi pressure-driven analysis (semi-PDA) is proposed. After an
initial run of EPANET (a hydraulic simulator for DDA), the negative-pressure nodes’ demand is set to
zero, and the second run is made (Section 2.4).
The resulting hydraulics are provided to seismic reliability calculation module to quantify seismic
reliability which is defined as the ratio of available supply to the required demand under stochastic
earthquake events. The proposed WDS optimal design model maximizes the system’s seismic
reliability with constraints on economic cost and pressure requirements (Figure 1 and Section 2.5).
Harmony search algorithm (HSA) is used for optimization (Figure 1) [38,39]. In the last section of the
Methodology, Todini [40]’s resilience indicator is defined. This indicator is not used in the proposed
model but used for a postoptimization analysis.
The following subsections describe the details of the methodology, such as earthquake simulation,
objective function, optimization approach, and semi-PDA method. Note that the following subsections
are in the order that Figure 1 represents.
2.1. Earthquake Intensity Attenuation
The proposed model considers the physical characteristics of the WDS’s components to determine
the failure modes given earthquake intensity. Therefore, supplemental information such as the types
of pipes and surrounding soil characteristics should be provided. Network information such as the
network layout, nodal demands and coordinates, pipe diameters and lengths, and sizes of the pump
and tanks are entered from the EPANET input file. The nodal coordinates are used to calculate the
location of a pipe that is used for calculating the distance from the epicenter.
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Earthquake intensity is attenuated as it travels from the epicenter. In the model, three attenuation
equations were adopted to quantify the damped energy of seismic waves. Kawashima et al. [41]
relates the distance from the epicenter and earthquake magnitude to PGA (cm/s2) based on the 90
earthquakes that have occurred in Japan as
PGA “ 403.8 ˆ 100.265M ˆ pR ` 30q´1.218 (1)
where M = earthquake magnitude (e.g., M7 stands for earthquake magnitude 7), and R = the distance
from the epicenter (km).
Lee and Cho [42] presented a similar PGA function that was developed using the historical data
of South Korea as
log PGA “ ´1.83 ` 0.386M ´ logR ´ 0.0015R (2)
Instead of using the horizontal distance from the epicenter, Baag et al. [43] relate the Euclidean
distance from focus (Δ) and earthquake magnitude to PGA as
lnPGA “ 0.40 ` 1.2M ´ 0.76lnΔ ´ 0.0094Δ (3)
The average of the three calculated PGAs (from Equation (1) to Equation (3)) was used in
our model.
2.2. Determination of Pipe Failure Mode
The fragility of the pipes was determined based on the pipe repair rate (RR, number of pipe
repairs/km) and the PGA. In this study, the RR equation suggested by Isoyama et al. [44] and adopted
by ALA [19] was used. Isoyama et al. related the RR to the PGA by multiplying some correction factors
denoting the pipe types, diameters and soil characteristics (Table 1) as
RR “ C1 ˆ C2 ˆ C3 ˆ C4 ˆ 0.00187 ˆ PGA (4)
where C1, C2, C3, and C4 represent the correction factors according to the pipe diameter, pipe material,
topography, and soil liquefaction, respectively. Because of the lack of information, this study only
considered the correction factor of the pipe diameter, C1, in Equation (4), while assuming other
correction factors are equal to one. As seen in Table 1, for the smaller pipe, C1 increases and results in
the higher probability of damage given the same PGA.
Table 1. Correction factors (Isoyama et al. [44]).
Category Correction Factor
Pipe diameter (mm) (C1)
D < 100 1.6
100 ď D < 200 1.0
200 ď D < 500 0.8
500 ď D 0.5
Pipe material (C2)
Asbestos-Cement Pipe 1.2
Poly-Vinyl Chloride Pipe, Vent Pipe 1.0
Cast Iron Pipe 1.0
Poly-Ethylene Pipe, High Impact (3-Layer) Pipe 0.8
Steel Pipe 0.3
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The post-earthquake pipe status was classified into normal, leakage, or breakage conditions. Pipe
leakage is defined as a small rupture on the pipe wall or at the joint through which continuous minor
water loss occurs. Pipe breakage is defined as a complete separation of the pipe into two pieces that
causes complete loss of transportation ability. ALA [19] suggested that the probability of pipe breakage
(Pfbreakage,i ) is a function of the RR and the length of the pipe (Li, km) expressed as
Pfbreakage,i “ 1 ´ e´RRˆLi (5)
As a rule of thumb, the probability of pipe leakage (Pfleakage,i) is assumed to be five times higher
than the probability of pipe breakage [19]. If the cumulative probability of the two conditions is less
than 1.0 (e.g., Pfbreakage,i = 0.1 and Pfleakage,i = 0.5), the complementary probability is assigned for the
normal condition (Pnormal = 0.4). However, if the cumulative probability of the leakage and breakage is
greater than 1 (e.g., Pfbreakage,i = 0.18 and Pfleakage,i = 0.90), the model assumes that the normal condition
(without any damage) is not available, and the two failure probabilities are normalized to make the
sum of 1.0 (Pfbreakage,i = 0.18/(0.18 + 0.90) = 0.17 and Pfleakage,i = 0.90/(0.18 + 0.90) = 0.83).
2.3. Pipe Failure Modeling
Once the status of each pipe is determined, the information is entered into a network solver,
EPANET, for hydraulic simulation (i.e., solving for WDS system equations consisting of conservations
of mass and energy). To simulate the pipe leakage, pressure-dependent flows (Ql) are assigned to the
closest node to the damaged pipe using the following equation:
Ql “ CDpα (6)





A) (the emitter coefficient in EPANET), where
g = gravitational acceleration and α = the exponent of the power function; γw = the specific weight of
water; A = the opening area of the damaged pipe; and p = pressure at the closest node.
Lambert [45] conducted an experimental study to investigate the accuracy of the power function
model in Equation (6) and provided a guideline on using exponent α based on the pipe material and
level of leakage. It was suggested that the exponent of 0.5 would be used to simulate large detectable
leakages in metal pipes; the exponent of 1.0 (linear relationship between discharge and pressure)
would be used if no information on the pipe material is available. Puchovsky [46] theoretically derived
a discharge coefficient and validated it using sprinkler data.
The shape and area of the opening on ruptured pipe varies depending on pipe material, origin
of the pipe damage, and direction of external force. Large opening area is more likely to occur in the
failure of large pipes than smaller pipes. To that end, it was assumed that the total opening area is
equivalent to 10% of the entire cross-sectional pipe area during leaks. In case of breakage, the entire
cross-sectional area was used as the opening area.
If a pipe was tagged as leaking, it was modeled in a hydraulic simulation, as illustrated in
Figure 2a, and the discharge coefficient was assigned to the downstream node. The pipe breakage was
modeled as shown in Figure 2b. The discharge coefficient was assigned to the upper node in flow
direction. Then, the broken pipe was set to “closed” to disconnect the water flow. The demand of
the node connected to a broken pipe was modified to consider the degraded delivery capacity due to
disconnection. In the model, the nodal demands of both end junctions of the broken pipe were reduced
by degrees of node (DoN). Here, DoN is defined as the number of connections/edges that a node has
to other nodes in a network. As shown in Figure 2b, the base demand of the upstream node is reduced
by 25% (= 1/DoN = 1/4), while the downstream node is reduced by 33.3% (= 1/DoN = 1/3).
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram to describe pipe damage modeling: (a) leakage condition and
(b) breakage condition.
2.4. Negative Pressure Treatment
Hydraulic analysis approaches for water distribution network can be classified as a DDA and
a pressure-driven analysis (PDA). DDA assumes that the demand at individual node is satisfied
regardless of the associated pressure, while PDA assumes that nodal discharge is dependent on the
pressure head expressed by the head-outflow relationship (HOR). DDA often generates negative
pressure when simulating abnormal conditions, such as multiple pipe breaks. PDA, on the other hand,
provides more realistic hydraulics avoiding negative pressures. WaterGEMS [47], WDNetXL [48], and
WaterNetGen [49] are well-known programs equipped with PDA option based on HOR. However,
the system-specific HOR should be provided, which is spatially and temporally inconsistent and also
operational dependent. Therefore, for PDA techniques used in pipe network analyses, the analyzer
should assume a HOR for the whole network. Given that hydraulic states of pipe networks can vary
greatly with changes in HORs, analysis results cannot guarantee high accuracy.
Quasi-PDA methods suppress the occurrence of negative pressure through repetitive DDA
analyses. In general, if negative pressure occurs from the first DDA run, better hydraulic calculation
results can be derived through quasi-PDA methods by resetting the nodal demands and the
components’ status.
Ballantyne et al. [21] used the KYPIPE model [50] for hydraulic analyses. KYPIPE, a DDA program
similar to EPANET, can also produce negative pressures during simulation of pipeline destruction.
Ballantyne et al. calculated system reliability by assuming that water could not be supplied to points
with negative pressures, but the hydraulic results around the negative-pressure node still did not have
realistic values. The method of Shinozuka et al. [22] and Shi [27] completely removed negative-pressure
nodes and the connected pipelines from the original network, but the process required time-consuming
repetitive hydraulic analyses and regeneration of input files.
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Here, a quasi-PDA approach is proposed for realistic hydraulic simulation under multiple failure
conditions to avoid the occurrence of negative pressure. That is, if negative pressure occurred
after DDA simulation using EPANET, the updated base demand (after modification described in
Chapter 2.3) of the negative-pressure node is set to zero and DDA is repeated. If negative pressure
reappears, the pressure of the relevant node is assumed to zero. Compared to Shinozuka et al. [22] and
Shi [27] approach, the proposed approach saves overhead processing time by avoiding regeneration
of the EPANET input file for the new configuration. In addition to the negative pressure treatment,
pressure-dependent water supply is considered in calculating the quantity of available water at each









if 0 ă Pj ă Pmin
Qnew,j if Pj ě Pmin
(7)
where Qnew,j = the updated base demand with pipe breakage consideration and negative pressure
treatment at node j; Pj = the pressure head at node j; and Pmin “ the minimum pressure requirement.
2.5. Seismic Reliability Indicator
Various surrogate measures of WDS reliability have been proposed including capacity
reliability [6,7], resilience [40], robustness [10,11], availability [51]. Bao and Mays [52] proposed three
formulations of WDS system reliability which can be calculated from nodal reliability values: minimum
nodal reliability, arithmetic mean reliability, and flow-weighted mean reliability. The first one concerns
on the worst nodal reliability while the latter two values indicate system-wide reliability. In order
to represent post-earthquake system performance in the water supply, a seismic reliability measure
should be able to reflect system-wide water availability rather than local level of system performance.
To quantify system-wide seismic reliability, a new reliability indicator is proposed herein. The







where m = total number of demand nodes; and Qreq,j = the required demand at node j.
A water system planner would intend to design the most reliable network for earthquakes
under a given budget condition. To that end, the proposed model here is a single-objective optimal
design model that maximizes the system’s seismic reliability with a constraint on economic cost. The
optimization model is formulated as follows:
Maximize F “ Ss
s.t.CC ď CCgiven (9)
where CC = the pipe construction cost; CCgiven = the available budget for pipe system.
Equation (9) is valid for each set of available commercial pipe diameters and in conditions where
the minimum pressure head is guaranteed. The pipe construction cost accounting for the pipe material




puc pDiq ˆ Liq (10)
where uc pDiq = the unit cost of the pipe with diameter Di determined for the ith pipe (USD/m); and
Li = the length of the ith pipe.
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2.6. Resilience Indicator
In this study, Todini [40]’s resilience is quantified from a range of designs of the Anytown network
and compared with seismic reliability. Todini [40] introduced a resilience index to quantify the
resilience of looped network. Resilience is defined as surplus power available within the network as a















where Hj = total head of the jth node; Qk = flow provided by reservoir k (m3/s); Hk = head at
reservoir k; Poweri = power of the ith pump (Nm/s); γ = specific weight of water (N/m3); nr and
np = number of reservoir and pumps, respectively. Note that this indicator was used only for a
postoptimization analysis.
Todini’s resilience is one of the most popular and widely used surrogate measures of WDS
reliability. Farmani et al. [53] investigated the trade-off between economic cost and the resilience for
a rehabilitation problem of the Anytown network. Prasad and Park [54] proposed a multiobjective
optimization approach to minimize cost and maximize modified version of Todini’s resilience
indicator. Recently, Gheisi and Naser [55] compared entropy-based reliability, Todini’s resilience,
and three modified versions of Todini’s resilience in the twenty-two potential pipe layouts of a
hypothetical network.
3. Study Network
The proposed optimization approach is applied for optimal design of a well-known benchmark
WDS, the Anytown network. The network, which was firstly published by Walski et al. [56], was
modified by Jung et al. [11] for pipe only and pipe/pump designs that minimize total cost and maximize
system robustness. The original benchmark network was modified by removing the two tanks and the
connected riser pipes to be solely supplied by a single reservoir with a fixed source head. The fixed
source head is elevated from 3 m (10 ft) to 73.2 m (240 ft). A peaking factor of 1.8 is applied to given
average-based demand (2005 average daily use) to create the daily peak condition.
Other modifications of the study network were made for application purposes. First, this study
suggests new pipe layouts and sizes assuming there are no existing pipes in the system. Pump and
tank design are not considered. Second, in addition to 10 commercial pipe sizes (152, 203, 254, 305, 356,
406, 457, 508, 610, and 762 mm), zero diameter can be selected suggesting no pipe installation for the
potential path. The unit costs of the commercial pipes are adopted from Walski et al. [56].
To generate random epicenters, a 2 ˆ 2 grid was created and laid on the study network as
seen in Figure 3. The rectangular boundary of the grid is defined by the four end nodes: north,
south, east, and west. Total 900 earthquakes are generated and consistent number of earthquakes are
assigned at each corner of the grid (marked as “x” in Figure 3). The earthquake intensity reached at
the pipe is a function of the earthquake magnitude and the Euclidean distance from the epicenter.
Note the earthquake magnitude of M4 was generated from each corner of the grid. The minimum
pressure requirement of 28.12 m (40 psi) should be satisfied under based demand condition and is also
considered in Equation (7).
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Figure 3. Study network layout (epicenter is marked as “x”).
HSA was used to find an optimal solution for the pipe sizing problem. HSA was inspired
by musical performance process and widely used for WDS optimizations. While the applications
encompass from pipe network design to pump scheduling, HSA was proven to be generally outperform
other algorithms such as genetic algorithm [57–59].
Several assumptions and simplifications were made in this study: (1) the seismic damages of
the pump, tank, reservoir, and valve are not considered; (2) the earthquake’s focal depth (tectonics)
is assumed to be 10 km; (3) the coordinate of the center of the pipe is used as a reference point for
calculating the distance from the epicenter; (4) Pipes are cast iron pipes; and (5) the Anytown network
is laid on the alluvial plain with no liquefaction. Based on the assumption (4) and (5), all correction
factors except C1 in the Equation (4) (C2-4) are equal to one.
4. Application Results
First, we applied two different commercial pipe sets for the pipe sizing of the study network.
This analysis investigates the WDS’s layout changes with respect to the seismic reliability increase.
The same total cost constraint was applied for the two designs and the resultant pipe layouts were
compared. Then, seven designs with a fixed layout and different redundancy levels were compared
for the systems’ seismic reliability. Finally, discussions and suggestions on improving WDS seismic
reliability were provided at the end of this section.
4.1. Different Available Pipe Sizing Options
The first application is intended to investigate the impact of seismic reliability on the network’s
layout. Two sets of commercial pipe sizes are assumed to be available for two design cases. In Case 1,
all commercial pipes (152, 203, 254, 305, 356, 406, 457, 508, 610, and 762 mm) except the zero size
option are available. In Case 2, zero diameter is available in addition to the commercial sizes in
Case 1. Considering the same cost constraint (CCgiven = 18 million (M) USD) in Equation (9) provided
a platform for consistent comparison of the resulting designs.
Figure 4 shows the optimal seismic reliability values of the two case designs. The corresponding
optimal pipe layouts are presented in Figure 5. Contrary to expectations, the seismic reliability
decreased with the availability of more pipe sizes. In Case 1, at least a 152 mm pipe should be installed
because no pipe option is not available. By comparing Figures 5a,b and 6, we can observe that 152 mm
pipes were installed in Case 1 for the link at which no pipe was constructed in Case 2. The 152 mm
pipe, which is the most vulnerable pipe to earthquakes, almost always causes failure. Being able to
have no pipe instead of a 152 mm pipe increased the system’s seismic reliability by 0.2 (a 20% increase
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in the amount of available water during an earthquake). The network layout becomes smaller from
Case 2 to Case 1 (Figure 5a,b), while the overall pipe diameters also increase (Figure 6).
Figure 4. Maximum seismic reliability values of two case designs with different pipe sizing options.
Note that this is very different from what we observed in a traditional capacity reliability-based
design. In the context of the capacity reliability field, it was believed that having additional paths and
more loops would result in the increase of system reliability and redundancy [11,60]. However, the
result of this study indicates that a different strategy should be available under the conditions where
WDS component failures are affected by strong external forces (i.e., earthquakes) and the components’
physical characteristics (pipe’s probability of failure as a function of RR).




















































































Figure 5. Pipe layout comparison for the solutions obtained from Cases 1 and 2 (Figure 4); pipe
diameters are in mm; the thicker and darker pipe is larger. (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2.
Figure 6. Histogram of pipes by the pipe diameter.
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This plateau in seismic reliability was also observed in the optimal pipe designs of the Anytown
network by applying different total cost constraints and using the available pipe sizes in Case 1.
Figure 7 shows the Pareto optimal solutions’ total cost and seismic reliability. The marginal cost
becomes infinite for the designs whose cost is greater than 16.5 M USD. A reliability increase can no
longer be achieved once a sufficient investment is made. Although the designs greater than 16.5 M
USD have more large pipes compared to the solutions less than 16.5 M USD (the number of pipes
equal to or larger than 508 mm is between 7 and 10, while the designs less than 16.5 M USD have
three to five pipes), no benefit of having larger pipes was obtained with respect to seismic reliability.
For effective and economical improvement of WDS seismic reliability, the threshold investment for a
network should first be identified.
Figure 7. Trade-off relationship between total cost and seismic reliability in Case 1 where all pipes (152,
203, 254, 305, 356, 406, 457, 508, 610, and 762 mm) are available and without zero pipe option.
4.2. Constant Layout with a Single Pipe Sizing Option
The impacts of having large pipes are also investigated through the seismic reliability evaluation
of seven uniform designs. The Design 1 has 305 mm for all pipes in the study network. Design 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, and 7 have 356, 406, 457, 508, 610, and 762 mm, respectively, for all pipes. The seismic reliabilities
of the seven designs are shown in Figure 8. For comparison, Todini’s resilience is also calculated from
the seven designs and plotted in Figure 8. While there is a large increase in seismic reliability from
the 457 mm design (Design 4) to the 508 mm design (Design 5), reliability decreases from the 508 mm
design to the 762 mm design (Design 7). This explains why we observed a plateau in seismic reliability
in Figure 7. On the other hand, resilience (a traditional reliability measure) consistently increases with
increasing pipe sizes. The marginal cost of improving resilience increases substantially for a resilience
value of 0.3–0.8 and stabilized for a value higher than 0.8.
Figure 8. Seismic reliability of the seven uniform designs; all pipes are 508 mm in Case 5.
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As the pipe sizes decrease, the correction factor for RR (Equation (4)) increases, finally resulting in
high pipe breakage and leakage probability. However, although the pipes failed, the resulting impact
is not significant to the system’s seismic reliability because the calculated discharge coefficient, which
is a function of the pipe’s cross-sectional area (Table 2), is not large. However, as seen in Table 2, large
pipes such as 508, 610, and 762 mm have a smaller failure probability compared to small pipes, but the
resulting discharge coefficient is more than 10 times as big as that of small pipes. The failure effects are
more significant for system seismic reliability compared to small pipes.












152 6 28 1 1074 107
203 8 50 0.8 1910 191
254 10 79 0.8 2985 298
305 12 113 0.8 4298 430
356 14 154 0.8 5850 585
406 16 201 0.8 7640 764
457 18 254 0.8 9670 967
508 20 314 0.5 11,938 1194
610 24 452 0.5 17,191 1719
762 30 707 0.5 26,861 2686
4.3. Random Designs
Finally, random designs that satisfy pressure requirements are generated from the proposed
model to confirm the aforementioned conclusion. Figure 9 shows the profiles of seismic reliability
and resilience of many random designs. We can clearly see that there is an inflection point around the
total cost of 23 M USD and seismic reliability around 0.4, after which the overall seismic reliability
decreases (Figure 9a). Because the total cost is a direct function of the pipe diameter, this plot indicates
that installing large pipes does not always guarantee an increase in seismic reliability. The printed
solutions are all suboptimal solutions that are dominated by the Pareto solutions found in Figure 7.
On the other hand, installing large pipes resulted in an upward trend in resilience (Figure 8b).
(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) Seismic reliability of randomly generated solutions (black dot) and Pareto solutions
shown in Figure 7 (blue diamond) and (b) resilience of the same random designs.
Under normal failure condition, having more additional paths and installing large pipes
throughout the system are beneficial with respect to system reliability (i.e., ability to supply required
quantity of water) and redundancy (i.e., level of pressure redundancy). However, we observed this
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does not apply under earthquake failures. Earthquake deforms WDS components and their original
function. Once failed under earthquakes, large pipes, which can deliver large volume of water under
normal condition, help accelerate water loss out of the system. This study was the first attempt to take
into account such irregular hydraulic behavior in the WDS modeling and design and highlight the need
to find the optimal pipe layout considering the system’s performances under the two different states.
5. Summary and Conclusions
Earthquakes can cause many simultaneous failures of components throughout WDSs, which result
in very different and severe conditions compared to normal failure conditions that water communities
usually deal with (e.g., single pipe failure). In this study, an economic, cost-constrained optimal
design approach of a WDS was proposed to maximize seismic reliability. The network’s seismic
reliability is defined as the ratio of the available supply to the required water demand during stochastic
earthquakes. The physical relationship between the earthquake intensity and the WDS components’
vulnerability characteristics was defined and utilized for quantifying seismic reliability. To overcome
the limitation of DDA in modeling earthquake failures, negative pressures were assumed to have
realistic hydraulic calculations. Then, we investigated the seismic reliability improvement with respect
to the economic investment in the system and the associated topological and pipe diameter changes.
A traditional benchmark network, the Anytown network, was used to demonstrate the approach.
Random earthquakes around the study network were generated for reliability quantification.
The results were quite different from what we generally observed from traditional reliability-based
design (e.g., resilience-based design). First, allowing redundant small pipes in the system did not
help improve seismic reliability. Those pipes cause frequent failures because of their low durability
to earthquake forces. Second, having too-large pipes also degrades the system reliability during
earthquakes. Compared to small pipes that are 152 mm to 305 mm, a big pipe (762 mm) has a lower
failure probability; however, the failure’s influence is very significant to the system once it fails. The
large pipe’s cross-sectional area will help release more water out of the system. Therefore, the first
step to efficiently improve the WDS seismic reliability should be to identify the most appropriate pipe
sizes for a system. For example, from the Anytown network, having a uniform 508 mm for all pipes
provides the highest system reliability of 0.38 among seven uniform designs.
This study has several limitations that future research must address. First, this model is sensitive
to correction factors for the pipe and the assumption of the opening area of the pipe under failure.
Intensive sensitivity analysis should be conducted with experimental studies to simulate the most
realistic failure behavior of WDS components. Second, this study only considers the pipe failures while
pump, valve, tank, and reservoir failure can occur during an earthquake. Therefore, various failure
types could be included in future studies. The proposed semi-PDA approach and EPANet can be
replaced with a PDA-based network solver in order to simulate more realistic behavior of WDS under
earthquake events. Third, while this study focuses on the system’s reliability right after an earthquake
occurs, post-earthquake recovery strategies should also be investigated to enhance the overall WDS’s
reliability/resilience. This could be found mostly in the context of operation and management. Fourth,
the proposed semi-PDA approach and EPANet can be replaced with a PDA-based network solver in
order to simulate more realistic behavior of WDS under earthquake events. Finally, interdependencies
among multiple lifeline infrastructures (e.g., the water, power, transportation, and communication
systems) can help improve and recover an individual infrastructure’s reliability during an earthquake.
Therefore, more efforts should be made to identify these interdependencies.
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Abstract: Clarification of initial water rights is the basis and prerequisite for a water rights
trade-off market and also an effective solution to the problem of water scarcity and water conflicts.
According to the new requirements for the most stringent water resources management in China,
an initial provincial water rights allocation model is proposed. Firstly, based on analysis of multiple
principles for initial provincial water rights allocation including total water use, water use efficiency,
water quality of water function zones, regional coordination and sharing, an index system of
initial provincial water rights allocation is designed. Secondly, according to dynamic projection
pursuit technique, an initial provincial water rights allocation model with the total water use
control is set up. Moreover, the self-adaptive chaotic optimization algorithm is applied to tackle
the model. Finally, a case study of Taihu Basin is adopted. Considering the multiple scenarios of
three different water frequencies (50%, 75% and 90%) and planning year 2030, the empirical results
show Jiangsu Province always obtains the most initial water rights. When the developing situation
of provinces are given more consideration, Shanghai should acquire more initial water rights than
Zhejiang Province; but when the dynamic increment evolving trend of provinces is taken more into
account, Shanghai should obtain less initial water rights than Zhejiang Province. The case about
Taihu Lake further verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed model and provides
a multiple-scenarios decision making support for entitling the initial water rights with the most
stringent water resources management constrains in Taihu Basin.
Keywords: most stringent water resources management; initial provincial water rights; dynamic
projection pursuit
1. Introduction
China is facing a great challenge as water is still a major constraint on the nation’s economic
and social development due to the growing population, urbanization, and industrialization at a time
when there are serious water shortages, growing pollution, severity of droughts, and declining
aquatic ecosystems. Although China is rich in water resources and ranks sixth in the world in terms
of water volume, the available water in China is only 1998.6 m3 per capita in 2014 and less than
one-quarter of the world average which can be shown by the data from China Statistical Yearbook
(2015). China’s amount of water use reached 609.5 billion m3 (Figure 1) in 2014. However, the annual
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water scarcity across the country has exceeded 50 billion m3 on average according to the data from
Global Water Partnership.
Figure 1. Increasing water use in China. Data source: China Water Resources Bulletin (1997–2000) and
China Statistical Yearbook (2000–2015).
With China’s previous water resources management system, the cost of using water was
nearly zero which caused a similar external diseconomy of “tragedy of the commons”. In that
situation, injudicious development and overuse of water cannot be avoided and the negative impacts on
environment came out including rivers drying up, ecosystem degradation, and environment deterioration.
At present, under the new scenarios of the most stringent water resources management system,
in order to address these water problems, China is establishing a legal framework including initial
water rights, water licensing, and a water rights trade-off to reform water allocation mechanisms and
property rights systems to fit more closely with China’s developing and maturing market economy.
In fact, the final distribution of wealth, however, does depend on how property rights are initially
assigned. Just as the Coase Theorem presented, the initial allocation of property rights often matters
for efficiency due to transaction costs cannot be neglected [1]. Therefore, assignment of initial water
rights is particularly important for fairness of water use and water efficiency. Clarification of initial
water rights in China is not only the basis and prerequisite for a water rights trade-off market but also
an effective solution to the problem of water scarcity and water conflicts.
Initial provincial water rights are an important part of river basin initial water rights.
Existing literature about initial provincial water rights optimal allocation is in pursuit of a more
scientific and effective allocation plan. However, as the major reforms to the implementation
of the new most stringent water resources management system in China, the existing theory
and practice of provincial initial water rights allocation should meet the new requirements of
this system. Therefore, how to assign a reasonable allocation of initial provincial water rights,
following the benchmark of the new most stringent water resources management system, is not
only the major element and core aspect of basin initial water rights allocation but also an important
approach to enhancing the efficiency of water resources utilization and significant for achieving
harmony between economic and social development and available water resources in China.
Recently, initial provincial water rights optimal allocation has been an active research field both
in foreign and domestic areas. A majority of literature in this area can be divided into four categories.
The first category focuses on using hybrid allocation method to solve the initial provincial water
rights allocation problems. For instance, Wang Hao et al. [2] found water resources allocation in China
should follow a “natural-artificial” dual knowledge and perception mode for modern river basin water
cycling process. Wu Dan et al. [3] established the bi-level optimization model of the compound system
for basin initial water rights allocation to realize the reasonable allocation of water rights in different
regions and different industries. Considering the pollution limits of water functional zones, which is
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the one “red line” of the most stringent water resources management, Ge Min et al. [4] proposed
a provincial initial water rights incentive allocation model with total pollutant discharge constraints.
The second category pays close attention to multi-participation allocation model. For instance,
Ralph [5] set up a generalized simulation model called Water Right Analysis Package (WRAP) which
was implemented in the state of Texas for the state’s 23 river basins. Yan-ping Chen et al. [6] divided
the regions of the same basin into a disadvantaged group and an advantaged group, based on which
they founded an evolutionary game model. They also adjusted the water rights of different regions
according to the evolutionary stable strategy. Read et al. [7] established the model of negotiation with
multiple-decision makers over water rights allocation.
The third category concerns an allocation model of multi-objective optimization. For instance,
Feng-ping Wu et al. [8] established a multi-objective and semi-structural fuzzy optimization
model in order to solve the problem of initial allocation of water rights of the first hierarchy.
Xian-feng Huang et al. [9] created a multi-objective chaotic optimization algorithm. Condon et al. [10]
presents the development of a water allocation model (WAM) for an integrated physical hydrology
model. His management model uses linear optimization to maximize satisfaction of demand.
The fourth category focuses on applying interactive or harmonious allocation method to tackle
the initial provincial water rights allocation problems. For instance, Feng-ping Wu and Min Ge et al. [11]
put forward principles for harmonious and disharmonious judgment of initial water rights allocation,
and they also came up with an interactive method of initial water rights allocation which could fully
assimilated the ideas of different apartments from different regions about the initial allocation of
water rights. Furthermore, Wang et al. [12] built a harmonious model for water rights allocation,
and Feng-ping Wu et al. [13] proposed the harmonious method of allocating basin water rights.
According to the existing literature, despite different perspectives, much research has applied
a considerable amount of initial provincial water rights allocation methods in the pursuit of
a more scientific and effective water rights allocation plan. However, along with the evolution
of the social-economic-ecological complex system, water rights management in China is now facing
many new constraints. The first one is that China is implementing the most stringent mechanism of
water resources management which contains “three red lines”, namely a “red line” for controlling the
total water use, a “red line” for improving the water use efficiency and a “red line” for controlling
the pollution of water function zones. Initial provincial water rights allocation must meet the new
requirements of the water resources management system in China. The second one is that China
advocates the construction of an ecological civilization for which the improvement of water quality is
an important guarantee. The third one is that China has put forward five concepts for development
and policies for poverty alleviation, and how to realize the balanced and efficient use of water with
initial provincial water rights allocation really needs further discussion.
For the new scenarios of water resources management presented above, the existing studies of
relevant aspects are inadequate as follows:
• Firstly, current models of initial provincial water rights allocation still lack a comprehensive
consideration of the key elements, namely the “three red lines”—including total water use,
water efficiency, and water quality. Therefore, in contrast to the existing models of initial provincial
water rights allocation, one contribution of this paper is to propose new comprehensive insights
for the initial provincial water rights allocation method following the benchmark of the all
“three red lines” under the new scenarios of the most stringent water resources management
in China.
• Secondly, the social-economic-ecological complex system of the provinces is always in the process
of dynamic evolution. Most existing allocation methods are limited to analysis of static
cross-section data. Seldom do they consider both developing situation of a system and its
dynamic evolving trend. Therefore, the other contribution of this paper is to consider initial
provincial water rights allocation based on the total water use control as a three-dimensional
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dynamic decision question for time, indicator, and allocation plan. We are concerned not only
about the static analysis of the system, but also the dynamic development of the system.
• Thirdly, the existing indicator system studies are inadequate for meeting the new most stringent
water resource management requirements. Hence, the third contribution of this paper is that we
design an index system of initial provincial water rights allocation by absorbing the concepts of
“three red lines” and the idea of coordinated and sharable development of provinces. Based on
the designed index system, we set up an initial provincial water rights allocation model with
the total water use control by dynamic projection pursuit technique. Furthermore, we tackle
the model with a self-adaptive chaotic optimization algorithm to acquire the solutions for province
initial water rights allocation, and study the case of Taihu Basin. The outline of the paper can be
depicted in Figure 2.
A case study
Initial provincial water rights allocation in Taihu Basin
(water frequency of 50%, 75% and 90%, planning year 2030) 
Initial provincial water rights allocation
(analysis of multi principles) 
Design index system of initial
provincial water rights allocation 
Initial provincial water quantity rights
allocation
(dynamic projection pursuit) 
Solve the initial provincial water rights
allocation model 





“Three red lines” Coordinated and sharable
development
Total water use control Water use efficiency
control
Self adaptive chaotic 
optimization algorithm Acquire the solutions
Figure 2. Outline of initial provincial water right allocation based on most stringent water
resources management.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 designs an index system of initial
provincial water rights allocation with multiple principles. Section 3 establishes a dynamic projection
pursuit allocation model of initial provincial water rights. Section 4 details a case study of Taihu Basin.
Section 5 provides the conclusions.
2. Design of the Index System
2.1. The Principles of Establishing Index System
The principles of the establishing index system are important to ensure this method and conclusion
are accepted by the administration and the public [13]. The existing literature presents different
principles of initial provincial water rights allocation. In order to meet the new requirements of
the most stringent water resources management in China, we follow the principles of “three red
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lines”. Furthermore, we follow the principle of “coordinate development, share the future” to design
the indicator system for the initial provincial water rights allocation.
2.1.1. Principle of Controlling the Total Water Use
As the key content of the most stringent water resources management system, control gives dual
attention to two dimensions of water quantity and quality. The principle of total water use is shown
on the foundation of water resources capacity which means a macroscopic control over the water use
of basins or provinces. It sets a bearing capacity of water resources within which people can ensure
sustainable social and economic development through rational and efficient water use. As the main
controlling factor, it aims to protect ecological environment, and also strengthen the constraining force
of water resources management and promote the optimal use of water resources.
2.1.2. Principle of Improving the Water Use Efficiency
The principle of improving the water use efficiency has water conservation as its main target.
It can reflect controlling the process of water saving, in addition, it can reveal the high utilization
rate of water resources and lower pollutant discharge, which is a benefit for water quality protection.
At a macro level, this red line can control the water total amount of a basin or a province, furthermore,
at a micro level, it is the quota management to the total water use of industries, enterprises, and water
users, which can directly influence not only the water quantity but also the water quality.
2.1.3. Principle of Controlling Pollution of Water Function Zones
The principle of controlling the pollution of water function zones, which is mainly used for
limiting the total pollutant discharge, safeguarding the proportion of drinking water sources meeting
the required standard, and keeping the ecological base flow for eco-environmental needs. It protects
water environment bearing capacity including water quality and water ecology. Furthermore, it restores
the damaged water ecology, improves water quality, and decreases the amount of pollutants in
the basin.
2.1.4. Principle of “Coordinate Development, Share the Future”
The principle of “coordinate development, share the future” leads a profound reform idea in
China. At the present stage, initial water rights allocation research should satisfy bearable balanced
development of environmental resources between regions, and also should include the idea of
coordinated and sharable development. In fact, there is a natural difference in water resources
endowment between different provinces including bad geographical location, backward economic
development, and a worsening ecological environment. We should give full consideration to
the contribution of different provinces for basin water resources management in water pollution control
and flood discharging. Moreover, in water rights management, we must ensure coordination and
equality within initial provincial water rights allocation and protect the basic rights of disadvantaged
groups. Then we are able to implement the poverty-reducing policy and share the achievements
of development.
2.2. Index System Design
According to the characteristics of initial provincial water rights allocation, combined with
the principle for “three red lines” control and absorbing the idea of coordinated and sharable
development, considering the representativeness and availability of related data, we designed the index
system of initial provincial water rights allocation which is shown in Table 1.
In fact, because of the specificities of water resources, initial provincial water rights allocation
proves to be a complicated problem including the aspects of social development, economic growth,
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and the construction of ecological civilization. Consequently, the index system in Table 1 attempts to
achieve the following basic aims:
• Coordinate the general interests and the partial interests, so as to maximize the overall satisfaction
in a basin.
• Clearly depict, describe, and measure the developing state and development trends in the whole
river basin system.
• Equally reflect the requirements of every stakeholder.
Table 1. The index system of initial provincial water rights allocation.




Total water use control
Current water use (billion m3) P1 Profit type
Water yield of province (billion m3) P2 Profit type
Population of province (10 thousand person) P3 Profit type
Area of province (km2) P4 Profit type
Water use
efficiency control
Water use per capita (m3/person) P5 Profit type
Volume of water used for irrigation per unit area
(10 thousand m3/km2) P6 Profit type
Ten thousand Yuan GDP water use (Yuan) P7 Cost type
Per capita GDP (Yuan) P8 Profit type
Water pollution control The amount of pollutant discharge (billion m
3) P9 Cost type
Discharge standard-meeting rate of wastewater (%) P10 Profit type
Coordination and
sharing of provinces
Contribution rate of the flood control for provinces (%) P11 Profit type
Protection level of disadvantaged groups P12 Profit type
The meaning of indexes can be illustrated as follows: (1) Current water use (P1) reflects the current
water use situation and also expresses the respect for the provincial different history of water use;
(2) Water yield of province (P2) is decided by annual average runoff. It represents the respect of
priority for local water sources. Specifically, those with more water yields should be given more
initial water rights; (3) Population of province (P3) reflects people who lives in the same river basin
should own the same initial water rights; (4) Provincial area (P4) shows province should be given more
initial water rights if it has more area; (5) Water use per capita (P5) is the ratio between provincial
current water use and its population; (6) The volume of water used for irrigation per unit area (P6)
is the ratio between provincial current water use and its irrigation area; (7) Ten thousand Yuan
GDP water use (P7) reflects water resources use efficiency. A smaller indicator value means higher
water resources use efficiency; (8) Per capita GDP (P8) is the ratio between provincial GDP and its
population which can reflect the general economic development level; (9) The amount of pollutant
discharge (P9) represents the idea that more provincial pollutant discharge should result in less initial
water rights; (10) Discharge standard-meeting rate of wastewater (P10) means the water function area
with low water quality standard should result in less initial water rights; (11) Contribution rate of
the flood control for provinces (P11) reflects the ratio between provincial flood discharge and river
basin flood discharge. The higher ratio means the higher contribution and they should be assigned
more initial water rights, consequently; (12) Protection level of disadvantaged groups (P12) reflects
the disadvantaged provinces with bad geographical location or a backward economic development
level and worsening ecological environment should be effectively protected for the assignment of
initial water rights. The protection level of disadvantaged groups P12 can be represented by grades
scaling 1–10 [13]. The higher grades of the protection level of the disadvantaged groups mean that
more initial water rights should be assigned.
3. Dynamic Projection Pursuit Allocation Model of Initial Provincial Water Rights
Initial provincial water rights allocation based on water use control is a three-dimensional
dynamic decision making problem for time, index, and allocation plans. Taking full account of
the primitive values of indexes which reflect developing situation of allocation system and annual
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increment values of indexes which present its dynamic increment evolving situation, we will adopt
dynamic projection pursuit (DPP) technology to acquire the weights of the times and indexes.
Furthermore, by calculating the best projection value, we can finally obtain the optimal allocation
ratios and plans for the initial provincial water rights. During this process, we choose the dynamic
projection pursuit method, because it is different from the existing initial water rights allocation
methods. It can reflect the dynamics of data and overcome the difficulties of determining the weights
of times and indexes.
3.1. Basic Data Processing
(1) Sk denotes the province, k = 1, 2, ..., q; Ti denotes the year, i = 1, 2, ..., n; Pj denotes the index,
j = 1, 2, ..., m.
(2) Let akij denote the primitive value of index Pj for province Sk at year Ti. The analysis matrix of
year Ti can be described by Equation (1).
Ai = (akij)q×m (1)
where k = 1, 2, ..., q; i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m.
Let akij ′ denote the absolute increment value of indexes Pj for province Sk at year Ti, which can be
written as follows:
akij ′ = akij − ak(i−1)j (2)
where i ≥ 2, where k = 1, 2, ..., q; i = 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m. Thus, we can get the absolute increment
value matrix for the initial provincial water rights allocation at year Ti, which can be presented by
Equation (3).
Ai ′ = (akij ′)q×m (3)
where k = 1, 2, ..., q; i = 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m.
(3) Adopting the improved efficiency coefficient method to remove dimensions of indexes,
then matrix Ai and Ai ′ are normalized.
Let bkij denote the non-dimensional value of akij. When akij represents a profit type, bkij can be
obtained by Equation (4).












akij)} × 40 + 60 (4)
Moreover, when akij represents cost type, bkij can be obtained by Equation (5).












akij)} × 40 (5)
where k = 1, 2, ..., q, i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., m. bkij ∈ [60, 100].
Let ckij denote the non-dimensional value of akij ′. When akij ′ is a profit type, ckij can be obtained
by Equation (6).












akij ′)} × 40 + 60 (6)
Moreover, when akij ′ is cost type, ckij can be obtained by Equation (7).












akij ′)} × 40 (7)
where k = 1, 2, ..., q, i = 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., m. ckij ∈ [60, 100].
(4) The normalized matrix Ai can be expressed by Equation (8).
Bi = (bkij)q×m (8)
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where k = 1, 2, ..., q; i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m.
Moreover, the normalized matrix Ai ′ can be estimated by Equation (9).
Ci = (ckij)q×m (9)
where k = 1, 2, ..., q; i = 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m.
(5) Comprehensively considering bkij and ckij, the comprehensive index analysis matrix can be
expressed by Equation (10).
Ei = (ekij)q×m (10)
where i = 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., m. The element of matrix Ei can be measured by Equation (11).
ekij = αbkij + βckij (11)
Here, ekij means the weighted sum of bkij and ckij, k = 1, 2, ..., q, i = 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., m.
Where, α and β respectively represent the weights of matrix Bi and matrix Ci. Moreover, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
0 ≤ β ≤ 1, α + β = 1.
When α>β, it reflects that we give more consideration to the developing situation of indexes
themselves; when α<β, it means the increment or growth situation of indexes should be given more
consideration; when α = β = 0.5, it illustrates the situation of the indexes themselves and increment (or
growth) situation of indexes are equally important during the allocation for initial water rights.
(6) Transfer Ei into the provincial index analysis matrix of initial water rights allocation:
Ek = (ekij)n×m (12)
where k = 1, 2, ..., q. Then positive ideal matrix E+ and negative ideal matrix E− can be written
as follows:
e+ij = max{ ekij
∣∣∣k = 1...q} (13)
e−ij = min{ ekij
∣∣∣k = 1...q} (14)
3.2. Descriptions of Decision Variables
After basic data processing, the decision variables of our model can be described as follows:
Let d(k) denote the one-dimensional projection value; Let θ = (ω1, ...ωm, λ2, ...λn) denotes projection
direction, where ωj is the weight of index Pj, λi is the weight of year Ti; Let d∗(k) denote the best
projection value; Let ωSk denote the ratio of initial provincial water rights allocation for the province
Sk; Let wSk denote quantity of the initial water rights of the province Sk.
3.3. Construct Objective Function of Projection
The purpose of constructing projection objective function is to decrease high dimensional data
into one-dimensional projection data. Each step is presented in the following:
Step 1: Synthesize matrix Ek into the one-dimensional projection value d(k) with projection





























ωj(ekij − e−ij )
2
)]0.5} (15)
Furthermore, d(k) is the proximity between the positive and negative ideal solution for
province Sk.
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Step 2: Based on the principle of dispersing the projection value d(k) as far as possible, we can
establish projection index function f (θ) which can be shown in Equation (16).





(d(k)− d(k))2/(q − 1)
]0.5
(16)
where d(k) is the mean value of d(k), k = 1, 2, ..., q.
Step 3: For getting the best projection value d(k), the maximum value of projection indexes
function should be found which can be calculated by Equation (17).
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
max f (θ) = sd
S.T.
{
c1(θ) = ∑mj=1 ωj − 1 = 0
c2(θ) = ∑ni=2 λi − 1 = 0, ωj > 0, λi > 0
(17)
By solving Equation (17), the best projection value d∗(k) of the province Sk can be measured.
The bigger d∗(k) means more advantages can be obtained by province Sk during the initial water
rights allocation.
3.4. Solutions of Initial Provincial Water Rights Allocation
Normalize the best projection value d∗(k), then the ratio of initial provincial water rights allocation







Set W as the total amount of initial water rights allocated by the river basin. The quantity of initial
water rights of the province Sk can be calculated by Equation (19).





Here, Equation (17) is non-linear programming (NP). In fact, many approaches can solve this kind
of nonlinear optimization problem including chaotic optimization algorithm (COA), genetic algorithm
(GA), and simulated annealing algorithm [14]. We will choose self-adoptive chaotic optimization
algorithm [15] to solve Equation (17).
4. A Case Study of Taihu Basin
4.1. Data Sources
The administration areas in Taihu Basin mainly include Jiangsu province, Zhejiang province,
and Shanghai city. Taihu Basin is one of the most developed and most modernized region in China.
By far, the amount of annual water use has reached 36.5 billion m3, while the amount of the perennial
water resources of the basin is only 19.6 billion m3 Therefore, the gap between supply and demand
is great.
At present, in Taihu Basin, water shortage, worsening water pollution, and increasing demand of
water resources have imposed undue pressure on the carrying capacities of the water resources and
water environment. As a result, in order to promote the sustainable development of the basin, it is
an inevitable requirement to clarify the initial provincial water rights and implement the allocation
plan of Taihu Basin.
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According to the materials of Taihu Basin and Southeast Rivers Water Resources Bulletin [16],
some values of indexes for Jiangsu province, Zhejiang province, and Shanghai can be presented
respectively as follows (we adopted the annual average values during 2011–2014 as the values of P2,
P4, P11, and P12):
(1) The index of water yield of province P2: Jiangsu province is 6.6 billion m3, Zhejiang province is
7.27 billion m3 and Shanghai is 2.01 billion m3.
(2) The area of province P4: Jiangsu province is 19,399 km2, Zhejiang province is 12,093 km2 and
Shanghai is 5178 km2.
(3) The contribution rate of flood control for province P11: Jiangsu province is 34.5%, Zhejiang province
is 15.7%, and Shanghai is 49.8%.
(4) The protection level of disadvantaged groups P12: Jiangsu province is graded 8, Zhejiang province
is graded 9, and Shanghai is graded 7.
The other specific relevant data of Taihu Basin during 2011–2014 are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Provincial index values of Taihu Basin during 2011–2014.
Province Year
Index Value
P1 P3 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10
Jiangsu
2011 184.2 2939 627 94.95 57 8.21 29.0 28.9
2012 188.2 2960 636 97.02 60 8.97 29.1 13.2
2013 193.8 2985 649 99.9 58 9.84 29.2 26.3
2014 193.5 2996 646 99.75 45 10.68 28.3 19.5
Zhejiang
2011 51.9 1763 294 42.92 43 6.54 12.1 35.7
2012 51.4 1775 289 42.50 39 6.97 12.1 28.6
2013 52.6 1791 294 43.50 36 7.53 12.6 35.7
2014 50.1 1797 279 41.43 32 7.98 12.9 46.2
Shanghai
2011 91.5 1175 779 176.71 77 12.01 22.6 16.7
2012 109.7 1184 927 211.86 62 12.53 23.1 0.00
2013 117.7 1194 986 227.31 64 13.44 22.9 0.00
2014 99.7 1198 832 192.55 53 14.47 22.9 66.7
Notes: Data sources: Taihu Basin and Southeast Rivers Water Resources Bulletin (2011–2014) and Water Quality
Bulletin of Taihu Basin and Important Water Function Areas of Southeast Rivers (2011–2014).
4.2. Calculation of Initial Provincial Water Right Alloction
Using the initial data of indexes in Table 2, selecting three typical parameter combinations of
parameter α and β (α = 0.4, β = 0.6; α = 0.5, β = 0.5; α = 0.6, β = 0.4), according to the initial
provincial water dynamic projection pursuit allocation model based on the self-adaptive chaotic
algorithm in this paper, we can obtain related solutions by MATLAB 7.01 including the value of optimal
projection direction θ = (ω1, ...ω12, λ2, λ3, λ4) and optimal projection value d∗(k). Using Equation (18),
we can acquire the ratios of the initial provincial water rights allocation which are shown in Table 3.
According to the materials of Taihu Basin and Southeast Rivers Water Resources Bulletin,
under the three different water frequencies including 50%, 75% and 90%, aiming for the planning year 2030,
the distributable total amounts of initial water rights in Taihu Basin are 329.2 hundred million m3,
355.4 hundred million m3, and 392.6 hundred million m3 respectively.
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Table 3. Results of initial provincial water rights allocation in Taihu Basin.
Related Parameter Selecting
Initial Population Size B = 200, Chaotic Iteration M = 100,
Initial Temperature T0 = 100
α = 0.6
β = 0.4
Optimal projection direction value
θ = (ω1, ...ω12, λ2, λ3, λ4)
(0.1624, 0.0741, 0.0535, 0.0088, 0.0778, 0.0678, 0.0492, 0.2125,
0.0907, 0.0339, 0.0808, 0.0884, 0.1345, 0.1841, 0.6814)
Optimal projection value d∗(k), k = 1, 2, 3 Jiangsu d
∗(1) = 0.5803; Zhejiang d∗(2) = 0.4298;
Shanghai d∗(3) = 0.5039
Ratio of province initial water rights allocation Jiangsu ωS1 = 38.33%; Zhejiang ωS2 = 28.39%;Shanghai ωS3 = 33.28%
α = 0.5
β = 0.5
Optimal projection direction value
θ = (ω1, ...ω12, λ2, λ3, λ4)
(0.1147, 0.1022, 0.0011, 0.0473, 0.0922, 0.0866, 0.0310, 0.1037,
0.0953, 0.3102, 0.0513, 0.0045, 0.2074, 0.2843, 0.5083)
Optimal projection value d∗(k), k = 1, 2, 3 Jiangsu d
∗(1) = 0.6045; Zhejiang d∗(2) = 0.4032;
Shanghai d∗(3) = 0.4794
Ratio of province initial water rights allocation Jiangsu ωS1 = 40.65%; Zhejiang ωS2 = 27.11%;Shanghai ωS3 = 32.24%
α = 0.4
β = 0.6
Optimal projection direction value
θ = (ω1, ...ω12, λ2, λ3, λ4)
(0.0941, 0.2306, 0.0899, 0.0333, 0.1185, 0.0636, 0.0042, 0.0724,
0.1725, 0.0331, 0.0145, 0.0733, 0.1222,0.4322, 0.4456)
Optimal projection value d∗(k), k = 1, 2, 3 Jiangsu d
∗(1) = 0.6812; Zhejiang d∗(2) = 0.5772;
Shanghai d∗(3) = 0.3987
Ratio of initial provincial water rights allocation Jiangsu ωS1 = 41.11%; Zhejiang ωS2 = 34.83%;Shanghai ωS3 = 24.06%
According to the results of initial provincial water rights allocation in Table 3, we can acquire
the larger weight of index Pj and year Ti, and also the ranking results of ratios for provincial initial
water rights allocation which can be expressed in Table 4.
Table 4. Ranking results of initial provincial water rights allocation in Taihu Basin, China.
Typical Parameter
Combinations for
Parameter α and β
The Larger Weight of Index Pj
The Larger Weight
of Year Ti
The Ranking Results of Ratios
for Provincial Initial Water
Rights Allocation
α = 0.6, β = 0.4 Current water use (ω1 = 0.1624); 2014 (λ4 = 0.6814) Jiangsu  Shanghai  ZhejiangPer capita GDP (ω8 = 0.2125)
α = 0.5, β = 0.5
Current water use (ω1 = 0.1147);
2014 (λ4 = 0.5083) Jiangsu  Shanghai  Zhejiangdischarge standard-meeting rate of wastewater
(ω10 = 0.3102)
α = 0.4, β = 0.6 The water yield of province (ω2 = 0.2306); 2013 (λ3 = 0.4322); Jiangsu  Zhejiang  Shanghai
The amount of pollutant discharge (ω9 = 0.1725) 2014 (λ4 = 0.4456)
Consequently, according to the ratio of initial provincial water rights allocation which is shown in
Table 3, using Equation (19), we can obtain multiple scenarios of the solutions for initial provincial
water rights allocation under three different water frequencies in the planning year 2030 which can be
presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Multiple scenarios of solutions for provincial initial water rights allocation in Taihu Basin,
China (water frequencies of 50%, 75% and 90%, planning year 2030, Taihu Basin).
Solutions of Water Rights Allocation
Jiangsu Province Zhejiang Province Shanghai
Different Water Frequency Different Water Frequency Different Water Frequency
50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90%
Solutions of dynamic
projection pursuit allocation
model (100 million m3)
α = 0.6, β = 0.4 126.18 136.22 150.48 93.45 100.89 111.45 109.57 118.29 130.67
α = 0.5, β = 0.5 133.82 144.47 159.59 89.26 96.36 106.45 106.12 114.57 126.56
α = 0.4, β = 0.6 135.33 146.10 161.39 114.67 123.79 136.75 79.21 85.51 94.46
4.3. Analysis of Result
In Table 4, the empirical results of the larger weight of index Pj and year Ti, and the ranking
results of provincial initial water rights allocation can be described as follows:
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• When α ≥ 0.5, as is clearly indicated in Table 4: (1) According to the larger weight of year Ti,
the ranking results of provincial initial water rights are all mainly influenced by the data in 2014;
(2) Considering the larger weight of indexPj: 1© when α > 0.5, current water use (P1) and per capita
GDP (P8), which respectively belong to the principles of the total water use control and water
use efficiency, are two important indexes for the ranking results; 2© when α = 0.5, the current
water use (P1) and discharge standard-meeting rate of wastewater (P10), which respectively
belong to the principles of the total water use control and controlling pollution have considerable
impacts on the ranking results; (3) When α > 0.5 and α = 0.5, these two ranking results show if
we are more concerned about the primitive values of indexes themselves, namely in the short
term. The developing situation of provinces are given more consideration, Jiangsu Province
should obtain the largest ratio of initial provincial water rights allocation all the time, followed by
Shanghai and Zhejiang Provinces. Furthermore, from the short-term perspective, the principles
of total water use control and water use efficiency should be taken into account. In addition,
along with the increasing value of β, the principle of controlling pollution is vital for the initial
water rights allocation.
• When β > 0.5, the empirical results can be expressed as follows: (1) According to the larger weight
of year Ti, the data from 2013 and 2014 are crucial to the ranking results; (2) Based on the larger
weight value of index Pj, the water yield of province (P2) and the amount of pollutant discharge
(P9) which respectively belong to the principles of the total water use control and controlling
pollution will mainly influence the allocation results of initial water rights; (3) When β > 0.5,
the ranking results show if we give more weight to the annual increment values of indexes,
namely in the long term, we give greater consideration to the dynamic increment evolving
trend of provinces, Jiangsu Province still acquire the largest ratio of initial provincial water rights
allocation, but Zhejiang Province will obtain more ratio than Shanghai. Furthermore, from the long
term perspective, the principles of the total water use control and controlling pollution will be
considerable for the allocation of the provincial initial water rights.
5. Conclusions
Under the new background of the most stringent water resources management in China,
an effective and reasonable allocation of initial provincial water rights following the benchmark
of the three red lines is the basis and prerequisite for a water rights trade-off market. It is an effective
solution to the problem of water scarcity and a significant approach for achieving harmony between
economic and social development and available water resources in China. The dynamic projection
pursuit allocation method proposed to obtain the multiple scenarios of solutions for initial provincial
water rights has met the requirements of controlling the total water use, improving water use efficiency,
and controlling pollution of water function zones. Furthermore, it absorbed the idea of coordinated
and sharable development. The empirical research of Taihu Basin further verified the feasibility
and effectiveness of the model in this paper. The empirical results shown under the different
water frequencies of 50% 75% and 90%, for the planning year 2030, where the developing situation
of provinces is given more consideration, Jiangsu Province obtains the most initial water rights,
followed by Shanghai City and Zhejiang Province. If we are more concerned about the dynamic
increment evolving trend of provinces, Jiangsu Province will acquire the most quantity of initial
provincial water rights, but Zhejiang Province should obtain more than Shanghai City. Further research
can focus on improving the index system of initial provincial water rights allocation to satisfy
the requirements of the most stringent water resources management better.
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Abstract: Failure of drainage systems leads to urban flooding; therefore, structural measures such as
the installation of additional drainage facilities, including pump stations and detention reservoirs,
have been adopted in the past to prevent and mitigate urban flooding. These measures, however, are
costly and time consuming. To maximize flood mitigation efficiency, it is essential to also implement
non-structural measures such as effective operation of drainage facilities. In this study, we propose
a new cooperative operation scheme for urban drainage systems that involves linking centralized
reservoir (CR) and decentralized reservoir (DR) operations by sharing water level information at
monitoring nodes. Additionally, we develop a resilience index to assess the system's ability to mitigate,
restore, and recover from inundation (i.e., failure). Most results show that flood reduction and
resilience in cooperative operations are better than the current operation. However, the results of CR
operation for 2010 are worse than the current operation at high monitoring node levels (1.4 m–1.5 m),
and the results of DR operation for 2011 are worse than the current operation at low monitoring node
levels (0.8 m–0.9 m). All results related to flood reduction and resilience in cooperative operation are
superior to the current operation.
Keywords: urban flooding; centralized reservoir; decentralized reservoir; cooperative operation
1. Introduction
In urban areas, various drainage facilities such as pump stations and detention reservoirs have
been constructed. Pump stations can prevent the backwater effect in urban streams that leads to
flooding in drainage systems. Detention reservoirs can reduce the peak discharge in urban drainage
systems. It is difficult, however, to prevent flooding due to extreme rainfall, even though all drainage
facilities are designed and constructed using the concept of design flood frequency [1]. Both structural
and non-structural measures can be implemented to prevent and reduce flooding. Structural measures
are any physical construction used to reduce or avoid possible impacts of flooding, as well as
engineering techniques used to achieve flood-resistance and resilience in urban drainage systems.
Non-structural measures are any measure not involving physical constructions, which use knowledge
or practical operation to reduce flood risks.
Currently, however, drainage facilities are not as effective as expected due to a greater amount of
extreme rainfall, impervious areas, and runoff in urban areas. Non-structural measures such as rainfall
prediction, flood forecasting, and drainage facility operation have emerged as a new alternative that
can support structural measures [2].
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Recently, significant attention has been paid to studies on the effectiveness of pump stations
and detention reservoirs for disaster prevention. Studies of detention reservoirs have included:
optimization of detention facilities using multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGA) [3], determination
of reservoir detention capacity [4], and stochastic rainfall analysis for storm tank performance
evaluation in urban drainage systems [5,6]. Studies on reservoir location, parameters, and optimal
design capacity have drawn a lot of attention [7,8]. In addition, pump station studies have focused on:
the operation of prediction-based rainwater pump stations in urban basins [9], generalized methods for
storm water pumping station design [10], and the real time operation of rainwater pump stations [11].
There have also been studies on drainage systems in urban basins, including the assessment of urban
drainage system resilience using a hydraulic assessment model [12], and an investigation of the
relationships between precipitation and floods [13].
Many studies have investigated the design/operation of rainwater pump stations and the
capacity/location of detention reservoirs; however, there have been no previous studies on
the cooperative operation of pump stations and detention reservoirs. Cooperative operation is
advantageous as pump stations and detention reservoirs are a part of the catchment system and
their operation may drastically affect water levels and flooding in the drainage network. This
study investigates the cooperative operation of pump stations and detention reservoirs, which are
non-structural measures that can compensate for the time-consuming and costly nature of structural
measures. Drainage pumps at pump stations and detention reservoirs are operated on the basis of
centralized reservoirs (CR) and decentralized reservoirs (DR), with monitoring nodes that consider the
drainage system situation and implement cooperative operation when necessary. To maximize flood
sharing between each drainage facility, cooperative operation is performed on the basis of the water
levels in the pump stations, drainage system, and detention reservoirs. CR operation can improve rapid
drainage effectiveness and DR operation can increase detention effectiveness. Cooperative operation
between CR and DR combines the advantages of CR/DR operation and effective flood mitigation
in urban drainage areas. In addition, we propose and apply the resilience index as a standard for
determining the condition of urban drainage systems.
2. Methods
The methodology used in this study consists of five parts. First, monitoring nodes for cooperative
operation of drainage facilities are selected. Second, we perform CR operation based on monitoring
node levels and review the resulting flood volume. The aim of CR operation is rapid urban area
drainage and increased drainage effectiveness. Third, we perform DR operation based on monitoring
node levels and review the resulting flood volume. The aim of DR operation is to obtain additional
capacity in DR and improve detention effectiveness. Fourth, we review the operation of CR and DR
based on monitoring node levels and compare the resulting flood volume with that of current drainage
facility operations. The objective of cooperative operation between CR and DR combines the rapid
drainage effectiveness of CR and the detention effectiveness of DR. Fifth, we use the resilience index
to quantify how well each operation method mitigates the magnitude of failure (i.e., flooding) of the
drainage system.
2.1. Overview
Two procedures are used in the selection of monitoring nodes for cooperative operation of
drainage facilities. The first step identifies the node where overflow first occurs, and the second
identifies nodes where the maximum overflow occurs. Each procedure is described below.
The first flooding node is determined using rainfall probability, as proposed by Huff [14],
with selection of an appropriate quartile for the study basin. The Huff formula distributes rainfall in a
selected quartile once the event duration is selected. The Storm Water Management Model (SWMM)
is run with uniform rainfall depths, starting at 1 mm and increasing by 1 mm until flooding occurs.
The node where the first flooding occurs is designated as one of the monitoring nodes. We continue to
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review the first flooding node as rainfall duration changes. We also identify the maximum flooding
node using the Huff distribution.
There are four quartiles in the Huff distribution. Equations (1)–(4) are different from other
regions because these are the ones available in Seoul (Korea Precipitation Frequency Data Server,
www.k-idf.re.kr) [15]. The quartiles in the Huff distribution represent the peak values in the rainfall
data. The appropriate quartile is selected for the study area from among the four quartiles of the Huff
distribution, each of which has a different timing of peak rainfall. For example, the maximum value of
the first quartile is located between 0% and 25% of the total rainfall duration. The maximum values of
the second, third, and fourth quartiles are then located between 25% and 50%, 50% and 75%, and 75%
and 100% of the total rainfall duration.
When an appropriate Huff quartile is selected for the basin, synthetic precipitation occurs
according to frequency and duration times. Rainfall-runoff simulation depends on rainfall
probability. The node with the highest flood volume is selected as the second monitoring node.
In the study area of Seoul, the first, second, third and fourth Huff quartiles are determined using
Equations (1)–(4), respectively.
y = 29.289x6 − 95.64x5 + 119.7x4 − 70.768x3 + 18.176x2 + 0.2426x − 0.0007 (1)
y = −38.505x6 + 118.93x5 − 132.67x4 + 60.815x3 + 8.3001x2 + 0.7296x + 0.0005 (2)
y = 37.835x6 − 106.21x5 + 105.18x4 − 44.549x3 + 9.1084x2 − 0.3603x + 0.0005 (3)
y = −25.498x6 + 63.755x5 − 57.196x4 + 22.882x3 − 3.4377x2 + 0.4955x − 0.0002 (4)
where y indicates the accumulated rainfall ratio and x indicates the accumulated time ratio. The time
ratio x is cumulative time divided by total rainfall duration. The rainfall ratio y is cumulative rainfall
at time ratio x divided by total rainfall. The third quartile of the Huff distribution is selected to review
the first and maximum flooding nodes in the target basin. Yoon et al. (2013) suggested that the third
quartile in the Huff distribution is appropriate for South Korea [16]. Figure 1 describes the complete
process for obtaining rainfall data using the Huff distribution.
Figure 1. Process for obtaining rainfall data using the Huff distribution.
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Using the process in Figure 1, each rainfall event can be obtained using the Huff distribution.
If the total rainfall amount is 100 mm and the duration is 90 min in the third quartile, we can obtain
rainfall data using the Huff distribution and use it as input data for the rainfall-runoff model. The total
rainfall amount is set to 11 mm, in 1 mm increasing intervals, if there is no flooding after simulation of
the rainfall-runoff model. This process is repeated until there is flooding in one node. We call this node
the first flooding node.
SWMM, developed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA) in 1971,
was used to simulate the rainfall-runoff process and to investigate the first and maximum flooding
nodes. SWMM has been developed to simulate the flow volume and water quality within urban
drainage systems. SWMM can be used for planning, analysis, and design related to stormwater runoff,
combined/sanitary sewers, and other drainage systems in urban areas. Furthermore, it can be used
in rural area simulations. It is a comprehensive model that can be used to simulate runoff volume
caused by rainfall events and runoff of pollutants in surface and sewer pipes, to trace runoff volume in
sewer distribution networks, and to calculate retained volume [17]. Users can select either steady-flow
routing, kinematic wave routing, or dynamic wave routing as flow routing options in SWMM.
We analyze the flooding that is contingent on CR operation on the basis of monitoring node levels.
When the level at the monitoring node indicates possible flooding of sewer conduits, the backwater
effect caused by high CR water level is minimized by operation of drainage pumps in order to reduce
the burden on sewer conduits. Thus, flooding is reduced through early operation of pump station
drainage pumps to minimize CR levels.
We applied the method of Lee et al. to DR operation analysis based on monitoring node
levels [18]. One of the weaknesses of urban detention reservoirs is a vulnerability to continuous
rainfall. To counter this, we secure additional space in the DR by operating drainage pumps if the
sewer conduit levels, identified by the monitoring node, are low. However, if the level of the DR is
higher than the limit (discharge level), discharge in the DR is initiated whilst current drainage facility
operations are performed.
We also evaluate cooperative operation of CR and DR based on monitoring node levels. Discharge
released in order to secure additional space in the DR is transported to the CR at the basin outlet
through the drainage system. Backwater effects of the CR are reduced by early discharge of reserved
water. The ultimate goal of cooperative operation is to reduce inundation in urban areas. This is
achieved through efficient sharing of flood discharge by linking the operation of drainage facilities, such
as upstream detention reservoirs in drainage areas, with other drainage facilities, such as downstream
pump stations. In addition, we develop a resilience index to quantify the ability of the system to
mitigate inundation (i.e., system failure), and then quantitatively compare current and new operational
approaches of drainage facilities. Resilience of drainage systems can be calculated on the basis of
patterns from flooding to recovery. Figure 2 summarizes the cooperative operation approach used in
our study.
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Figure 2. Flowchart for cooperative operation of urban drainage systems.
2.2. Components of Urban Drainage Systems in Korea
The pump stations that are currently installed and operational in Korea are divided into two
types; those with and without CR. Pump stations without CR are usually installed in small basins
that have low maximum inflow, and pump stations with CR are installed in large basins with high
maximum inflow. In addition, gate pump stations have recently been introduced, but these are largely
limited to basins without CR. The structure of a typical pump station with CR is shown in Figure 3.
 
Figure 3. Structure of a typical pump station with a centralized reservoir.
For each CR in pump stations, a High Water Level (HWL) and a Low Water Level (LWL) are
defined. The initial and total operating levels for drainage pumps are determined between the LWL
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and the HWL (Figure 3). The LWL is above the base of the CR and the initial operating level is higher
than the LWL in order to prevent cavitation of drainage pumps, which may occur when there is no
CR inflow.
The DR is located in the midstream and upstream; it is connected to sewer conduits or rivers,
and is designed to reduce peak discharge (Figure 4). There are two types of DR, online and offline.
An online DR is generally larger and is effective in continuous storms. However, due to its large
capacity, it is difficult to install in urban areas. An offline DR is generally smaller, and is not so effective
in continuous storms, but its small capacity makes it easy to install in urban areas.
 
Figure 4. Structure of a typical decentralized reservoir.
Operation of the offline DR is controlled by inlet and outlet components. The height of the inlet
weir directly affects DR operation and its capacity to retain runoff. However, once weir height is
determined, there is no way to control inflow volume. With consideration of current design standards
(only inflow which goes over the weir at a fixed height can be delivered), it is impossible to control
inflow volume during operation. Thus, it is important to focus on controlling outflow volume in
order to secure additional space within the DR. Using outflow control, the DR retains rainfall until the
rainfall event ends, and then initiates runoff within a designed exclusion time or until the limit for
drainage is reached. However, this operation has some disadvantages. As detention or drainage is
performed without consideration of the condition of the sewer conduits, it is vulnerable to flooding.
In addition, if it continues to rain, the DR retains the first peak inflow and is then full so cannot store
additional inflow. To compensate for this, runoff is regulated according to the condition of the sewer
distribution network in order to secure space for the first peak inflow as well as additional inflow.
2.3. Operation of Urban Drainage Facilities
Pump stations operate drainage pumps based on the level of the CR. The initial operating level
of drainage pumps is set by taking into account cavitation and flood volume. When rainfall occurs,
drainage pumps are activated if the CR reaches the initial operating level. After that, the operating
level is determined by considering the capacity, number of drainage pumps, CR area, and effective
depth. As the CR is operated on a fixed level basis, without considering sewer conduit conditions, it is
not effective for reducing inundation.
For operation of the CR proposed in this study, we select monitoring nodes representative of the
sewer distribution network (Figure 5). An early operation of drainage pumps at the pump station is
determined by water levels at the monitoring nodes in order to maintain the minimum level required
to prevent cavitation. Like the CR, the DR is operated independently of other urban drainage facilities.
Offline DRs are installed within drainage systems in urban areas and drain only in two cases: first,
when the level of the DR reaches full capacity (the limit level), discharge starts by operating drainage
pumps; and second, when rainfall is deemed to have ended, runoff is initiated. However, as discussed
in Section 2.2, the system has some disadvantages. It is not straightforward to determine whether
rainfall has ended. Moreover, when the discharge is released, the condition of the sewer conduits is
not considered.
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Figure 5. New operation method for a pump station with a centralized reservoir.
As explained above, current CR and DR operations run independently of each other and of the
sewer conduits, and are not effective in reducing urban flooding or adapting during a heavy rainfall
event. Cooperative operation of the facilities, involving connecting the DR to the sewer conduits and
to the CR, is essential in order to address urban flooding. In order to operate them as one system,
the condition of the sewer conduits is examined in real time on the basis of levels at the monitoring
nodes (Figure 6).
 
Figure 6. New operation method for a decentralized reservoir.
2.4. Cooperative Operation of Urban Drainage Facilities
For the cooperative operation of urban drainage facilities, a cooperative operation of both the main
and the sub pump station is performed. When the capacity of the main pump station is not sufficient
to drain the outlet, the sub pump station is added. When natural drainage is carried out, the sewer is
directed to the main pump station with a large CR. When drainage is forced using drainage pumps,
flooding is mitigated by considering the capacity of each pump station (pump capacity + CR capacity).
Such cooperative pump station functions are available when pump stations are connected with a DR
through sewer conduits. Cooperative operation with a DR installed in the basin is not considered in
this type of cooperative operation between pump stations.
For the cooperative operation of urban drainage facilities proposed in this study, the water level
at monitoring nodes is selected on the basis of the early operating level of the CR and the pump stop
level of the DR. When sewer conduit levels are elevated and reach the early operating level of the CR,
pumps are operated and rainwater is rapidly drained. When the level reaches the pump stop level of
the DR, drainage pumps are stopped to remove the burden on sewer conduits.
In this section, we describe three characteristics of cooperative operations between CR and DR
in detail. These are: additional space in the DR; reduction of the backwater effect by CR; and flood
mitigation of the DR/sewer conduits/CR. First, we can secure additional space in the DR by drainage,
based on monitoring node levels. Moreover, we reduce the risk of floods caused by CR backwater
effects by performing early drainage in pump stations based on monitoring node levels. In addition,
controlling flow delivery based on performance of the DR, sewer conduits, and CR provides efficient
flood-mitigation for the entire urban drainage network. As low water levels are maintained due
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to rapid drainage of urban drainage facilities, including pump stations and detention reservoirs,
the CR and DR can be equipped with sufficient capacity to prevent floods caused by continuous
rainfall (Figure 7). Cooperative operation is more effective for flood mitigation than both current
and new drainage facility operations because of the detention effectiveness of DR, the rapid drainage
effectiveness of CR, and the cooperation effectiveness of the monitoring nodes.
 
Figure 7. Cooperative operation of a centralized and a decentralized reservoir.
2.5. Resilience Index for Urban Drainage Systems
Many indicators have been proposed for quantifying the ability for urban drainage systems to
mitigate flooding [19–21]. For example, House et al. (1993) suggested an index for receiving water
impacts and making better judgments regarding the acceptable performance of CSO (Combined Sewer
Overflows). Cembrano et al. (2004) used a performance index for reducing flooding and discharge
pollution in containing gates and detention tanks of urban drainage systems. Mitchell (2005) proposed
an urban catchment wetness index (UCWI) for mapping hazards related to non-point pollution in
urban drainage system.
There are few studies applying the concept of a resilience index for the evaluation of urban
drainage systems. Mugume et al. (2014) is the only study to propose a resilience index according
to flood depth in urban drainage systems [12]. The resilience index for urban drainage systems
evaluates their ability to recover from floods, and flood (failure)–restoration–recovery is considered as
one process.
The resilience of urban drainage systems can be defined as the ability to prepare for, recover,
and restore after facility malfunction and flooding (failure). For example, failure is defined as the
occurrence of flooding in urban areas due to malfunctions of equipment, such as sudden power outages
in pump stations and remote control system shut-down of water gates in pump stations. Figure 8
conceptually defines the resilience of a system as a function of failure depth and recovery time.
Figure 8. Conceptual illustration of resilience.
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Resilience is calculated using the performance evaluation function, which is based on the variables
of flood volume per minute, accumulated rainfall for a certain time until the present, and basin area.
Values of the performance evaluation function range from 0 to 1. When there is no flooding in urban
drainage facilities, the value is 1. Equation (5) gives the performance evaluation function u(T)i at the
ith minute (arbitrary time).
u(T)i = max
(










where Fi is flood volume (m3), tc is time of concentration (min), Rd is accumulated rainfall during
current time (t) and i − tc (10−3 m = mm), and Au is the basin unit area (10−8 m2 = 0.01 km2). High
values of the performance evaluation function mean that the urban drainage system has a high ability
to recover after flooding (failure) or minor system failure, and low values indicate a low ability to







where Rs is resilience of the entire system, T0 is the start time and Tn is the end time. In this study,
we calculate and compare resilience of the current urban drainage system with the DR system and
the cooperative system, including pump stations and detention reservoirs. For validation with
experimental/measured in-situ data, measurement of the flooding area and flooding depth by aerial
photography is essential. Nowadays, drones are employed for this; however, there are several
associated problems such as high costs and inaccuracy of measured data.
3. Applications and Results
3.1. Study Area
Seoul is one of the most urbanized cities in the world and consists of 25 administrative districts.
The Han River flows through the center of Seoul. It has several tributaries, including Banpo stream,
Wangsuk stream, Anyang stream, and Jungnang stream. In this study, we select Dorim stream as a
target. Dorim stream runs through the Guro-gu, Yeongdeungpo-gu, and Gwank-gu administrative
districts, and its tributaries include Daebang-cheon and Bongcheon-cheon.
As shown in Figure 9, there are 10 pump stations, 2 detention reservoirs, and 2 tributaries in
the Dorim stream basin. The basin above Daerim 3 pump station is selected for the application of
cooperative operation, as proposed in this study. A detention reservoir is installed in the upstream
drainage system connected to Daerim 3 pump station, which is located at the basin outlet. Since the
DR was installed in 2009, there have been two episodes of flooding, in 2010 and 2011.
For this study, we select the largest events in the recent flood record in order to compare the
different operating systems using disaster year books issued by the Ministry of Public Safety and
Security [22–27], which contain information on disaster type, area, duration, statistical data, and
typhoon trajectories. Table 1 lists rainfall periods from 2008 to 2014, as identified in the disaster year
books [22–27]. The target basin was damaged in significant events on 23 September 2010 and 27 July
2011. Rainfall duration and frequency, respectively, is estimated as 240 min and 100 years for the 2010
event, and 1080 min and 100 years for the 2011 event.
Table 1. Large rainfall events between 2008 and 2014 (data from Korea Meteorological Administration).
Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Date 23/7–25/7 9/7 20/9–21/9 26/7–28/7 20/8–22/8 12/7–14/7 23/8–27/8
Total Precipitation (mm) 280 312.5 256 386 405.2 429 384.5
Representative Return Period (year) 80 100 100 100 150 150 200
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Figure 9. Dorim stream study area (from Google Earth Imagery © Google Inc., 2015).
The design return period for the Daerim 3 pump station is 30 years. A total of 12 drainage pumps
(1 pump at 300 kW, 7 at 413 kW, 2 at 450 kW, and 2 at 900 kW) are installed, with a total discharge
capacity of 57.02 m3/s. The CR has a total capacity of 33,650 m3, a HWL at 9.0 m, and a LWL at 6.8 m.
The first drainage pump at the CR is operated at the initial operating level and all drainage pumps at
the CR are operated at all operating level. The time of concentration in the Daerim 3 pump station
basin is 30 min [28].
The detention reservoirs in the Daerim basin have a design return period of 20 years.
The 5-year-flow is designed to go over the weir and into the reservoir. The weir has a width of 2 m and
a height of 0.4 m, and is located on the right side of a rectangular type sewer 2 m wide and 1.5 m high.
As a result, the detention reservoir has a total height of 3.2 m, a freeboard of 1 m, and a total detention
volume of 2447 m3. It is impossible for the Daerim detention reservoirs to drain naturally; however,
they can also drain by operation of a submersible pump at 22 kW, which has a capacity of 9.0 m3/min
with a total head of 6.0 m [29].
The model is manually calibrated. We focus on four aims when calibrating the model: matching
the peak discharge and peak time total runoff volume, and minimizing the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) between the observed inflow data and the simulated inflow results for 2010 and 2011. First,
rainfall data for 21 September 2010 and 27 July 2011 are used for calibration of the rainfall-runoff
model. Inflow is estimated using pump operation records and the variance of CR level because CR
in the pump station does not measure inflow. Figure 10 describes the observed/simulated inflow
hydrograph in the target basin and the accuracy of calibration/validation.
Table 2 shows the types and values of the calibrated parameters in SWMM. For calibration and
validation of the target basin, three parameters are used: percentage of the impervious area, width
of the subcatchment, and percentage of slopes in the subcatchment. The total number of parameters
is 4728 because the total number of subcatchments is 1576. In this study, Manning’s roughness
coefficient in the conduits is assumed to be uniformly 0.014 following a technical report written after
the recent rehabilitation and maintenance of the Daerim 3 pump station and the design of the Daerim
detention reservoir.
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Figure 10. Calibration and validation of 2010 and 2011 data.
Table 2. Summary of calibration parameters.
Type Parameter Range
Subcatchment
Percentage of impervious area (%) 0–100
Width (m) 0–60
Percentage of slope (%) 0–100
The “control” module in EPA-SWMM is used for various simulations of CR and DR operations.
It is a simple code whereby, for example “If node DB-1 depth ≥ 2.33 then pump ps1 status = on”.
On the basis of GIS data, we construct and simulate sewage networks in Seoul, including the Daerim
detention reservoir (Figure 11).
Figure 11. Urban drainage systems in the target area.
3.2. Selection of Monitoring Nodes for Cooperative Operation of Urban Drainage Facilities
Monitoring nodes are selected on the basis of rainfall probability based on the third quartile of
the Huff distribution, as proposed by Yoon et al. Different quartiles of the Huff distributions have
different peak locations, and in the case of the third quartile, the peak tends to be in the latter half of
the event. We use two methods to select monitoring nodes, based on first and maximum flooding.
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First, we select three rainfall durations (30, 60, and 90 min) for simulation of the first flooding node,
up to three times as long as the time of concentration in the target basin (30 min). For each rainfall
duration, we increase total rainfall volume in 1 mm increments until the first flooding occurs, and
identify the first flooding node. Sewer conduits in urban areas can be divided into main and branch
conduits according to the associated basin area runoff coefficient (C) and drainage area (A). The first
flooding generally occurred at branch conduits for which design frequency (CA < 0.12 km2) is only
5–10 years (that of the main conduit is 30 years) and thus the conditions of the whole basin cannot be
effectively determined by only considering the branch conduits. Therefore, we increase total rainfall
volume until the first flooding occurs in the main conduits (CA ≥ 0.12 km2).
To identify the maximum flooding node, we review a total of nine conditions of rainfall probability
frequency and duration (a combination of 30, 50, and 100 year frequencies, and 30, 60, and 90 min
durations) in the Huff third quartile distribution. However, the maximum flooding nodes identified in
this process are not consistent across all nine conditions, except at Daerim reservoir, and are located
in branch conduits making it problematic to use them as monitoring nodes. The maximum flooding
nodes that are located in main conduits are all at location 550. Thus, we review maximum flooding
nodes on the basis of rainfall on 23 September 2010 and 27 July 2011. The maximum flooding node
occurred in the Daerim detention reservoir. However, as the interior level of the detention reservoir is
considered in the current operation of drainage facilities, we only count nodes in the main conduits.
Therefore, the highest flood volume in both events is observed at location 550. Details of the selected
monitoring nodes are shown in Table 3. We select locations 560 and 550, the first and maximum
flooding nodes, respectively, as the monitoring nodes for operation of the CR, DR, and cooperative
CR/DR. The nodes at 560 and 550 are located within the 2-line main conduits with a height of 1.5 m
and width of 2 m.
Table 3. First and maximum flooding nodes in the drainage system as potential monitoring nodes.
First Flooding Nodes Maximum Flooding Nodes
Duration
(min)
First flooded node in main conduits
(Total precipitation) Date
Maximum flooded node in main conduits
(flood volume)
30 560 (79 mm) 23/9/2010 550 (1597 m3)
60 560 (104 mm) 27/7/2011 550 (143 m3)
90 575 (154 mm) - -
3.3. Operation of CR Based on Monitoring Node Levels
The CR is operated as follows. When stream level is lower than the base of the drainage gate,
water in the CR naturally drains through the drainage gate. When stream level is higher than the base
of the drainage gate, the gate is closed and water is forced to drain using drainage pumps. When no
water enters the CR, drainage pump operation is stopped.
As previously mentioned, drainage pumps in the pump station are activated according to the
level of the CR. High CR water levels increase the water level in conduits of the upstream drainage
system, resulting in a backwater effect. Low CR water levels decrease the level of upstream sewer
conduits. Initial early operating levels for preventing cavitation in the Daerim 3 pump station are
calculated using the following procedure. The initial early operating level is calculated as the sum
of the required depth (A), the screen head loss (B), and the freeboard for mechanical operation (C).
The entire calculation procedure for the initial operating level in the new operation shown in Table 4 is
explained below.
The required depth is the minimum depth for the pump operating cycle (A), calculated by dividing
the required volume in CR (A1) by the average area in CR (A2). The required volume in CR (A1) is
calculated by multiplying the initial pump discharge (3.88 m3/s = 233 m3/min) and the preparation
time (30 min), and dividing by four. The required volume in CR (A1) is 1711 m3. The required depth
(A, 0.15 m) is the value of the required volume in CR (A1, 1711 m3) divided by the average area in CR
(A2, 11,400 m2).
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Screen head loss (B) refers to the variance of the level in the collecting well of CR when the
initial pump is operated. It generally has a value between 0.1 m and 0.3 m. In this study, 0.1 m is
selected as the screen head loss (B). The freeboard for mechanical operation (C) is the freeboard used
for mechanical work such as valve opening and pump operation when an initial pump is operated.
It is generally from 0.0 m to 0.2 m. In this study, 0.05 m is the freeboard for mechanical operation (C).
The last calculation for initial operating depth in the new drainage system operation is the sum (0.3 m)
of the required depth (A, 0.15 m), (B, 0.1 m), and (C, 0.05 m), which is added to the elevation in the bed
of the CR (6.5 m). The initial operating elevation is set at 6.8 m.
Determination of the initial operating level is complicated because it is closely related to cavitation
of the initial operating pump. Excluding calculation of the initial operating level, calculation of the
other operating levels is based on the required depth (A). At low elevation, between 6.5 m and 7.3 m,
the operating interval is larger than at high elevation because preparation time of longer than 10 min
is required. Additionally, we follow the order of pump discharge in the current operation because
the order of pump discharge at each pump station is already fixed by the local government. It is
determined by considering the pump rotation cycle for maintenance control of the pumps.








6.5 - - Bed level of CR
6.8 - 3.88 LWL
7.2 - 8.05
7.3 3.88 15.48 Initial operating level in current operation
7.5 8.05 19.65 -
7.6 15.48 23.36 -
7.7 19.65 27.08 -
7.8 23.36 30.80 -
7.9 27.08 57.02 -
8.0 30.80 57.02 -
8.1 57.02 57.02 -
8.3 57.02 57.02 All operating level
9.0 57.02 57.02 HWL
We set the pump discharge level at the monitoring node to 0.5 D (about 0.8 m), where D is total
height, increasing to 1.0 D (1.5 m) in increments of 0.1 D, and simulate rainfall-runoff processes and
pump operation independently for each case, in order to obtain flood volume. When the monitoring
node level is below 0.5 D, the flood volume results are the same as for 0.5 D because reducing the level
in CR (reducing the backwater effect) is not related to reducing flooding when the monitoring node
level is low. We assess the results by applying rainfall from the two events of 23 September 2010 and
27 July 2011 (Figure 12).
For the 2010 event, the new CR operation resulted in lower flood volume than with the current
operation, except at high monitoring node levels (1.4 m–1.5 m) (Figure 12a). Anomalous results at
1.4 m and 1.5 m by CR operation are based on current DR operation. Higher flood volumes than
the current operation can be achieved if pumps are operated when monitoring node levels are high
because pumps are operated according to DR levels in the current DR operation. For the 2011 event, all
flood volumes were lower than those of the current CR operation (Figure 12b) because the CR level was
low due to early operation of pumps, and the level decreased in upstream nodes, including flooding
nodes. Figure 12b also shows that the largest flood volumes occur in the high and low monitoring
node levels, but the smallest flood volumes occur in the medium monitoring node levels.
Figure 12c,d show the pumpage of CR at the time corresponding to the level of monitoring nodes
in 2010 and 2011, respectively, and Figure 12e,f show the level of CR in 2010 and 2011, respectively.
The results of the new CR operation were compared to that of the current operation. It was confirmed
that the pumpage of CR decreases (Figure 12c,d) and the level of CR increases (Figure 12e,f) as the
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level of monitoring nodes increases. Therefore, total flooding volume is affected by the pumpage of CR
triggered by the level of monitoring nodes under the new CR operation in which proactive pumping
for the reduction of the backwater effect is capable. On the other hand, the pumpage and level of CR
under the current operation do not affected by the level of monitoring nodes.
Figure 12. Results of new centralized reservoir operation.
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Flood volume is small if there is enough storage space in DR when the level in the sewer conduits
is high. Flood volume is large if there is scant storage space in DR when the level in the sewer conduits
is high. However, the CR operation results vary depending on monitoring node levels due to the
impact of DR operation; current DR operation is used to compare the current and new CR operations.
Current operation of the DR is not related to the level of the sewer conduits, but depends on the
interior level of the DR. Thus, if DR discharge coincides with the peak level in the sewer conduits,
it augments the flood volume.
Flood volume patterns corresponding to various monitoring node levels for the 2010 and 2011
events differ in Figure 12. Flood volume in the new CR operation is higher than the current operation
despite the low level of CR when the level of monitoring nodes are high. It is based on the capacity
limitation of CR. There are irregular flooding patterns because the frequency of 2010 and 2011 rainfall
events are over 100 years though the design frequency of CR is 30 years. Additionally, it is due to the
locations of peak rainfall events and the CR level at the time of the peak rainfall events.
3.4. Operation of DR Based on Monitoring Node Levels
Current operation of the DR is performed as follows. Inflow from sewer conduits enters through
the inlet weir. If it is not possible to drain naturally, drainage pumps are used in the detention reservoir.
DR operation is controlled by discharge conditions. Discharge from the DR starts when the interior
level reaches the limit level, or when the rainfall is determined to have ended. The DRs in urban areas
are generally installed to make up for the lack of water delivery capacity in the sewer conduits. Even
with low intensity rainfall, water overtops the weir of the inflow conduit, and storage in the DR is
initiated. However, if rainfall continues, the DR is already full after the low intensity rainfall and
cannot take additional water from the sewer conduits.
In this section, the new operation is applied to determine DR discharge depending on monitoring
node levels (Figure 13). For the 2010 event, results of the new DR operation are improved compared to
those of the current CR operation (Figure 13a). Figure 14a also shows that the largest flood volume
occurs in high and low monitoring node levels, but the smallest flood volume occurs in medium
monitoring node levels, both for the same reason as for the results shown in Figure 12b. Flood volume
is small if there is enough storage space in the DR when the level in the sewer conduits is high,
and flood volume is large if there is scant storage space in the DR when the level in the sewer conduits
is high. For the 2011 event, results at monitoring nodes with levels of more than 0.9 m are better
than those of the current operation, but those for the 0.8 m and 0.9 m levels are inferior because
pump discharge in the new operation is smaller than pump discharge in the current operation when
discharge is ceased at low monitoring node levels. This means that the new operation obtains a smaller
additional DR capacity than the current operation at low pump stop levels. The variation in new
DR operation results with monitoring node level is due to the design capacity of the DR. Rainfall
associated with the 2010 and 2011 events has a maximum return period of up to 100 years, while DR
design capacity is only 20 years. Thus, it is difficult to prevent widespread flooding and the operational
effects are inconsistent.
Figure 13c,d show the pumpage of DR at the time corresponding to the level of monitoring nodes
in 2010 and 2011, respectively, and Figure 13e,f show the level of DR in 2010 and 2011, respectively.
The pumpage of DR was significantly increased (Figure 13c,d) and the level of DR were dramatically
decreased (Figure 13e,f) if the level of monitoring nodes is higher than or equal to 1.1 m which is
identified as the critical level for flooding. The consequence of such operation is low flooding volume
(Figure 13a,b).
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Figure 13. Results of the new decentralized reservoir operation.
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Figure 14. Results of cooperative operation in 2010.
3.5. Cooperative Operation of Urban Drainage Facilities
Various urban drainage facilities are operated in each area, often regardless of the sewer conduit
conditions, and independent of other urban drainage facilities. However, other drainage facilities
within the same drainage area should be considered in order to meet the goal of urban area drainage.
For proper operation of urban drainage facilities, including the CRs and DRs installed in urban
areas, it is necessary to prevent flooding, because a lack of capacity increases the flood risk in the
drainage system. However, when rainfall is continuous, it is necessary to efficiently share the flood
volume across urban drainage facilities. In this section, cooperative operation of the CR and DR
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is applied at the monitoring nodes, and the results are shown in Figures 14 and 15. For both 2010
and 2011, results of cooperative operation are superior to those of the current operation because
CR/DR cooperative operation results in a smaller flood volume than all monitoring node levels of the
current operation for 2010 and 2011 (Figures 14a and 15a, respectively). This is due to the detention
effectiveness of DR operation and the rapid drainage effectiveness of CR. However, the same variability
as the CR and DR operations is observed across the monitoring node levels, due to the way the DR
operation is included.
Figure 15. Results of cooperative operation in 2011.
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The pumpage of CR and DR and their level under the cooperative operation were compared to
those under the current operation. Figure 14b,c show the pumpage of CR and DR, respectively, with
respect to the level of monitoring nodes under two operations in 2010. Figure 14d,e show the level of
CR and DR in 2010, respectively. Figure 15b,c show the pumpage of CR and DR in 2011, respectively,
and Figure 15d,e show the level of CR and DR in 2011, respectively. Regardless of the year of rainfall
event, overall pumpage of CR and DR is higher than that of the current operation (Figures 14b,c and
15b,c) and the level of CR and DR is lower than that of the current operation (Figures 14d,e and 15d,e).
The pumpage and level of CR and DR in both events show similar patterns (as seen in Figures 12
and 13, although attenuated increase and decrease were observed for the pumpage and level of DR,
respectively (Figure 13c–f)). The notable point is that the CR/DR cooperative operation results in
high pumpage and low level of CR and DR at all levels of monitoring nodes, compared to the current
operation. As we confirmed from the previous two cases (the new CR operation and the new DR
operation), it is originated from rapid drainage of CR and detention effectiveness of DR.
3.6. Evaluation of Urban Drainage System Resilience
Results of resilience evaluations for each operation method are shown in Table 5. We assess
resilience at a monitoring node level of 1.1 m for each operation using the 2010 and 2011 rainfall event.
It is found that the resilience of the urban drainage system increases in each new operation compared
to the current. The highest resilience is obtained under cooperative operation (CR + DR in Table 5).



























The results of system resilience vary with different monitoring node level, as shown as Figure 16.
In the results of 2010, CR operation shows somewhat less resilience than the current operation, though
the DR operation shows better resilience than the current operation. When the monitoring node level
is 1.1 m, all operations, including CR operation, DR operation, and CR/DR cooperative operation,
show better resilience than the current operation.
Figure 16. Results of system resilience.
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The irregular patterns related to the monitoring node levels for both 2010 and 2011 are due to
the discharge conditions in the DR. Discharge is conducted when the DR level reaches the limit level.
The current DR operation and the DR operation in this study include this condition. Furthermore,
there are several conduits with a reverse slope in the target basin. Generally, almost all sewer conduits
have a slope because flow is induced by gravity; however, the design is a kind of inverted siphon due
to the presence of a variety of obstacles, including Internet cables. This can result in irregular flow in
the sewer network and therefore irregular patterns of system resilience.
In the results of 2011, individual operations, including CR operation and DR operation, show
better results than the current operation in some parts and worse results in other parts, although
CR/DR cooperative operation always shows better results than the current operation. The inferior
resilience of individual CR and DR operation compared to historical operation is related to the current
operation of DR and the available storage capacity in DR during the peak rainfall period. Current DR
operation in CR operation starts to discharge based on the DR level, without considering the monitoring
node levels. If current DR operation in individual CR operation starts to discharge pumps when
monitoring node levels are high, the flood risk will be higher than for both current and cooperative
operation, and system resilience will be lower than both current and cooperative operation.
Additionally, individual DR operation is inferior to the current operation in 2011 when the
monitoring node levels are 0.8 m and 0.9 m. In DR operation, the DR reserves water if the monitoring
node levels are high, though the DR operates the drainage pumps in the current operation when
the DR level reaches the limit level. DR operation can show higher flood volumes than the current
operation if the peak rainfall period occurs when the monitoring node levels are high, and the DR
reserves water in DR operation. The system resilience of DR operation can be lower than both current
and cooperative operation because of the available DR storage capacity when during the peak rainfall
period. Furthermore, the individual operation of CR and DR over 30 and 20 years, respectively,
is insufficient because the maximum return periods for 2010 and 2011 rainfall events are as long as
100 years. Therefore, it is difficult to overcome the drawbacks related to shortages in design size
in individual CR and DR operation. For the 2010 rainfall event, the minimum increase for CR/DR
cooperative operation compared with the current operation is 0.001612, and the maximum increase is
0.006716. For the 2011 rainfall event, the minimum increase is 0.000177 and the maximum increase
0.000194.
Figure 17 shows variations in rainfall, runoff, flood volume, and resilience over time for the 2010
event. Rainfall and runoff volume has two peaks, at 450 min and 650 min, respectively. Peak runoff
volume in the CR, DR, and CR + DR operations is very similar, but is slightly higher under the current
operation. Patterns of flood volume over time are similar to those of the resilience index. Considering
the differences between the current and new operation in terms of rainfall and runoff relationships,
the flood volumes associated with the first rainfall peak are not substantially different, but there is a
significant difference associated with the second rainfall peak because the flood volume and resilience
index differ greatly between the current operation and the CR/DR cooperative operation. The flood
volume at the 650 min peak is 611.4 m3 in the current operation but 100 m3 in the CR/DR cooperative
operation, which is the greatest difference for the whole period. The resilience index in the current
operation is 0, but the resilience index in the CD/DR cooperative operation is 0.65. One of the reasons
for the good results of the cooperative operation is due to draining the CR prior to subsequent storms,
which reduces the CR level and mitigates the backwater effects of the CR.
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Figure 17. Rainfall, runoff, flood volume and resilience in the target watershed (2010).
4. Conclusions
The first result is the difference between the current and new operation of the CR. The current
operation is controlled by CR level alone, while the new operation is more flexible and controlled by
sewer conduit monitoring node levels. If the levels are high at the first and maximum flooding nodes,
drainage pumps in the pump station are operated early. This process was applied to the rainfall events
of 21 September 2010 and 27 July 2011. The best result was achieved when early operation occurred
at a monitoring node level of 0.8 m. CR operation can improve the drainage effectiveness of CR in
most cases.
The second notable result is the difference between the current and new DR operation. The current
operation is controlled by DR level. The new DR operation is flexibly controlled through the sewer
conduit monitoring node levels. When the level is low, discharge from the DR ensures sufficient space
for additional inflow. When the level at monitoring nodes is high, drainage pumps in the DR are
stopped. However, when the DR level is the same as the current operation, discharge by drainage
pumps starts again. When monitoring node levels are around 1.1 to 1.5 m, the new DR operation shows
better results than the current operation. DR operation can increase the detention effectiveness of DR
in most cases. In some cases, DR operation and CR operation show worse results than the current
operation, respectively. To improve flood mitigation effectiveness, cooperative operation between CR
and DR is simulated and checked.
The third notable result is the difference between the current operation and the cooperative
operation of urban drainage facilities (CR + DR operation). The current operation is performed
depending on CR or DR level, but the condition of sewer conduits is not considered. The newly
proposed cooperative operation determines storage or discharge at each urban drainage facility,
depending on sewer conduit levels (determined at the monitoring nodes). When monitoring node
levels are high, storage in the CR prevents flooding associated with backwater effects, and discharge
from the DR prevents flooding by obtaining additional capacity. When monitoring node levels are low,
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the CR operates normally and the DR ensures additional space by discharge, depending on monitoring
node levels. The results of cooperative operation for urban drainage facilities are better than those
of the current operation. For the 2010 and 2011 events, the best results were observed when the
monitoring node level was 1.4 m. Cooperative operation between CR and DR is superior to the current
operation in all cases because cooperative operation has the advantages of both CR and DR operation.
Finally, we analyzed resilience as a new index for evaluating urban drainage systems.
We calculated the resilience of the entire system using drainage volume and flood volume based
on unit rainfall, time of concentration to target basin, and unit basin area. We assessed the resilience
results for two significant rainfall events in 2010 and 2011, and found that cooperative operation of
urban drainage facilities showed superior performance compared to the current operation.
All urban drainage systems are operated in drainage areas, but this study has shown that it
is necessary to control CR drainage pump operation by taking into account urban stream levels.
Moreover, it is necessary to conduct further studies on DR inlets, in order to allow the effective control
of inflow volume.
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Abstract: The Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) is a dynamic simulation engine of flow in
sewer systems developed by the USEPA. It has been successfully used for analyzing and designing
both storm water and waste water systems. However, despite including some interfacing functions,
these functions are insufficient for certain simulations. This paper describes some new functions that
have been added to the existing ones to form a library of functions (Toolkit). The Toolkit presented
here will allow the direct modification of network data during simulation without the need to access
the input file. To support the use of this library, a testing protocol was performed in order to evaluate
both calculation time and accuracy of results. Finally, a case study is presented. In this application,
this library will be used for the design of a sewerage network by using a genetic algorithm based on
successive iterations.
Keywords: SWMM Toolkit; sewer system; design; optimization
1. Introduction
The Storm Water Management Model (EPA SWMM) is a hydrologic and hydraulic model used to
simulate flows in both storm water runoff and sanitary sewers. It was developed by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), and it is a program that is able to solve the hydraulic
equations of a network by using three different algorithms: steady flow, kinematic wave, and dynamic
wave [1]. While the first is insensitive to the time interval, the last one requires very short time intervals
(about less than one minute). This leads a high computational time.
Research regarding the optimal design of sewerage networks and drainage is becoming more
common nowadays. Most of these optimization processes require numerous simulations, which is
why the speed at which the calculations and the simulations are done becomes a fundamental aspect.
Network design [2,3], real time control [4], and contamination source identification [5] are some
examples of applications that require a hydraulic simulation of the sewerage network. Because such
applications require an elevated number of simulations, the optimization process may become very
slow. This is why previous studies have worked with constant discharges entering each network node,
and steady state models have been used [2,6,7]. Krebs et al. [8] performed a sensitivity analysis to find
the balance between the simulation time step through the dynamic wave model and the computation
time to find a calibration application of a rain water evacuation network.
Although it might be possible to use an external program to connect with the EPA SWMM engine,
it is still necessary to handle files either to modify the data or to access the results of the simulation.
In order to do this, the project file must be modified or the results binary file read, respectively. Usually,
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file handling requires longer times than accessing data directly from the application. Hence, EPA
SWMM requires a complete Toolkit that allows the manipulation of data from the application itself.
Next, a library of functions that increases the flexibility of EPA SWMM in terms of exchanging
information during run-time is presented. This library will be hereinafter referred to as the Toolkit.
This Toolkit notably extends those tools already present, thereby going from 9 to 22 functions. The
new functions help with simulation execution, result reading, and network characteristic modification.
All these steps may be done without the need for handling archives, which means a considerable
reduction in calculation times.
Furthermore, a testing protocol has been assembled in order facilitate the use and implementation
of this library. This protocol consists of two phases. First, savings in calculation times due to the use of
the library are measured. As a result of this first phase, only new functions that imply time saving
were considered. In the second phase, the results obtained by using the library are compared to those
obtained directly with EPA SWMM. This comparison was made for every new function and only those
presenting an exact coincidence were validated.
A typical application where computational efforts are high is the design of hydraulic networks by
means of heuristic optimization algorithms. Therefore, the work is completed by using this library for
the development of an optimized design model of a sewerage network by using a genetic algorithm.
2. Development of the SWMM Toolkit
In the field of water distribution networks, there are many examples of tools developed in order
to facilitate the incorporation of calculating engines in optimization algorithms. EPANET might be
considered as the main example of this. EPANET is a program that tracks the flow of water in each
pipe within a drinking water system and was also developed by the USEPA. Within its published
version, EPANET includes a programming library (EPANET Programmer’s Toolkit) that allows the
program to be used as typical programming commands [9]. Several authors have adapted this library
in order to incorporate functions that originally were not thought about being included. This is the
case of Kandiah et al. [10], who partially modified the EPANET Programmer’s Toolkit in order to
include functions for control adaptation in EPANET. Another example is the CWSNet Library [11].
CWSNet expands this library so that new elements such as variable speed pumps or specific valves
could be incorporated, as well as new algorithms. Savić et al. [12] continued to develop CWSNet until
the creation of the GANet application. Other authors, instead, chose to internally modify EPANET
in order to adjust it to their particular needs. Marchi and Simpson [13], for example, modified the
energetic calculation in order to correct the energy calculation for including the efficiency variation
due to affinity laws when using pumps with variable speed drives. In other cases, EPANET has
been continued by other institutions that have included programming libraries in their commercial
programs. Bearing all this in mind, when it comes to potable water supply, there exists a library that
allows the speeding up of calculation processes that require constant change or update in the network
in which the simulation is being done.
However, that is not the case for sewage systems. The internal structure of EPA SWMM is derived
from the structure presented by EPANET. However, unlike EPANET, EPA SWMM has not offered a set
of interfacing functions as EPANET does. It only includes some basic functions allowing running of a
single event simulation.
EPA SWMM provides several interface tools [14] that allow using the model by an external
application. This works as long as the network characteristics have been previously defined. The
performance of the EPA SWMM program is sequential. First, an input module reads the files needed
for the simulation. The network data are contained in an input or project file (INP file). These data
might be complemented with auxiliary files for hot start conditions, weather data, etc. Then, if the
analysis contains rain water data, a hydrologic calculation must be carried out in order to transform
the rain in a runoff hydrograph. A hydraulic simulation follows, and then, if considered necessary, a
follow-up on contaminant substances may be done in order to produce a quality model. All results
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are stored in a binary results file (OUT file). Finally, a report file (RPF file) containing some results
statistics is written. The whole process is summarized on the right hand side of Figure 1.
 
Figure 1. Block diagram of EPA SWMM and the Toolkit.
The performance of the interfacing functions provided with EPA SWMM follows the same
structure, that is, as soon as the project is open, the input file must be read. Afterwards, the calculation
is executed, thus being able to perform a step by step analysis. Finally, the results are written in a
binary file that must eventually be read. This tool has 9 functions that can be used in order to manage
the project. These functions are listed in Table 1 as group 1. However, it is not possible to obtain partial
results from the said simulation, or to perform data modification until the process is complete.
Table 1. Functions included in the Toolkit.
Function Name Description
Group 1. Project management functions (already available in EPA SWMM)
swmm_getVersion Retrieves the version number of SWMM engine
swmm_run Runs a complete simulation with SWMM
swmm_open Opens the project for a new execution
swmm_start Initializes SWMM engine
swmm_step Executes next time step
swmm_end Ends the SWMM engine when the simulation has ended
swmm_getMassBalErr Retrieves the continuity errors when the simulation has ended
swmm_report Writes results in text format in the report file
swmm_close Closes the project when the simulation has ended
Group 2. Get functions
swmm_getCount Retrieves the number of elements of the specified type
swmm_getNodeIndex Gets the index of a node from its identifier
swmm_getNodeId Gets the identifier of a node from its index
swmm_getLinkIndex Gets the index of a link from its identifier
swmm_getLinkId Gets the identifier of a link from its index
swmm_getNodeType Retrieves the type of a node from its index
swmm_getLinkType Retrieves the type of a link from its index
swmm_getNodeValue Retrieves the value of a specified parameter of a node from its index
swmm_getLinkValue Retrieves the value of a specified parameter of a link from its index
swmm_getLinkNodes –
Group 3. Set functions
swmm_setNodeValue Sets the value of a specified parameter of a node from its index
swmm_setLinkValue Sets the value of a specified parameter of a link from its index
swmm_setLinkGeom Sets the geometry parameters of a link
This performance mode was conceived in order to work with a different user interface, developed
“ad-hoc” and well-integrated in other programs. Its most evident application would be the integration
of the EPA SWMM engine within a geographic information system. However, the process is slowed
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down because of file access. On the one hand, it is required that the input file is written for every
execution. On the other, in order to process results, EPA SWMM must write the results file and the
external application should read it. These two operations require a great deal of programming efforts,
and they may consume a significant amount of time.
An alternative to this performance mode is the development of a new set of communication
functions. These new functions, integrated as a Dynamic Link Library (DLL), could address a wide
array of problems present in applications and programming languages. The final objective is that,
eventually, both EPA SWMM and any other application based on the EPA SWMM engine use the same
library. An application that is external to EPA SWMM can therefore replace file use for information
exchange, thereby ensuring time savings.
The Toolkit replaces the file reading and writing operations with two new groups of functions, as
shown on the left hand side of Figure 1. The first group–referred to as Get Functions–is composed of
functions associated with retrieving information either from project data or simulation results. The
second group (Set Functions) includes all the data modification functions. All the functions within this
second group are simultaneously the most relevant and the most sensitive, since these functions will
allow successive simulations by modifying data without having to access the files. For instance, by
using the function swmm_setLinkValue, it is possible to change the slope or the Manning roughness
coefficient of a pipe during run time. Table 1 summarizes the functions included in the Toolkit.
The optimal sizing of a storm water network might be taken as a first example. This issue is
typically addressed by testing different combinations of diameters and slopes, which are ranked by
using an objective function. The objective function includes the cost function for the new conduits
and penalization terms when the constraints of the problem are not met. However, the whole problem
has seldom been studied, even more so when considering the transient flow. Most authors have
usually tackled this problem with oversimplified hypotheses. For example, in order to avoid having
to perform a runoff analysis for every case, some authors use a constant inflow at network nodes
instead of performing the hydrological model. Another example consists of using a steady flow model
based on uniform flow. In this way, no duration is defined so that the calculation process is faster.
However, it leads to the appearance of inaccuracies that increase with the size of the network and the
discharge increase. Therefore, the steady flow model based on uniform flow is evidently insufficient
when addressing situations for which surcharge or flooding risks exist.
If the temporal distribution of the rain water is included, then it becomes unnecessary to execute
the hydrologic calculation every time. First, given the modular character of EPA SWMM, it is possible
to execute a preliminary hydrologic calculation to obtain runoff hydrographs that enter in each element.
With these inflows to the nodes, the hydraulic calculation can be performed as many times as it is
required. The repeated modification of various network parameters will be necessary, but by using the
Set functions, this no longer implies the constant rewriting of the input file. Because this operation
requires a significant amount of computational time, the parameters will be modified directly in
memory without accessing the writing of the files.
Finally, the binary results file EPA SWMM produces is not easy to manipulate. This file presents
basic statistical summaries of the results (these summaries include items such as maximum discharges,
maximum levels, volume balances, etc.). If more detailed information on a specific object must be
obtained, the [REPORT] section on the project file must be modified to include this information in the
result file, and then filter this latter file in order to look for the specific information needed. Since this
process might be complex, it has become preferable to read the results obtained after each itineration.
It is no longer necessary to read the result file, and the calculation process may be done faster.
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of an optimization process that is based on the evaluation of an
objective function. The left flow chart represents the process that is based on the EPA SWMM native
interfacing tool. On the other hand, the right flow chart, instead, represents the same process but
implemented using the Toolkit. It can be observed that several operations can be avoided. As the
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number of iterations increases so will the amount of time that is saved. Bear in mind that if evolutionary
algorithms are preferred, the number of evaluations of the object function might be highly elevated.
 




Given that for simulations over extended periods, the calculation times can be relevant; this aspect
has always constituted a preoccupation for the program's developers. The program was originally
developed in FORTRAN [15], with its successive adaptations. This way, when the original FORTRAN
routines were converted to C language, the developers proceeded to make comparisons in terms of
execution times [16] as well as result precision [17].
A series of tests will be done in order to support the previously mentioned statements. On the
one hand, velocity tests have been carried out in order to measure calculation times for both options
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(EPA SWMM 5 Interface and SWMM Toolkit). A total of 9 cases in which network size, rain duration
and rain-runoff simulation are modified have been performed for each option. Just as it was done
during the SWMM 4-SWMM 5 transition [16], and with the hopes of ensuring equality of conditions,
every case was processed with the same computer.
In order to see the effect that is obtained as a result of modifications in network size, three specific
networks have been chosen and they are shown in Figure 3. The first network (Net1) corresponds to
the network that is available in the program’s manual [14]. It is rather simple, as it consists of 5 nodes
and 4 pipelines. The second network (Net2) is obtained by simplifying the sewer network of a district
of Bogotá (Colombia) and consists of 82 nodes and 83 links. Finally, the third case corresponds to
the Xirivella network (Spain). This network possesses all the elements that are typically found in a
network, such as pumping stations, sewer overflows, waste water treatment plant, etc. It has 916 nodes
and 931 links.
Figure 3. Networks used for calculation time evaluation.
On the other hand, three different rain situations have been tested. In the first situation, once
again the expected rain that is provided in the SWMM user’s manual sample is used. It consists of
a 6-h long rainfall period, with intensity values that change every hour, and a 12-h long simulation.
The second rain period corresponds to the data collected in a rain gage located in Almassora (Spain).
All the records corresponding to October 2000 have been processed, with a 31-day long simulation
and a rain time interval of one hour. Finally, for each of the three networks runoff, hydrographs
obtained with the rain in case 1 have been collected. These hydrographs have been assigned as direct
inflows in each of the nodes, and the hydraulic simulation has been done exclusively, thus avoiding
hydrologic calculations.
In order to compare the differences in simulation times, the 9 cases (three networks ˆ three
rain events) have all been simulated using both the EPA SWMM native interface and the Toolkit.
Execution times have been annotated for every case. For the comparison, a small application that
allowed the measuring of the time employed in the calculation with millisecond precision was used.
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Ten simulations were carried out for each case in which some parameters such as slopes or diameters
were changed. Total spent time was also measured for every simulation. The results of this test are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Execution time comparison (in milliseconds).
Case Case 1 Rain (6 h) Case 2 Rain (October 2000) Case 3 Direct Inflows
Net 1
EPA SWMM 610 20,791 470
Toolkit 460 20,775 430
Net 2
EPA SWMM 6731 313,803 4441
Toolkit 4460 300,704 4280
Net 3
EPA SWMM 598,329 5,438,193 144,220
Toolkit 135,549 4,935,524 126,308
It is possible to draw certain conclusions from the previous results. On the one hand, the greater
the size of the network, the more time is required to calculate it. These data are obvious; however, it
can also be observed that, the greater the size of the network, a larger percentage of time is spent in
archive manipulation. When the Toolkit is used, there is a 25% time saving for network 1, 33% for
network 2, and 77% for network 3 if the rain lasts 6 hours. It can also be observed that memory data
manipulation slows down the process, that is, as the time that is destined for calculation increases, the
relative importance of the time employed in archive data decreases. This is also an expected conclusion;
however, when analyzing the results obtained in case 2, what is stated in the previous paragraph is
ratified, since the Toolkit reduces the calculation time for a month-long rain by 0.2% for network 1, 4.2%
for network 2 and 9.2% for network 3. Finally, the previous execution of the hydrologic calculation
to write the results as direct inflow in a new archive supposes time savings of 10% in every case. Put
differently, once the new archive without hydrologic data but with an entrance hydrograph for each
node is obtained, the Toolkit may reduce calculation time by 10% when comparing this with the same
operation using the EPA SWMM interface.
Short but intense rain periods are generally used in the optimization process, very similar to those
seen in the case that was previously described. In these situations, one can observe how the Toolkit
may significantly contribute to savings in calculation times. The larger the network, the more time
saved. As has been observed, the saving may exceed 75% for very large networks.
3.2. Function Validation
Along its diverse history, SWMM has experienced numerous changes. The idea of the
development team has always been that of maintaining reliability of the calculation, and this has been
done through the implementation of a rigorous quality assurance testing program [18]. In this case,
the validation process has followed a similar philosophy to that used in the aforementioned quality
assurance program, thereby guaranteeing the perfect coincidence of the results obtained with the
Toolkit. This way, and just like it was done during the SWMM 4-SWMM 5 transition, three tests have
been performed [19]. These tests are based on two ideas.
First, in order to ensure the compatibility of the Toolkit with EPA SWMM, a series of tests have
been carried out to compare the results of both tools. The tests were conducted using the example
network suggested in the SWMM 5 User’s Manual [14]. This network is presented in Figure 4,
in which control sections S1, S2 and S3 have been established.
Second, a much simpler network was used to study specific control structures, as is the case of
weirs, orifices and pumps. The reason for using a specific network for control structures derives from
the way EPA SWMM calculates these types of devices. This way, different situations may be simulated
(normal behavior, orifices behaving as a weir or weirs behaving as an orifice for surcharge conditions).
Figure 5 shows a sketch of this network, which consists of a storage unit with a constant direct inflow
so that a steady flow regime may be reached. Likewise, the outfall is simulated as a free discharge.
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Conduits are long enough to allow them to reach the uniform flow in their middle points. Direct
numerical calculations can thus be done, and they can be contrasted with those obtained with both
EPA SWMM and Toolkit.
 
Figure 4. Network used for the study of the Toolkit’s functions.
 
Figure 5. Network used for the exhaustive study of weirs and orifices.
The tests could be grouped in two phases, depending on the functions that each of these tested.
In the first phase, only the Get functions were tested, and only section S1 in Figure 4 was used. The
tests in this phase consisted of checking that the results obtained with EPA SWMM and the Toolkit are
exactly coincidental without the need to manipulate information. The employed network was the one
shown in Figure 4 with a one-hour long rainfall and duration of the simulation of 12 h. The results
corresponding to both nodes and pipes were consulted. During the first test, it could be observed
that the Toolkit collected all the calculation instants. EPA SWMM, instead, only collected those results
corresponding to the report time step. This way, a 10-s hydraulic calculation and report time step was
employed in order to ensure equality of conditions. Likewise, in order to ensure the precision of the
results, EPA SWMM preferences were modified, so that the reported results were always presented
with a numerical precision of four decimals. Regarding the nodes, all the variables that could be read
with the Get functions were processed, except for those related to quality water parameters. The same
procedure was applied for pipes.
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In the second phase, two sets of tests were carried out involving Set functions. These functions
allow the integration of EPA SWMM with any other external applications including more complex
algorithms of iterative character, such as design, control, or calibration algorithms. Because of this,
tests have been more elaborate for this group of functions. Next, a brief description of each one will be
done. The first set was carried out in section S3 of Figure 4, and it included the basic elements such as
storage units, junctions and conduits. The following parameters were modified:
‚ Storage Units: invert level, height (maximum depth) y and volume. Regarding the volume, it is
defined by a function which relates depth and surface area through three parameters: A, B and C.
The surface area of the storage unit varies with water depth following the function shown below:
S “ A ¨ yB ` C (1)
‚ Junctions: invert level and maximum depth.
‚ Conduits: diameter, invert levels at entrance and exit, and roughness coefficient. Furthermore,
other tests were made in order to modify geometric shape and the corresponding geometric
parameters. The latter tests were no so exhaustive as long as not all geometric shapes were tested.
This set’s testing protocol will be briefly described. For each case within the set, three tests were
carried out. The first included the analysis of the results obtained using EPA SWMM with a series of
values of the analyzed parameter (10 different values ranging between a minimum and a maximum).
Next, these same cases have been processed using the Toolkit and without parameter modification,
that is, reading each of the 10 prepared archives. Finally, the obtained results have been analyzed by
performing 10 calculations in one single process that used Set functions in order to modify parameters.
As an example, Figure 6 compares the results obtained when modifying storage capacity. The data
collected for each of the storage volume include maximum discharges at entrance and exit pipes as
well as total flood values for the initial and the final nodes. The results obtained through the use of the
library have been represented on the horizontal axis. In the vertical axis, instead, those results directly
obtained using EPA SWMM are represented. As expected, the results are 100% coincidental.
Figure 6. Flooding results comparison between EPA SWMM and a Toolkit-based application.
The second set was done for the exclusive study of control structures (orifices and weirs). Two
networks were used on this occasion. Because it was important to use a section that would present
discharge derivation, section S2 of Figure 4 was used. The characteristics of these elements were
modified by using the developed functions. This way, the performance of both elements was proven
to be the same regardless of whether EPA SWMM or the Toolkit was used. The same behavior was
seen in both cases.
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Considering that control structures may become very important for applications such as real time
control, a more exhaustive analysis was performed. In the case of orifices, EPA SWMM discriminates
the case of flooding conditions (behavior as orifice) from that of not-flooding conditions (behavior
as weir). Therefore, all the plausible situations contemplated by EPA SWMM were processed as a
function of depths upstream and downstream of control element. The transition between the two
performance modes is produced from a specific depth denominated critical height. Depending on the
case, EPA SWMM implements a different coefficient and exponent. The network shown in Figure 5
was used for this test. The detailed study that has been carried out helped to understand and perfectly
reproduce the behavior shown by these control structures. As a conclusion, both EPA SWMM and the
Toolkit presented the same results in all the cases that were analyzed.
4. Application
Usually, the design of a storm water network was solved by using the rational method. However,
methods based on the concept of return period do not take into account economic issues. It might result
in both overdesigned or underdesigned networks [20]. Cost-optimal design of hydraulic network
is a complex problem for engineers. Meredith [6] applied dynamic programming to sewer studies
including cost functions for pipes. Mays and Wenzel [21] also used dynamic programming to optimize
the design of a gravity sewer network with known pipe flow direction. Recent studies try to solve the
problem of designing sewage networks by heuristic algorithms [22,23]. Furthermore, costs associated
with flooding are rarely considered. Defining flood damage functions are another challenge for
storm water network design [24]. More recently, Guo et al [25] combined EPA SWMM with a cellular
automata and genetic algorithm hybrid algorithm to design large sewer networks. In all previous
studies, the inflows were considered constant. That is, the rainfall-runoff processes were not calculated.
Furthermore, most of these studies considered a normal flow regime.
In this case study, the design of a simple sewage network is used as an example of application
of the Toolkit. The dynamic wave approach is used for the hydraulic simulation. The network used
for this application consists of 6 pipes, 6 manholes and an outfall. Node and pipe data are shown
in Figure 7.
 
Figure 7. Sample network used as a case study.
Since the depth of the sewers should allow water flows by gravity, the design includes not only
the dimensioning of the pipes, but also the depth at which these pipes must be installed. Hence, both
the conduit diameters and their slopes must be calculated. It should be noted that diameters can be
coded as discrete variables and they must be chosen among those listed in Table 3. On the other hand,
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slopes are derived from the elevation and depth of the conduit ends. Therefore, they are continuous
variables that may assume any value. As it happens in every design problem, constraints have been
used for maximum velocity, capacity of the conduit and minimum slope. Another restriction was used,
based on a similar one proposed by Meredith [6]: the invert elevation of a pipe leaving a manhole
cannot be higher than the lowest invert elevation of a pipe entering the manhole.
Table 3. Cost of conduits.













When calculating pipe installation costs, a formulation which involves both cost of the pipe
according to Table 3 and the cost of installing such a pipe. In order to do so, a standardized trench was
used (shown in Figure 8). It will depend on both the diameter (D) and the maximum depth the pipe
can be installed (Δz). The trench model used is shown in Figure 8, as well as all the data that defines it.
It is worth mentioning that the same type of trench has been used for all the pipes, regardless of the
type of terrain in which pipes were located.
 
Figure 8. Trench model used.
This way, the data required to define the trench include:
‚ Pipeline depth, Δz. It will be defined by the design algorithm.
‚ Trench lateral slope, St. For this case study, this slope is considered constant and
equal to 0.2 m/m.
‚ Base width (b0). It is equal to pipe diameter plus 50 cm.
‚ Bedding thickness (h0), also constant and equal to 15 cm.
‚ Selected sidefill height (hR), measured from conduit crown level. Again, it is constant and equal
to 30 cm.
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‚ Pipeline charge angle α. It indicates pipeline portion in contact with bedding. In this case, it is
equal to 90˝.
‚ Ground elevation, z1
‚ Invert elevation, z0
Likewise, z0 and z1 represent the invert and the ground elevations, respectively. The latter is
calculated in the algorithm for all nodes with the exception of the outfall node D-1 for which z0 = 2.5 m.
Therefore, using these values and pipe diameters it is possible to calculate the rest of the geometrical
parameters of the trench.
With the trench parameters, it is possible to calculate the volumes that correspond to each part
of the trench construction. These calculations must then be associated to the costs of the different
actuations that were performed on the terrain. A cost function associated with the trench is thus
obtained, which is the sum of the terms shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Costs associated with the trench model.
Material/Operation Cost (€/m3)
Excavation costs C1 14.21 €
Granular material costs C2 13.97 €
Selected sidefill costs C3 6.47 €
Non selected sidefill C4 4.55 €
Transport costs C5 3.19 €
Final costs (deposition) C6 20.30 €
The geometrical calculation of the trench gives a cost function for pipe i that depends on the
diameter (Di), the depth (Δzi) and the length (Li) of the pipe:
Ci “ f pDi, Δzi, Liq (2)
According to the object model of EPA SWMM, the elevation of both ends of each conduit will
be computed and must be modified during the calculation process. Because of the different nature
of the variables, two algorithms have been used for network design: a pseudo-genetic algorithm
(PGA) and the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. PGA is a modified genetic algorithm
that replaces the binary coding of each variable by an integer coding [26]. Therefore, PGA is meant to
address problems of discrete character. PSO, instead, is an algorithm more suitable for continuous
problems [27]. In both situations, modifications to the different generations have been performed with
the help of the Toolkit functions.
In order to modify the slope of conduits, only the elevation of the downstream end of the pipe
was modified, while the upstream end was fixed to the invert of the upstream node. The pipe slopes
have been limited to be between 0% and 5%. The slope has been coded differently depending on the
algorithm used. In the PSO method, due to its continuous nature, any value within this range has been
allowed. In the PGA, instead, the range was divided into 100 intervals. This different coding is one of
the reasons why PSO presents higher execution costs but better solutions than PGA.
Some restrictions were imposed. Maximum allowable velocity in pipes (vmax) was fixed at 4 m/s.
As it is common in optimization problems with restrictions, if they are violated, penalizations will be
applied to the cost functions. If the velocity in a pipe (vi) is bigger than the maximum velocity, a binary
variable δ1,i will take the value of 1 and the penalty will be the exceedance times the penalty cost (λ1).
Finally, damage functions for flooding and surcharge conditions were assumed. As the target of the
design was to avoid both situations, these functions were high enough to discard designs with flood or
surcharge. Therefore, if the water level in node j (yj) is higher than the level that provokes surcharging
(yj,max), another binary variable δ2,j will take the value of 1 and a penalty cost (λ2) will be added. Then,
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the fitness of a solution k will be given by an objective function Fk that accounts for the pipe costs and














δ2,j¨ pykj ´ yj,maxq (3)
In this equation, Cki is the cost of pipe i in solution k according to Equation (2), NL is the number
of links and NM is the number of manholes in the model.
In order to account for computational costs, nearly 7000 simulations were carried out for every
algorithm. All the simulations were done with an initial population of 100 individuals, and the rest of
the parameters were tuned for each method [28].
The optimal result obtained using the AG design model offers a solution that costs 290,441.68 €,
while the solution obtained using PSO design model is 287,518.02 €. Both algorithms yielded the same
solution for diameters, but since PSO is a continuous algorithm, its results are slightly better (1%)
compared to those obtained by using APG. On the other hand, APG needs less than half the number of
iterations than PSO. Furthermore, the rate of success of APG (as defined in [28]) is better. The summary
of these results can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5. Summary of results for both algorithms.
Algorithm PGA PSO
Best solution 290,441.68 € 287,518.02 €
Average number of simulations 771 1670
Rate of success 37.1% 32.6%
5. Conclusions
The EPA SWMM program is a sewerage network hydraulic simulator that is widespread.
However, its integration with other programs is quite limited [5]. Because of this fact, a function
library (known as a Toolkit) that allows the use of EPA SWMM algorithm in more complex calculation
programs has been presented.
The principal objective of the present study is the development, testing and application of a
functions library that allows the execution of multiple simulations with the EPA SWMM. This library
must allow data modification and results querying without reading or writing files.
The library is made up of three different groups of functions. First, the project management
functions will be enclosed in the group of interfacing functions provided by the USEPA within the
program. The second group consists of those functions that are associated with data and result
gathering. These functions can be referred to as Get functions. Finally, a data modification functions
(denominated as Set functions) were included in order to give the library a greater degree of flexibility.
This library has been tested in order to show an improvement in simulation times. With it, one can
avoid the writing of the data archive for every simulation. Likewise, the functions that are included
in this library allow the incorporation of the hydrologic calculation’s results into the project’s data,
and the writing of the binary archive as well as the results report has been avoided. In exchange, the
results are kept in the memory with the resulting savings in the calculation times. All this has led to
saving in calculations times, which in some cases has exceeded 75%.
Finally, the library has been subjected to a result validation protocol that proves the obtained
results are 100% similar to those obtained with the original program. The functions that are included
in the library have been directly contrasted with the results obtained with the original program, thus
obtaining a perfect adjustment for every case. Furthermore, because the library allows the reading of
results directly from the calculating tool, a rounding error is avoided as result precision increases. This
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way, results obtained from the validation process confirm 100% compatibility between those results
obtained using EPA SWMM and those obtained by the external programs using the Toolkit.
Once validated, the library has been applied to the design of a sewerage network in which the
diameter calculation and the slope adjustment have been combined. This is done by using a cost
function expression that takes into account not only pipe acquisition costs but also the costs associated
with pipeline installation as well (excavation, trenching and backfilling). For the development of the
cost function associated with each diameter, a parameterized-type trench has been defined, one that
can be used in other applications. The principal conclusion that can be drawn from this study case is
that it is possible to combine the Toolkit with an optimization program that modifies the network data
based on the results obtained from the simulation without the need to deal with files, thereby allowing
time savings during the simulation.
In this comparison, two different evolution algorithms have been used: one for solving discrete
problems (PGA) and another for continuous problems (PSO). This application was meant to contrast
the Toolkit utility in more complex problems that were based on repetitive successions of a single
simulation. As an additional result, it has been proved that the PSO algorithm (conceived for
continuous variable problems) produces better solutions compared to those produced by PGA.
However, PGA gets the best solutions with a lower number of simulations, that is, in a smaller
time and more frequently. This conclusion confirms what has already been observed with other
authors in continuous optimization problems [29].
There is some field for future research regarding this work. The work was done in response
to the problem of the design of a storm water network. Because of that, all the functions presented
in this paper are related to hydraulic objects, that is, elements involved with hydraulic calculation.
Hydrologic objects such as subcatchments or rain gages were not considered. Since the rainfall runoff
process is another important part of the hydrological cycle, it would be interesting to extend the scope
of this work to hydrological simulation. Finally, there is a growing interest in Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems (SUDS). EPA SWMM includes these systems and their design might be boosted
with the help of similar functions for such a systems.
As a final conclusion, it can be said that the connection library with EPA SWMM represents a
powerful tool for applications based on changing network parameters, as is the case of the formulation
of sewerage network design. Besides, it allows saving of computational costs. All the aforementioned
results allows the possibility of applying this library to other applications of different natures, which is
precisely the case of the studies that are currently being implemented for sewerage network adaption
to climate change.
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Abstract: Water supply systems have been facing many challenges in recent decades due to the
potential effects of climate change and rapid population growth. Water systems need to expand
because of demographic growth. Therefore, evaluating and increasing system capacity is crucial.
Specifically, we analyze network capacity as one of the main features of a system. When the network
capacity starts to decrease, there is a risk that continuous supply will become intermittent. This paper
discusses how network expansion carried out throughout the network life span typically reduces
network capacity, thus transforming a system originally designed to work with continuous supply
into a system with intermittent supply. A method is proposed to expand the network capacity
in an environment of economic scarcity through a greedy algorithm that enables the definition
of a schedule for pipe modification stages, and thus efficiently expands the network capacity.
This method is, at the same time, an important step in the process of changing a water system from
intermittent back to continuous supply—an achievement that remains one of the main challenges
related to water and health in developing countries.
Keywords: water network expansion; water network capacity; intermittent water supply; theoretical
maximum flow; system setting curve
1. Introduction
The world population is increasing at an exponential rate and available water resources are
reducing due to pollution and the effects of the climate change that increase the severity of droughts
and favor other extreme events [1]. This places stress on many public services and dramatically
increases the gap between water supply and demand. In many countries, urban growth has exceeded,
and continues exceeding, the growth of supply infrastructure [2]. This growth generates the conditions
necessary for operators of water supply systems to embrace intermittent water supply (IWS) [3].
Many countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America have IWS [4].
Reducing poverty and improving public health is an important part of the Millennium
Development Goals [5]. Achieving this goal is threatened by water shortages, lack of supply
guarantees [6] and poor quality of supplied water. Although it is considered that the drinking
water supplied through pipeline systems is safe, many studies show that deficiencies in the network,
caused by IWS, can create conditions so that water is not safe and reliable [7–13]. The lack of reliable
water supply systems in developing countries can undermine much of the hope for improvements in
public health [14], and have negative effects for drinking water system objectives [15].
IWS generally seeks to reduce the per capita water demand based on savings in capital and
operating costs. However, instead of being smart, this strategy brings negative consequences that
outweigh the positive factors [16,17]. Symptoms of system failure include very low levels of pressure,
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and insufficient supply in the remotest and highest points. Generally, intermittent supply is adopted
by necessity rather than by design and results in serious system impairment [18].
The best way to protect water quality is by maintaining positive and continuous pressures
throughout the network [13,19]. Thus, continuous water supply ensures security. The supply
change from intermittent to continuous is one of the main challenges concerning water and health in
developing countries [20].
The cost of risks to the health of users must also be considered (in terms of their incomes, medical
treatments, etc.) as it is much greater than the cost of replacing deficient pipes [11] that are detrimental
to continuous water supply.
According to several studies [21–23], IWS systems produce insufficient pressure in less favored
sectors or areas (nodes located on high points and/or far away). Such conditions may be favorable for
reducing water losses. However, they also produce inequity in the supply [18].
Insufficient funding and mismanagement [17] are two of the main causes of the origin of IWS.
System improvements in these scenarios do not derive from increasing the water supply sources, but
from improving system infrastructure and management. However, a shortage of funding does not
allow operators to make large investments, so they should look for profitable long term planning
strategies. In this sense, phased or gradual improvements can be a good option.
The growth of cities occurs horizontally and/or vertically, as a result of residential, industrial,
and commercial developments, and community facilities, etc. [24]. This growth requires expanding the
network capacity and the correction of anomalies or reduced system performance [25].
When undertaking the expansion of a water supply network, the goal is to supply a much larger
demand. However, when this expansion does not take into account the network capacity and the
influence of the new expansion, various scenarios may appear that reduce the capacity of the network
and threaten the quantity and quality of the service. Reducing the capacity of the network may lead,
for example, to intermittent supply.
Generally, the network of an IWS system has insufficient capacity. However, this situation can be
imperceptible because the operators manage to cover the demanded flows through differentiation of
supply schedules, sectorization, and use of household tanks. Increasing the network capacity in IWS
systems that seek to reach continuous water supply (CWS) is a task that must be carefully analyzed.
In this paper, the theoretical maximum flow is proposed as an indicator of network capacity.
This element is endowed with its true dimension as a quantitative element that is crucial in
decision-making, assessment, management, maintenance, exploitation, and design of drinking water
distribution systems.
The theoretical maximum flow is important to evaluate the behavior and evolution of a drinking
water system and its relationship with intermittent supply. It also serves as a basis for proposing
a greedy algorithm that enables the definition of a schedule for pipe modification stages, and thus
efficiently expands network capacity.
The case of study has two parts. In the first part, we evaluate the growth of the southern subsystem
of the city of Oruro (Bolivia), which was originally built to offer continuous supply. However, various
network modifications imposed an ideal environment for intermittent supply. In the second part,
we consider the possibility of increasing the current network capacity, as part of various actions to
revert to CWS. Based on the IWS classification given by Totsuka et al. [17], the system only suffers
economic scarcity and management problems, and not physical scarcity. Thus, only the actions related
to infrastructure improvement are analyzed.
2. Methodology
This paper discusses how poorly planned network expansions can lead from CWS to IWS.
We propose the use of the theoretical maximum flow as an indicator for evaluating the network
capacity, and then analyzing its relationship with intermittent supply.
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Generally, the capacity of a water distribution network is considered a qualitative concept, which
is usually identified from user complaints of pressure reduction [26].
We consider that network capacity represents the maximum demand (or flow) that can be met
while maintaining suitable pressures throughout the network, and strictly ensuring the minimum
pressure required at the node with the lowest pressure. When this flow does not cover the demand of
the population, the network has insufficient capacity. Given this scenario, the network responds
by reducing pressure at nodes to achieve total user demand. This situation may threaten the
continuity of water supply. Even though it is possible to use a PDD (pressure driven demand)
analysis, in low pressure networks, a more conservative and, thus, safer design is obtained by making
use of mathematical models using demand driven analysis (DDA), and representing its capacity
deficiency as a flow magnitude, since negative pressures have no physical meaning in cases of deficient
network capacity.
We propose the use of the theoretical maximum flow calculated with the pressure-restricted
setting curve, explained later. To evaluate the capacity of a system network with IWS, the maximum
theoretical flow is compared with the maximum flow required by the population in continuous supply.
It is thus possible to establish the potential of converting CWS into IWS. Intermittent water supply is
usually caused by the extension of the distribution network beyond its hydraulic capacity [27].
Therefore, a method is also proposed to increase the capacity of the network, as a part of
a project for gradual transition towards CWS, while taking into account that the system suffers
insufficient funding.
It is common to gradually carry out the process of expanding the network capacity with more or
less localized interventions on its components, so as not to endanger the service and ensure a greater
lifespan for the infrastructure [25].
Another important restriction on some systems with IWS is related to the economic constraints
of the water company. Therefore, we propose a gradual expansion of capacity divided into stages,
in which a schedule is defined for every stage (the optimal option being sought in each of these
stages). Taking advantage of improvements in network capacity, CWS gradually spreads until the
entire network is covered.
When a network requires expansion, it is common practice to use optimization techniques to find
a solution with lower costs and satisfactory pressures. However, these processes tend to define the
overall set of pipes regardless the necessary actions associated with stage-divided projects.
In this paper, the use of the theoretical maximum flow reduces the search space to an area equal
to the number of pipes evaluated and multiplied by the number of candidate diameters and number
of stages.
This advantage enables us to propose the strategic replacement of pipes in a context of economic
scarcity by a greedy algorithm that enables the optimal option in each of the stages to be selected—in
an attempt to reach an optimal general solution. A schedule of the stages for modifying the network is
defined in this way, and the result is a gradual and more efficient transition to CWS.
As the influence of each of the pipes in the total capacity of the network is known, another
advantage of the proposed method is the possibility of detecting bottlenecks in the network.
2.1. System Setting Curve
The setting curve is a very useful tool in the operation and management of a water supply system.
This curve represents the need for energy production at the source in relation to the injected flow in
the system, guaranteeing the minimum pressure at less favorable points. A distribution network does
not have a well-defined resistance curve [28,29], because the curve slope changes—depending on the
flow requirements and the resistance imposed on the network by user demand [30], from demand for
minimum flows to demand for peak flows. However, the setting curve maintains a stable position,
which is very advantageous and useful for solving problems related to water supply (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Representation of the network resistance and setting curves.
For the calculation of the setting curve, a reliable mathematical model of the network should be
available. Thus, it is possible to evaluate the losses in terms of various load conditions in the network.
Tracking the setting curve at all times ensures that the pressure injected into the households is that
which is strictly necessary to provide a good service. This produces energy savings. Similarly, adhering
to the curve moderates pressure fluctuations in the network, thus reducing the negative implications
of such variations in the life span of the network [29].
The setting curve is used for control purposes in pumping systems [29] and in energy optimization
of water supply systems [31–33]. An approximation to the setting curve is also used as a flow
modulation curve or as a setting curve for pressure reducing valves in response to changes in system
demands to optimize the operation of a district metered area [34,35].
The flowchart in Figure 2 summarizes the steps to determine the setting curve when there is only
one feed point. In addition to the mathematical model of the network, the minimum pressure at the
nodes (Pmin) must also be given. This value will define the level of service to be achieved. Subsequently,
scenarios for different load states, j, defined by peak factor K applied to the demand of all the nodes
must be generated. Each load condition establishes an injected flow (Qj) in the network that requires
an available head at the source (Ha) that ensures the minimum pressure in less favorable nodes (Punf).
These pressures are compared with the minimum pressure until a desired very small margin of error is
reached. The set of points thus obtained describes the setting curve. The hydraulic calculation for each
load state is performed with DDA. It is recommended that, like in pressures, elevation and head units
be meters; and the flow in liters per second.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram for the determination of the setting curve.
2.2. Theoretical Maximum Flow
We consider the theoretical maximum flow, as the maximum flow value that can be injected in the
network by ensuring that the pressure is not lower than a minimum value established as a constraint.
This flow represents the theoretical capacity of the distribution network.
The maximum flow through a simple pipe can be calculated by taking into account the upstream
and downstream boundary conditions in terms of gauge pressure or head. In a network the calculation
may be similarly performed. The downstream boundary conditions are set by the setting curve, which
was built to meet a defined minimum pressure (Pmin). The upstream condition, which provides the
hydraulic potential of the network, is defined by the hydraulic head available at the source (Hs), which
can be a reservoir (Figure 3) or a pump. The theoretical maximum flow (Qmaxt) is determined by the
intersection of the setting curve and the supply curve (see Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Representation of setting curve and theoretical maximum flow.
 
Figure 4. Theoretical maximum flow for: (a) a tank or reservoir; and (b) a pump.
The theoretical maximum flow or network capacity can be increased by changes in the supply
source: by, for example, building new reservoirs or increasing the pump power or the number of
pumps; reducing minimum pressure; and modifying the network (adding reinforcement, greater
interconnectivity, making replacements, etc.). In our study, we address the latter case.
The theoretical maximum flow is strongly related to the setting curve which varies according
to the network configuration, and the changes in the pipes or the service minimum pressure. One
way to increase the network capacity without altering Hs is by changing the slope of the setting curve.
This can be achieved by changing some physical characteristics of the network pipes.
2.3. Required Maximum Flow
For the process of increasing the capacity of the network it is necessary to have a point of reference,
a target point defined by the required maximum flow (Qmaxr) and its corresponding source pressure
head. In CWS, the required maximum flow corresponds to the maximum hourly flow.
The required maximum flow is calculated from the demand, using population growth forecasts,
losses, and other future uses and water needs.
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2.4. Procedure for Increasing the Capacity of the Network
The process of increasing the capacity of the network is very useful for the transformation of IWS
into CWS. The process is based on changing the characteristics of the network so as to reduce the slope
of the setting curve until the value of the required maximum flow is exceeded, see Figure 5.
 
Figure 5. Network capacity increase process.
Because intermittent supply systems have hydraulic, structural [3,19,20], and water quality
problems [21–25], we consider that, in the transition process to continuous supply, replacement is more
effective than pipe reinforcement.
Starting with the current network, each pipe is replaced with another pipe with a different
diameter. This change is evaluated by calculating the theoretical maximum flow. Thus, it is possible
to calculate the increase in capacity involved in each of the changes. By incorporating the cost of
replacing a pipe p an expansion rate is determined:
qp,d “ Q
p,d




˘ ¨ Lp , (1)
where qp,d is expansion rate produced by substituting pipe p for a new pipe with diameter d;
Qomax t is theoretical maximum flow of the original network or the network modified in the previous
step; Qp,dmax t is theoretical maximum flow after substituting pipe p for a new pipe with diameter d;
C(dp) is unit length cost of pipe p replaced with a new pipe of diameter d; and Lp is length of modified
pipe p.
The expansion rate (Equation (1)) is very useful in identifying pipes that constrain the
network capacity.
Another approach for selecting the pipes to be replaced, which prioritizes the flow increase
over the cost, is by raising the difference in the numerator of the expansion rate (Equation (1)) to
an exponent, n, as in Equation (2). In this way, the pipes will initially be modified to larger diameters.
This will subsequently offset the initial cost as smaller diameters will be required.
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qnp,d “
´





˘ ¨ Lp , (2)
By using the expansion rate in each of the expansion stages, the pipe to be modified or replaced is
identified (as the pipe with the largest expansion rate value).
The process outlined in the flowchart in Figure 6 enables us to define a new network configuration
by increasing its capacity after replacing the pipes that represent the lowest costs. The order of priority
for the replacement of the pipes is also identified, and this enables us to plan the process of gradually
increasing the network capacity. The total cost may be divided into stages based on this prioritization.
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Figure 6. Flowchart for the process of increasing the network capacity.
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3. Results and Discussion
The case of study has two parts:
The first step is to reconstruct the hydraulic conditions of the subsystem in the south of Oruro
in the period 1968–2013. Considering that the initial network is the main part of the current network
and that it has been maintained since the inauguration of the infrastructure, we will use the current
network model. Due to a lack of information, the growth of the urban area is used as a reference to
reconstruct the network evolution. As a result, the topology of the network during each of the study
periods is estimated. Considering the population and water demand of each of the periods studied, it
is possible to calculate the required maximum flow. However, to compare this value with the network
capacity it is necessary that both elements have the same dimensions. For this purpose, we propose
the use of the theoretical maximum flow indicator.
In the second part, based on the current network of the south Oruro area, we seek to identify and
prioritize the order of the pipes that require replacement under economic and hydraulic criteria, in
order to gradually increase the network capacity to achieve the necessary infrastructure to transform
IWS into CWS (24/7). Besides the theoretical maximum flow, an expansion rate indicator will also
be used.
3.1. First Part of the Study
The project “Drinking water for the city of Oruro” [36] was begun in 1968 and included the
main infrastructure for water supply in the southern sub-area of the city—a tank and the mains.
The subsystem offered continuous supply but is currently an IWS system. There are no records of
when the system became intermittent. Based on the theoretical maximum flow, the transition process
is analyzed in this part of the study.
Considering the size of the urban area [37], population growth [38], population density, and the
number of current users, it is possible to estimate the population growth of the study area, defined
by the urban growth (Table 1) during the given periods. Based on the current average supply of the
subsystem (84.32 L/capita/d) and a peak factor of 2.5 (representative of other areas of the city that
have CWS and similar population growth) the required maximum flow for each year can be calculated.
Table 1. Population and required maximum flow for the Oruro southern subsystem.






The urban growth of the city enables us to set growth scenarios for the subsystem supply network,
for the changes in the mains and for the inlet to the sectors (see Figure 7). Based on these scenarios, the
setting curve and the theoretical maximum flow or capacity of the network (Figure 8) is calculated.
A minimum pressure (Pmin) condition of 20 m is adopted; the minimum elevation of the water level in
the reservoir (Hs) is 3771 masl (meters above sea level), and the average elevation of the network is
3723.8 masl.
Comparison between the required maximum flow and the theoretical maximum flow or network
capacity is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7. Growth of the Oruro southern subsystem network.
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Figure 8. Setting curve in each of the years of study.
 
Figure 9. Development of the theoretical maximum flow and the required maximum flow in the
study area.
The studied system was designed for continuous supply. This is evident because in 1968 the
network capacity was greater than the required maximum flow. The network was designed to supply
water to a larger population and had a reasonable slack for expansion. This scenario was maintained
throughout the first period, 1968–1972; and expansions made during this period were developed in
favorable areas. These expansions were developed properly and did not significantly weaken the
network capacity.
In the period 1972–1985, the situation changed. The southern region of Oruro grew faster than the
rest of the city [37]. The network expansions to cover the new sectors were very large. In addition, the
selection of small diameters increased the pressure drop and network capacity was therefore reduced.
In 1985, the required maximum flow exceeded the theoretical maximum flow. This fact imposed
a reduction of pressure in the network. The nodes located in unfavorable areas were prone to run
out of water during peak consumption. People needed to protect their supply and opted for the use
of household tanks. This scenario led to inequity in the supply: nodes located in favorable areas
squandered water, due to lack of metering, while users located in unfavorable areas complained about
a lack of water. Eventually, a perception of water scarcity prevailed among the population and the
operator. A solution was sought.
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To solve the water shortage in less favorable points, there are two potential solutions: the first
option, though not very evident in scenarios of economic scarcity and poor management, is to expand
the capacity of the network by replacing and reinforcing the mains; and the second option is to opt for
intermittent supply (a widespread misconception derived from a lack of water and funding).
The adoption of intermittent supply limits the hours of supply in different areas, setting schedules
that seek to reduce the required maximum flow. This action may be useful initially as the main sections
transport lower flow rates during peak consumption and therefore sufficient flow reaches the points
located in unfavorable areas. However, population growth will require expansion and this condemns
the system to intermittent supply.
In this second period, the theoretical maximum flow and the required maximum flow curves
intersect. A point was reached at which the capacity of the network no longer met the demand of
the population with continuous supply (this situation has been maintained since then). Accordingly,
we can say that a policy based on an IWS approach was implemented in the south of Oruro starting
between 1970 and 1985 (see Figure 9).
In the third study period, 1985–2007, intermittent supply was consolidated. New expansion
further reduced the capacity of the network. The expansion of the S01-16 sector used diameters that
were too small and, in addition, supply was extended to an even higher point. These features made
it a critical point, which conditioned the setting curve severely and, consequently, the value of the
theoretical maximum flow.
Between 2007 and 2013, the subsystem was expanded with the S01-18 sector, which did not affect
the capacity of the network because the sector is in a lower area and the installed diameters were
suitable for the needs of the sector. It proved to be a good expansion, since it did not greatly affect the
setting curve and the theoretical maximum flow.
The reduction of network capacity is a problem not perceived when the network works with
intermittent supply, because water reaches all sectors, although at very low pressures; however, this
situation will be primarily responsible for inequitable supply.
3.2. Second Part of the Study
The capacity of the subsystem network in the south of Oruro is currently insufficient and, as
a result, supply is intermittent. It is necessary to increase this capacity if the aim is to achieve continuous
supply. Due to a shortage of funds, the expansion is bound to be gradual and staged. Accordingly, it is
necessary to know the order of pipe replacement. The budget available annually for the process of
increasing the network capacity is Bs. 700,000 (seven hundred thousand Bolivian boliviano, equivalent
to €89,172). The transition from IWS to CWS requires that the network has a capacity for continuous
supply of 91.98 L/s.
Unit costs, which include all the elements necessary for the replacement of pipes, and which
depend on the diameter, are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Unit costs for replacing pipes as a function of diameter.
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When large diameter pipes are changed, the theoretical network maximum flow is increased
(see Figure 10). This increase is more pronounced in pipes P-1, P-2, P-3, P-4, P-11, and P-13, and
even more so in pipes P-12 and P-17. These last mentioned pipes are the most critical for the
network and represent bottlenecks; so, any action to expand the network must take them into account.
Augmenting the diameter of the remaining pipes causes minimal increases in the network capacity, so
their importance in increasing network capacity is minimal. Generally, the first upgrade of diameter
produces a significant increase in network capacity, while subsequent diameter upgrades do not
produce such a large effect. The curve tends to reflect an asymptotic behavior (Figure 10).
 
Figure 10. Network capacity increase based on diameter change.
The expansion process was developed using the expansion ratio q given in Equation (2) for n = 1,
2 and 3. The exponent was chosen depending on the theoretical maximum flow (Figure 11). The use of
the indicator with an exponent greater than 1 enables lower costs to be reached when the expansion
flow rate is larger; however, n = 1 can be used when the maximum flow requirement is lower. In any
case, it is adequate for making a comparison with indicators.
Figure 11. Comparison of cumulative costs depending on the expansion rate used.
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To reach the required maximum flow of 91.98 L/s, the lowest cost is produced by the indicator q
with n = 2. The setting curve is gradually changed in five steps that define the order of actions for the
gradual improvement (Figure 12). With this prioritization, three stages of investment (last column of
Table 3 and Figure 13) are defined.
 
Figure 12. Setting curve evolution in the capacity increase process.
Table 3. Results of the network capacity increase process.













1 0.07540 P-12 350 42.63 562,303.90 562,303.90 562,303.90
2 0.15582 P-17 200 52.14 581,264.92 1,143,568.83 581,264.92
3 0.48497 P-11 350 61.76 190,736.95 1,334,305.77
532,875.954 1.00235 P-2 350 70.04 68,333.76 1,402,639.54
5 1.95625 P-13 300 93.18 273,805.24 1,676,444.78
Due to increasing water-losses produced after transition from IWS to CWS [3], and which
consequently increase the required maximum flow, it is necessary to implement an active leakage
control [39] simultaneously with the network capacity expansion to avoid oversizing the network and
wasting water.
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Figure 13. Stages of investment.
4. Conclusions
Although its use is generally applied to CWS, the setting curve is a useful tool for evaluating and
improving systems with intermittent supply.
The approach using theoretical maximum flow enables network capacity to be given its true
quantitative dimension. This is necessary for decision-making in the assessment, management,
maintenance, operation, and design of a continuous or intermittent supply drinking water network.
Specifically, in this paper, this approach enables us to evaluate a system with intermittent supply, track
its evolution from its CWS origin (first part of the study) to the current IWS, and propose solutions to
recover CWS (second part of the study). Thus, this study contributes to improve intermittent supply
systems, which remains one of the main challenges related to water and health in developing countries.
In the first part, we can see how poorly planned expansion processes can systematically reduce
network capacity. This reduction initially brought low pressure, flow failure in unfavorable areas, and
user complaints. The situation was perceived as water scarcity rather than reduced network capacity.
As a result, it was decided to opt for intermittent supply. Further expansion actions consolidated
this approach.
It is important to consider that the rational extension of the network not only involves laying
additional pipelines that reach the point of demand, but that this process should be accompanied by
the reinforcement, rehabilitation, or replacement of the network water mains.
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A process of expanding network capacity, as part of the transition from IWS to CWS with poor
funding, is difficult to implement. Consequently, gradually prioritizing pipe replacements, based on
achieving the greatest impact on the quality of service at the lowest cost, is a very useful criterion.
The characteristics of the method allow us to reach a more efficient process in small networks than in
large ones.
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